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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT OF MEETING OF
ADVISORY GROUP ON TEE COMPREHENSIVE

REVIEW AND REVISION OF THE REGULATIONS FOR THE
SAFE TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Vienna, 1-12 September 1980

Introduction

Each year, many millions of shipments of radioactive materials are
being transported safely throughout the world by all available means of
transport. Nevertheless, the general public is showing increasing concern
over real and perceived hazards is transport. Transportation safety depends
primarily on compliance with sound regulations which should also be practical
and enforceable.

In 1959 the Agency began the synthesis of harmonized safety regulations
for transport of all radioactive materials and for all means of transport.
These «ere originally based on the existing good practices and a few «-impie
but good rules already in force.

The Agency's regulations for the safe transport of radioactive
materials, Safety Series No.6, «as first published in 1961. Subsequent
revisions were published in 1967 and 1973. This Advisory Group was established
to prepare a revision to be published in 1983. The regulations are promulgated
for application in the Agency's own operations and are recommended to Member
States and International Organizations to be used as s. basis for national
and international regulations.

Over the past 20 years, the Agency's transport regulations have been
adopted by all international bodies concerned with transport and by almost
all individual Member States. They now form the regulatory basis on which
all radioactive materials, including spent fuel and other high-activity
sources, are transported internationally throughout the world.

Early on, the Agency decided not to frame a convention for transport
safety. Now, however, the regulations are applied by other organizations
under several types of legal instruments including conventions, codes,
regulations, agreements and acts.

The Agency thus carries a quasi-legal as well as a moral obligation
to ensure that these regulations continue to provide a satisfactory standard
of safety now and in the foreseeable future, taking into account the develop-
ments that have taken place in the means of transport, in the volume of
traffic and in the nature of materials which are transported. Member States
and Internationl Organizations are relying upon the Agency to provide them
with advice and guidance on any future amendment of the regulations and on
their effective implementation.
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Background

The last comprehensive review of the Agency's Regulations was carried
out by as Advisory Group in 1970-71 with the resultant revisions published
as the 1973 Revised Edition. At that time, it was considered that a
periodic review should be carried out at intervals of about 10 years to
assure that the requirement* are kept current but not changed too frequently
to be accepted. Consequently, a review is now underway which will fulfill
the commitment for periodic evaluation and the schedule for this project is
graphically presented in Annex I.

As a first step, the Agency solicited comments and proposals for changes
to the current Regulations from Member States by letter of 6 February 1979
and from international organizations soon after. Based on more than 200 pages
of comments received, 130 separate issues to be addressed in the review were
identified. These were compiled under 6 main topics:

1. Editorial
2. Administrative Aspects
3. Radiation Protection - ICRP Recommendations
4. Packaging Requirements and Tests
5. Low Level Solids and Low Specific Activity
6. Nuclear Criticality Safety

This Advisory Group was asked to carry out a comprehensive review of the
regulations in light of changes in transport conditions and methods used for
shipping radioactive materials. At the same time, the Group was reminded
that the Agency's regulations have been in place for some time. They must be
considered to have been generally satisfactory and changes must only be made

d when they are justified. They were asked to strike a balance between keeping
d • the regulations reasonably the same for the purpose of continuity and ease

of application and making necessary changes as a result of experience gained
in their application. Therefore, careful judgment was required in suggesting
changes and the Group recognized that it must be prepared to defend its
decisions.

The principle was established that when agreement on an issue involving a
change in the regulations was not forthcoming, or seemed unlikely to be
achieved in a reasonable amount of time, the decision would be to make no
change. While unanimous consent was certainly not possible in all cases, it
was necessary to reach reasonable agreement in order to support a change.

The Group was asked to give due consideration to all the issues and
complete a comprehensive review of the regulations in the allotted 2 weeks
with the* exception of nuclear criticality safety. The technical details of
that, primarily Section VI, were to be reviewed by a Technical Committee of
experts in that field during 23-27 March 1981. The Group did address the
administrative aspects and the relationship of fissile controls to radiation
controls - leaving only the technical details and refinement of the criteria
for approval of package design and contents to that Technical Committee.

The Group also took account of recommendations concerning the Teview
submitted to the Agency since 197? by the Standing.Advisory Group on the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (October 1978, April 1980), the
Advisory Group on Radiation Protection and Safety Principles Underlying the
Transport Regulations (July 1980) and the Technical Committee on Package
Test Standards (December 1977, August 1979).
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The Group proposed revisions which were determined to be necessary and
for which there were adequate justifications. Developing and agreeing
on the justification for some of the changes was as difficult as the changes
themselves.

Procedures

This first meeting of the Advisory Group was held in the IAEA Boardroom
at the Vienna International Center 1 - 1 2 September 1980. It was attended by
49 representatives from 15 Member States and 4 International Organizations.
A list of participants is given in Annex II.

The usual procedures used by IAEA Advisory Groups were followed with
a balance between plenary sessions and working groups except that the
working groups -were of 2 types: -

"A" Working Groups with delegated responsibility and
"B" Working Groups for special topics or problems.

The pattern used in the previous review panel (1970-71) was followed with a few
exceptions. The "A" Working Groups were empowered to make decisions on all issues
except a few key issues which were decided by the plenary; however, all changes
(along with their justifications) had to be approved by the plenary.

Each "A" Working Group was responsible for one of the major topics and
considered all comments and suggestions associated with the issues allocated
to that topic. Taking account Q£ all available information, the Working
Groups decided whether:

(1) a revision of the Regulations was necessary and justified;
(2) further study is needed before a conclusion can be reached; or
(3) the comment was inappropriate, inapplicable or for some reason did

not warrant any action.
If it was decided a revision was necessary, the Working Group prepared, for
review and approval of the Group in plenary, a draft revision of the
pertinent sections of the Regulations and an adequate justification for
the change.

"B" Working Groups were set up to consider specific problems defined
during the aeeting and to work out and submit solutions for approval by the
full advisory Group. Among the subjects considered by such Working Groups
were

(1) Quality Assurance, and
(2) Labelling of fissile packages •

Five principal "A" Working Groups were established. All decisions by the
Working Groups were reported at subsequent plenary sessions but only those
which gave rise to a revision of the Regulations were specifically discussed;
where the Working Group decided not to accept a proposal, this was not debated
in the plenary, unless a member of the Group specifically raised the issue
in the plenary. If no new or additional information was made available on the
issue or if there was not considerable disagreement with the Working Groups
decision to make no change, the decision was accepted.
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No proposal was accepted unless it had a reasonable and valid justifi-
cation; that is, unless it was agreed, on the basis of available information,
that the benefits produced by the change in question outweighed the costs in-
volved or that the change was necessary to ensure a minimum acceptable level '
of safety in transport. m

Several key issues were discussed in plenary, including:

- the scope of the Regulations, particularly the jurisdiction of
the IAEA versus that of the other regulatory organizations,

- whether and to what extent the Regulations should include pro-
: visions concerning physical protection, routing, liability and
, insurance and how the Regulations should treat materials having '
j hazardous properties other than radioactivity,
: - the application of the "As Low As Reasonably Achievable" concept.

The positions reached on each of these are recorded in the working papers
of the meeting which are attached in Annex IV. The changes proposed are reflected
in the First Draft Revision.

All the issues, except those dealing with criticality safety, were decided.
Some proposals were adopted but the majority were not because no definite justi-

ng fication could be identified for them, even though, is many cases, the sugges-
tions or comments were seen to have merit. The more important changes and
additions which it was agreed to recommend and which are reflected in the First
Draft Revision are briefly described below. The justifications for these and
other relevant points are given in the papers produced by the Working Groups
(Annex IV). The issues which were not resolved comprise those pertaining to
the provisions for fissile materials (i.e., Section VI of the Regulations).

The More Important Proposed Changes

Based on established policy, the recommendations of the ICRP were taken
into account in this review to the extent possible, in.particular, those pre-
sented in ICRP Publication No. 26. Accordingly, the Advisory Group, in deciding
what changes to propose, considered whether there was an adequate justification
for a change and whether the change was cost effective or had other overriding
implications.

Major changes accepted include the following:

1. The International System of Units (SI Units) has been used throughout
the Draft Revision. The existing units are given in parentheses for purposes
of comparison and the Group recommended that the existing units in parentheses
be retained in the final 1983 revision. Of particular note is the new definition
of Transport Index which was defined in terms of radiation levels so that the
present numerical values and limits for this factor could be retained (as
recommended by SAGSTRAM). This is now defined as the radiation level at 1 meter
from a package in microsieverts/h divided by 10 (instead of 1 millirem/h):

T.I. » ,/k.Sv/h at 1 m
10.

2. In Table IV, Ai and A2 values for radionuclides, the contents limits
for Type A packages are converted from curies to becquerels, the SI unit for
activity. la addition, the A2 values were calculated b the National Radiolo-
gical Protection Board of the United Kingdom based on the new annual limitation
on intake (ALI's) recommended by the ICRP and made available in March 1981. The
new values which will appear in the Second Draft Revision change some of the

-18-
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1
Type A package limits for other than special form materials.

3. For packages intended to contain irradiated fuel in which the activity
exceeds 3.7 x 1016 Bq (106 Curies), in addition to all the other tests, the
package must withstand submersion in water to a depth of at least 200 meters

* without rupture of the containment system.

As justification, the Advisory Group found that for sea transport,
packages submerged in water up to 200 meters depth can be recovered and for

s * recovery it would be undesirable for the containment to have ruptured. As to
ected cost, it was thought that the additional test is unlikely to require changes

in existing designs.

d. 4. Design basis limitations are given for exposure of passengers, workers
1- and unexposed film for use in deriving segregation tables. The average for

the most highly exposed group of passengers should not exceed 0.25 millisievert
(25 mrem/yr) and for workers 5 mSv (500 mrem/year). For film, as in the 1973

t Revised Edition, exposure should not exceed 2.5 microcoulombs per kilogram of
air (10 mR).

These limits were considered to be reasonable and probably are already
being net in most cases.

5. It is proposed that the definitions of low specific activity materials
and low level solids be replaced with new definitions for low specific activity
materials and low contamination objects (LSA and LCO). The new definitions
impose a limitation on the radiation level at 3 meters from the unshielded
materials of 10 mSv/h (1 rem/h). Furthermore, specific packaging and transport

ng requirements are proposed.

The Advisory,Group considered the fact that, at present, LSA and LLS
materials can have relatively high intrinsic radiation levels and the package
is not required to retain the shielding under even normal transport conditions.
These changes are expected to affect some reactor waste shipments as some
materials will no longer qualify as LSA and some will require "better" packaging.

6. Provision is made for the use of overpacks.; bags or boxes to contain,

for convenience in handling several, non-fissile packages. The International
on Civil Aviation Organization has included a provision to this effect in its

proposed "Technical Instruction for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods". It
will cover a shipping practice already prevalent in certain countries and is

r * , expected to result in lower carrier personnel exposures.

7. To* requirement concerning the radiation level at the surface of Type
A packages after the applicable tests has been modified from "no change from
the level prior to tests" to "no more than a 202 increase", to provide for a
more practical limit.
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8. The maximum allowable concentration of non-fixed radioactive material
on the surface of Limited Quantity and postal packages is reduced by a factor
of 10.

9. The special limits given for tritium relative to Limited Quantity
and postal packages are eliminated and the A, value for this nuclide is
increased from 37 x 1012 to 1.48 x 1015 Bq (1,000 to 40,000 Ci). The new
value more accurately reflects the radiotoxicity of tritium. The previous
lower value was arbitrarily picked and related to hazards (Bremsstrahlung)
not present in tritium.

10. The limit on the maximum allowable leakage from a Type B(D) package
after an accident is modified to the same value as that for Type B(M) packages, .
i.e., A.2 per week rather than A£ x 10"^ per week.

11. A "grandfather clause" to permit the continued use of packages
approved under the current Regulations has been included.

12. The provision allowing for continuous venting of radioactive material
from Type B(M) packages has been replaced to allow only "controlled intermittent
venting". Other changes and additions of less significance were agreed to and
appear in the First Draft Revision.

The First Draft Revision which was prepared based on these recommendations
has been distributed to Member States and all participants of the Advisory
Group. Copies are available from the Scientific Secretaries, R. Barker or M.C.
White.

Proposals Which Were Rejected

Many proposed changes were not accepted by the Advisory Group, in many
cases because an adequate justification for the change could not be developed
from available information. Noteworthy among these rejected were:

a. The addition of requirements for certain types of consignments
specific to one mode of transport; for example, requiring
packaging for shipment of plutonium by air to meet test requirements
much more severe than the current accident test requirements. Although
such requirements a,re imposed in the USA and Japan, this was
considered to be contrary to the approach taken in the present
regulations which provides for free exchange of packages among
all modes. Furthermore, such a requirement was not justified in
light of the already very low risk involved.

b. Reductions in the limits on radiation levels permitted on the outside
of packages. The Advisory Group considered that the relationship
between the cost and the benefit did not justify a change.

c. A limitation on the number of Type A packages on the same transport
vehicle. The proposal to add such a limitation because of the
potential accident risk of release from many Type A packages was
rejected, partly because results of full-scale tests made in the
UK with trucks loaded with Type A packages showed that only a
fraction of the packages would suffer significant damage as a
result of mechanical crash forces.
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d. The addition of a "crush test" to the accident test conditions for
fissile material packages and lightweight type B packages. This was
rejected partly because risk assessments made in the USA showed that
actual risk was very small and no justification was found for the *
numerical values in the proponed test. Consideration of adding a
"crush test" for fissile packages to protect against loss of spacing
was deferred to the Technical Committee on Nuclear Criticality
Safety in March 1981.

It was noted that the results of other studies in progress might
provide a justification for a "crush test"; if so, this issue may
be re-opened at the next meeting of the Advisory Group.

The Advisory Group's Role in the Agency's Programme of Transport Safety

During the meeting it became obvious that there was cot a clear
definition of the role of the review group as it fits into the Agency's
transport safety activities. The following is based on discussions of
that subject during and after the meeting. According to the Statute, the
Agency, among other things, is to promote the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy and establish standards of safety for such activities. The Agency

functions by setting standards, developing guides, providing technical
assistance and advisory services, coordinating and encouraging research,
and providing for exchange of information. The standards and guides are
developed with the advice and assistance of experts from Member States on
Advisory Groups or Technical. Committees or as Consultants.

In the Transport Safety, three general activity areas with three
district levels of responsibility are assigned to the various AG's
and TC's and Consultants:

1. The senior advisory role is carried out by the Standing Advisory
Group on Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (SAGSTRAM). That Group
is a Technical Committee established to advise the Director General on the
Agency's programme in transport safety and on implementation and revision
of the standards.

2. The comprehensive review and revision, as necessary, of the
Transport Regulations is carried out by an Advisory Group (or Technical
Committee) specifically established for that purpose. In this case this
Advisory Group (AG-266) was convened to carry out the review, considering comments
and suggestions of Member States and International Organizations and to
prepare proposals for revising the Regulations where changes are determined
to be needed and are justified. Two meetings of this Advisory Group were
foreseen.

Also, the Technical Committee to review the Nuclear Criticality Safety
Aspects of the Regulations which will be meeting 23-27 March 1981 will be
authorized to prepare proposals for revising the Regulations. In some
respects, it is considered to be a part of the Advisory Group but it will
meet only once. Furthermore, the changes it proposes will be circulated to
Member States for ifeview without review by the Advisory Group.

3. The development of information or guides on specific topics is
done by ad hoc Advisory Groups, Technical Committees or consultants. Groups
of specialists are convened to consider specific topics or parts of the
regulations and provide advice, recommendations or consultation to the
Agency on that subject (e.g., AG on Radiation Protection and Safety Principles
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Underlying the Agency's Transport Regulations, TC on Package Test Standards).
Guidance on interpretation and application of specific parts cf the regulations
and data and information for consideration in the comprehensive review are
usually "developed by such groups.

The interaction of the various AG's, TC's and consultants participating
in the 1983 Revision process is graphically presented in Annex I.

Preparatory Meeting in the UK

As part of the preparation for the meeting, the Agency arranged with
the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority for the Chairman to meet with Mr.
Alan Fairbairn (retired), who had chaired both of the previous comprehensive
review advisory groups, and Mr. Gerald Swindell (retired Agency staff member)
who was Scientific Secretary on the last review group. This meeting took place
7-8 July 1980 in London. That consultation was invaluable. The guidance and
advice given on the mechanics of scheduling and managing the meeting, techniques
for handling the working groups and encouragement to persevere, provided the
basis on which the meeting was conducted effectively. Much gratitude is due
the U.K. Health and Safety Directorate for making Mr. Fairbairn and the meeting
rooms available.

Recommendations and Conclusions

The second meeting of the Advisory Group is intended for review of comments
received on the First Draft Revision and preparation of a Final Draft Revision.
At that meeting, I recommend that:

1. No new issues be admitted. If new issues are raised, they should
be considered at the next review;

2. Old issues which have been decided (e.g., the addition of a "crush
test") only be reopened if there is significant and conclusive new
information presented. In this way, the short time available (1 week)
can be used to complete the review of the Comments and adjust the
draft revision as necessary to arrive at a final draft revision.

Some of the Working Groups and several individuals met after regular
meeting hours and on the weekend for discussion and to prepare proposals. There
were difficulties in arranging rooms, obtaining access on weekends and, after
6 p.m., when the ventilation was turned off, the meeting areas quickly became
uncomfortable and soon untenable. Also, during regular hours, the working

ents areas assigned were less than adequate - 3 working groups were forced to meet
simultaneously in the Board Room itself. Also, because the rooms were locked
and not available before 8 a.m., the Working Groups had only limited work
periods.

Much credit is due the secretaries who did an immense asount of typing in
late evening and early morning hours and kept track of more than 100 working
papers for the Group. The Conference staff also were most helpful in getting
the papers distributed. Although distributing to desks is normally desirable,
where so many are sitting only on chairs, it is suggested that participants
be assigned pigeon-holes and collect their documents from their pigeon-holes.
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JttiEX HI

Sunmary Déports of Decisions and Discussions in Plenary

Paper No. Date
24
29
42

49
54
63
67
73
80

atenfa
rtcxifa

Mo plenary on 4 atadb
5 Septeniae
8 Septafte

10 Septenber
U Septenber
12 Septenber

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday .
Friday
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Beper No. 24 AG-266

ADVISORY GR33P OK CCMPHZHSNSX^ K&VJLfcV?
2ND HLV1SICK OF 3EE 2A3-. KESSLSHDNS FOR
THE SSJ2 ÎMNSPCEI CF SADIOACIIVE MB3SSX&I5

Vienna., 1-12 September 1980

îpr^g and T*yi °!—iTee^ rpSunnery Report o f
Mondav, l Sesfcexiber 1980

I T E M

01. Adoption of Agenda

02.

D E C I S I O N

The provisional Agenda (Paper Kb. 1, Part I)
adopted witicut change.

Tile prcooimls in Paper No. 1, Part X H , relating
to the establishment of Type A Wbrkinç Groups

03. Type A Waddng
Grcnçjs

The respmsibilitAfS of Type A Vtorking Groups
ias in Paper No. 1, Part H I , were

tea bv the Advisory Group.

04. Agency's proga
fox isiDlcnenting the
Regulations ana

zsview

The Agency's progiannes on collectian ana analy-
s i s of oata,, on risk assessment, on coordination
of research and oonplianoe ana enforcement were
strongly siççorted by the Advisory Groip.

05. VtorJdng arrangements * The Aàvisory Group wi l l meet in Plenary session
throughout toiday and until apprcadirately mid-day •
en Tuesday; i t wi l l meet in plenary session at
9:30 a.m. on each succeeding day for a t i n
sufficient for the presentation by Qiaianen of
Type A Working Groups of reports of rircisiens
taken on the previous day together with proposed
anendments and justif ications. The written rep-
orts of -die Chairmen of tiie Working Groups wi l l
be distributed at 9 a.m. each day.

06. Type B Marking Groups Ad-hoc Working Groups wi l l be established as
required solutions for specific prob-
lens requiring detailed consaderatim.

07. Scope of IAEA
Begulati

Bi»1nriry between
provisions for
consignees and

entative

/b. Physical protection
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b. Physical pro-
tection

Sooting

The 3AS& Legal Diviscti will présent a paper
far discussion an Wednesday naming, 3 Sept.

It was felt that.,, although this is a .question
which is.nantally of concern only to "national
authorities, s basic requirement should be pro-
posée for incorporation in the Begulstions. The
drafting of an appropriate -rmrvni iiwni was re-
mittee to the Type A Worxino Group en Radiation
Protec*

Liability and

or

f. Other hazardous
^ " '

Dual

ii. Segregat

It was agreed that no
are required.

anfliticnni

It was agreed that the only
is a review of the present

Lgnor".

for
of

It was agreed that the general question of the
dual hazards of certain ISA neterials should be
referred to the Type A IIS/ISA Working Group.

It was agreed that the appropriate Type A Working
should consider the of

retaining Paras. 521 and 528;

08. Application of AIAR& Type A Working Grocç on Radiation Protection
should consider this question and report to
the Advisory Group.

1980-09-02
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Paper No. 29 JS-266

XNTSCSE GROCP OH COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW
AND REVISION CF 3SE X&E& RESODvEXGHS FCR
SHE SBIÎ TRMNEPOKT CF IffiDICftCTIVE

Vienna., 1-12 Septgnher 19B0

8Elâ ^
Q2 Seofaenfaer 1980

I T E M D E C I S I O N

!Ehe xqxt iL voats acoepLeû w i t h o u t aaajdtagi

02. Scope of IftEA
Régulations
(exnt'â)

(f ) Quality and

03. ip of
typ A working
croups * revised

After acne discussion, it vas agreed to set
up a 'type B' working group to address the
subject of quality and compliance assurance,
including the balance between the anounts of detail
pieseuled in the Itegulaticcs and the Advisory

and the related p* * •|'»'iMt»ic for
of Il^pe A aTÎ'î

type B packages. (Paper Ho. 40 and
from Japan and India.)

Monter ship of 5-1 working group.

Messrs. MAXXJSKE (Chairman)
BDENER

MEDMES
CHSPEEL
BLZM

0NCŒSA

working group wil l meet for the f i r s t time
on Wednesday aftternoon.

Working Group A-l - Editorial

(05)

G. Swindell (IAEA Consultant^
R. S. Luna (05)
S. RLdout (Canada)

Harking Group A-2 -

A. Partridqe (OK)

R. Nelme» (Australia)
S. Piernette i (Italy)
C. Johnson (US)
J. McLellan (Canada)
R. Chitwood (OS)



04. Gont'd

05. F a c i l i t i e s far
Type A working
groups

-21'-

R. O'Sullivan (OK)
B. Necfaire (CET)
M. Grenier (France)
E. Satake (Japan)
X. Ridder (FRG)
E. Wardelsann (IM3D)

Working Group A-3 - P-^^i-ira Protection

W. KoU? (FIG)

B. Svabn (9weâen)
D. Hopkins (US)
F. Onîlin (FRG)
£. Kanarov (WED)
E.
J. Banerâ (France)
F. Golâer (Hungary)
G. ^|i^7>rrtTTP 'ffi (Inâia.)
K. Kwatfii>rw (Japan)
K. Shaw (OK)
K. Dlbak (Dentark)
A. Biaggio (Argentina)

Working Group A-4 - Packaging acquirements and tests

Y. Sousselier (France)

A. Cbodera (Japan)
P. Patek (Austria)

Kitsche (GDR)
P. Blum (France)
H. BQbner (FBS)
G.R. Malkoske (Canada)
R. Chappel (US)
K. Goldoenn (US)
J. Kotler (Canada)
K. SekimLzu (Japan)
S. KUliamcn (UK)

Waekinq Group A-5 - ILS/LSA

B. Pettersson (Sweden)

J. Itolland (Australia)
B. Durva (Sweden)
Y. Nishiwaki (DŒA)
G. Cohendy (France)
K. Runge (GBR)
W. Brcbst (US)
G. Didce (Canada)

Meeting places

Boardrocn - W3's A-l, A-2 and A-4
Roan 41 - W.G. A-3
Boon 53 - V?.G. A-5

Typing of reports
Reports should be handed to secretaries in xn.in
51 either before 7.30p.m. or before 8 a.m.. Ihey
vdll be distributed by 9 a.m. each day.
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Paper Bo. t ' A&-266

Advisory Group on tii* Comprehensive Reviev tad Revision
of the Regulations for the Safe Transport cf Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 1-12 September 1980

Summary Report of Decisions and Discussions
Wednesday, 3 September 2980

I T E M D E C I S I O N

1. Srcmnery of Decisions, Tuesday
2 September 02(f)"""^

j

2. Retorts of Type A Working Grouos

a. A.I Paper Bo. 29A

Issue 1*1 - "Aids to user..."

Issue k2 - "Modify certain
headings "

Issue k$ - Use of tern 'items
exempt from specified
prescription'

The summary vas accepted -without change.
However, Mr. Partridge informed the Advisory
Group that Working Group A.2 had already
addressed the issue of registration..

Issue M» - Use of term
'radiation level1

Issue kf - Use of term
'full load1

Issue 50 - Wording of Para

Issue 51 - Provisions re LLS, etc.

Issue 52 - Wording of provisions
re surface temperature, etc-.

All the proposals vere accepted.

The proposal vas accepted.

On being informed that Working Group A.5
trill consider the demarcation line between
old "exempt" quantities and LLS/LSA materials,
the Chairman urged all working groups to
remain alert to related proposals prepared
by other working groups. She proposal was
accepted on the understanding that the wording
of any changes would be affected by the
proposals from A.5.

The retention of the existing wording was
endorsed.

The substitution of the term "exclusive us*"
and the definition as modified by the pro-
posed wording of the IMCO representative
vere acceded.

Working Group A.3 has already formulated an
alternative wording for Para. lk6 and the
matter will be taken up later.

This issue vill be considered by Working Group
A.5 which should take account of the definition
of strong industrial packaging now proposed
by Working Group A.I.

After discussion, the issue was remitted to
Working Group A.I for reconsideration in the
light of the views expressed in Plenary.

/ Issue 55 (not 53 as written
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I T E M D E C I S I O N

T. Basic design dose
limits for transport
workers

Issue 21 - Segregation tables

Issue 7 - Labels

d. A. 2 Paper Ho. 33

Issue k - Approval of Type A
packages

Issue 6 - Sea Transport of packages
os trailers or flatbeds

Issue 10 - Requirements for
special fors

Issue 15 - External marking to
indicate contents, etc.

Issue IT - Deletion'of require-
ment for "full load" marking

Issue 19 - Marking of Type A
containment receptacles

Issue 20 - Design of radiation
vtrning symbol.

Issue 2k - Placarding.of vehicles
and freight containers

Issue 25 - Meaning' of "defined
deck area"

Issue 26 - Provisions for roll-on/
roll-off transport, etc. (TV)

Issue 32 - Example designs and
safe limits for fissile mate-
rials

Issue 33 - Requirements for
Fissile Class I H packages

After some discussion, the proposal vas
accepted in principle and remitted to
A. 3 for precise crafting.

The proposal vas referred back to A. 3 for
greater clarification of intentions.

She proposal, and in particular the proposal
for a separate label for fissile materials,
vas referred back to Working Group A. 3 for
additional justification.

She decision to introduce no change vas
endorsed.

- as above -

The issue vas referred to Working Group A.it.

As there vas no general support for the
changes as proposed in the comments, they
vere rejected.

The proposal to delete the requirement and
the consequent amendments vere accepted.

The decision to introduce no change vas
endorsed.

Working Group A.2 deferred decision of
the issue until ISO Standard 361-75 has been
reviewed.

The expert from Canada on Working Group A.2
vithdrev the proposal as it no longer re-
flects Canadian policy.

The issue vas remitted to Working Group A.I.

The proposal to insert (a) after 539 in
Paras. 5^0 and 5kl vas accepted.

The issue is remitted to the Huelear Criti-
cality Specialists Technical Committee.

- as above -

er of
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Paper No. ko AG-266

Advisory Group on the Comprehensive Reviev and Revision
of the Regulations for the Safe transport, of Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 1-12 September 1980

Summary Report of Incisions and Discussions
Pridey, 5 September I960

or

sal

for
I T E M

A.k.

been

A.2

"ti-

1. Summary report of décisions,
Wednesday, 3 September, Item
.1

2. Additional issues end assign-
ments to "A" Working Groups -
Paper Bo. 37

3. Report of Working Group A. 3,
Paper Ho. it 3

Issue 5 - Max. radiation
levels

(a) Package and freight
container.. . .

(b) Vehicle surface radia-
tion levels

(e) Driver cab dose rate
limit

(d) Radiation level limits for
ship holds ....

(e) Basic design dose limits
for transport vorkers

Issue 21 - Segregation Tables

Issue 7 - Labels

D E C I S I O N

Accepted, subject to addition, after "regis-
tration" of "and put i t forward to Worfcing
Group A.1".

Accepted, vith note that Issue So. 122 also
requires interaction betveen Working Groups
A.3 and A.I*.

Decision to introduce no change has already
been endorsed.

The decision to introduce no change vas en-
dorsed.

Referred back to Working Group A. 3 for
explanation of relationship to ALARA prin-
ciple. Consideration should be given to
definition of terms. The final vording of
sub-para, (e) nay affect vording of (c) .

Decision to make no change vas endorsed.

In revised Para. 11*6, delete "efforts should
be made to reduce exposure and". Referred
back to Working Group A.3 for- final drafting. -

After extensive discussion, the proposal vas -
accepted.

After vide-ranging discussion, Working Group
5-2 vas established to examine the need for
e special label for f i s s i l e materials, striking
a balance betveen the arguments for and against,
and to prepare a recommendation for consid-
eration by the Advisory Group as soon as
possible.

ership çf Working Group B»2
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I T S M

6. Report of Working Group A.A,
Paper No. kl

Issue 57(1) - Label for
Category I - WEIEE

Issue 57(2) - Entry oa
Category I WHITE LABEL

Issue 56 - Fig. 1, Para. 513

Issue 59 ~ Cross-reference to
Para 5O8(a)

Issue 60 - Cargo aircraft

Issue él - Transport by post

Issues 62 and 69 - Conveyance
and vehicle

Issue '63 - Fissile materials

Issue 64 - Para. 6lk

Issue 65 - Inconsistencies

Issue 66

Hev definitions

Accident, Incident

Lizrited quantity

Stress intensity

Explosive radioactive
materials

Empty packaging

Neutron source

Type A and Type B quantity

Issue 83 - Activity-mass rela-
tionship

Issue 116 - n5% reduction*1 and
"10 cm. cube"

D E C I S I O N

Proposal accepted.

Proposal accepted.

Rejection endorsed.

Proposal accepted.

Proposal accepted.

Rejection endorsed.

«ejection endorsed, but later agreed that
Working Groups A.1 and A.5 should confer and
report to Advisory Group.

Proposal accepted.

Proposal accepted.

Proposal accepted.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed.

Defcaut accepted. A. 3 should be changed
to A.1».

Referred back to Working Group A.I for
redrafting.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed.

Rejection endorsed. However, the Technical
Committee on nuclear criticality safety
might look at applicability of Para. 6l5(a)
to Fissile Class I Packages.

/ Issue 120 - Clarification
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I T E M D E C I S I O N

Registration and certifi-
cation of packages

Proposals accepted.

attm/1980-09-08
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Paper Ho. AG-266

Advisory Group 00 the Comprehensive Beviev and Revision
of the Regulations for the Safe Iransport of Radioactive Materials

Vienne., I-12 September 1980
Summary Report of Decisions and Biseussions

Monday, B Septeaber 19BO

I T E M

1. Summary of decisions, Friday, 5
September - Paper Bo. 1*9

P E C I S I O 1 ?

2. Report of Working Group A. 2 -
Paper hi

Issue*20 - Design of radiation
varniag symbol '

Issue 36. - Information to be
provided to competent authority

Issue 37 - Disposition of non-
deliverable and astray packages

Issue 38 - Definition of "special)
)arrangement"

Issue kS - Approval of a special
arrangement

Issue 70 - Standardization of
documents

Issue 71 - Grandfather clauses

The summary record was accepted, subject
to the following amendments:

1. Paper h6, Issue 82 - change decision
to: Tat proposals vere accepted and
more information vill be provided in
Safety Series Bo. 37.

2. Paper Ul, Issue 88 and designated
issue A-2/1 and A-2/2 (Para. 106) -
Add to decision, "Subject to any
impact of relevant proposals from
Working Group A.5".

Decision to make no change endorsed.

Proposal accepted subject to deletion of
the word "Curie".

Proposal accepted subject to replacement
of initial capital letters in Competent
Authority by lover case letters.

Tb« proposals for revording of the first
sentence of Paras. 107 «ad 619 and the
definition of "special arrangement" vere
accepted.

The proposed changes to the list of infor-
mation required under Para. 82k vere accep-
ted.

Tbe proposed nev provision in the sub-
section "APPROVAL OF PACKAGE D2SIGKS -
Section V U " vas approved subject to the
insertion of the words "manufactured to a
design" after "package" in line 1 and change
of "were" to "vas" in the same line.

It vas noted that if changes are accepted in

/the reouirenents for st>ecial
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I T B M H C I S I O S

Issue 77 - Inspections by
competent authorities

Issue 86 - Inclusion of provision
re c ivi l l iabi l i ty insurance

Issue 82A - ÛBergency plans

Issue 91 - Physical protection

3. Beport of Wording Group A^T
Paper Bos. Mi, U» Addendum 1
and 1*5

Paper Ut

Paper 1»5

the requirements for special fora material,
Working Group A. 2 would sake en appropriate
proposal for e grandfather clause for spe-
cial fora materials.

Remitted to Working Group B.I.

The decision to introduce so change
endorsed.

The decision to introduce no change
endorsed.

The proposed addition to Para 101 vas
accepted subject to the change of the
wording to: " Controls instituted for other
reasons shall not detract from the standards
of safety which these Regulations are inten-
ded to provide .

After extensive discussion, the proposed
distinction between eostaixssest integrity
factors for packaged low-risk «aterial under
full-load aad under not»-full-load condi-
tions vas accepted as a valid approach.
After additional discussion, i t vas agreed
that Working Group A.5 should reconsider
the question of requirements to toe act toy "
task vagons for bulk transport, and- other *
related questions in the light of any contri-
butions made to Working Group A-5 toy other
members of the Advisory Group.

After limited discussion, the proposals were
referred back to Working Group A.5 for con-
sideration of the view of the Advisory Group
on Paper Wt together with any proposals sug-
gested or questions communicated directly «
to Working Group A.5 toy other members of the
Advisory Group. After any resulting re-
drafting, the revised Paper Ho. *5 wil l toe^
reviewed in Plenary session.

mtm/198O-O9-O8
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Paper No. 63 AG-266

Advisory Group OB the Comprehensive Reviev and Revision
the Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 1-12 September I960

Summary Report of Decisions and Discussions
Tuesday, 9 September 1980

I T E M D S C I S I 0

1, Suamarr report of decisions»
Monday, 5 September

Issue 36 - Definition of "spe-
cial arrangement"

2. Report of Working Group 3.1.
Paper Ko. 52

a. Quality assurance programme
for packages

b. Definition of quality assu-
rance

c. Existing Para 150 under the
heading "Compliance Assu-
rance"

d. Recommendation that the
TC on Packaging and Test
Standards should provide
advisory material on qua-
lity assurance programs

3. Report of Vorkiag Group B.2.
Paper Ho. 50

Consideration of Justification
for a regulatory change to en-
able the indicating of the
identity of a fissile' package

She report should be amended to indicate
that the definition of special arrangement
vas already dealt vite on Friday, 5 Sept.,
as indicated in Paper ^9, Summary of Deci-
sions, page h.

The proposed vording for Para 839 vas
accepted.

The proposed definition, vhieh is in con-
formity vith that in Safety Series Ko.
50-C-QA, vas accepted.

The decision not to delete the existing
heading and Para vas endorsed.

The recommendation vas accepted; the mate-
rial could be inserted in Safety Series Ho.
37 or in a code of practice on quality assu-
rance programs.

The recosmendation that no chance in the
present regulatory provision is Justified
vas Accepted. The folloving recommendations
vere also accepted:

a. The Criticality Safety Group should be
asked to consider the safety aspects of
the existing control system for Fissile
Class II and III packages.

ft. The Secretariat should Question
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Infinite values

Median accident.

AT. values for neutron sources

Beviev of radiological conse-
quences related to each type
of package

Transfer of contamination
following package accidents

Issue T3 - Ho. of packages -ptr
-vehicle

Issue 65 - Labelling of sur-
faces

Issue 100 - Radioactive
Barking of exempt package

Issue 102 - A, values for

Issue 10b - Tracer of Pu in
recycled material

Issue H I - Allowable external
radiation levels

Issue 127 - Carriage in
passenger vehicles

Issue 27 - Sea-goin^ vessels

6.. Report of Working Grout A.3.
?ar>er Ho. 56

Item 1

b. Rev velues for AT_ in Be to be prepared.

c. Nev values of A3 in Bq. based on 0,5 x
A U to be prepared.

d. All additional radionuclides presented
in Issue 126 and in sources referred to .
in 1.2 of Paper 51 to be included.

The decision to introduce nc change vas
endorsed.

- as above -

• as above -

- as above -

- as above -

- as above -

The proposal, based on Paper 19, vas
accepted.

The decision to introduce no change vas
endorsed.

- as above -

- as above -

Noted that this issue is covered in Paper
^3 under Issue Ho. 2.

Referred back to Working Group A.3 for
reconsideration in .light of proposals fros
any member of the Advisory Group. *

This issue has been remitted to Working Group
A.2 and will be dealt vith in report free -
Working Group A.2 (cf. issue no. 5)

Information only

/Issue Mo. II - Exemption
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?aper Ho. 67 AG-266

Advisory Group on the Comprehensive Reviev end Revision
of the'Regulations for tfee S&fe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 1-12 September 1980

Susmary Report sf Decisions and Discussions
Wednesday, 10 September 1980

IT E M

1. Work of OECD/EEA on the intercon-
parisoa of eriticality codes

I I C I S I O R

2, decisions» Tuesday
9 September. Paper Be. 63

Item h - Adoption of 51 Units

Item 7 - A. General

Report of Working Group A.2
Paper Ho. 59

Issue Si» - Competent authority
approval of all f i ss i le ship-
ments

Issue 85 - Identification marks
on containers

Issue ICI - Exemption cf instru-
ments in transportation inci-
dental to use

Issue 107 - Standardization of
placard colour scheme

Mr. Johnson outlined the intercamparison
study of criticality codes for spent fuel
recently undertaken by USA. This study
is designed to produce' benchmark calcu-
lations for such codes in 1961.

a. The decision should be caended to read:
"The proposal of Working Group A.I to
adopt SI as the secondary units vas
reversed by the Advisory Group and, as
a result, the SI v i l l be adopted as
the primary units, vitfc the present
units appearing in parenthesis.

e. For clarification - the unit appearing
in line 3 i s millisievert ^er hour.

The vords "input from" should be.added after
"vith" in the parentheses starting in line
5.

With the above changes, the Summary Report
vas accepted.

The proposal to remit this issue to the
Nuclear Criticality Specialists Technical
Comùttee vas accepted.

The decision to introduce no change vas
endorsed.

- as above -

The proposed amendment to the text accom-
panying Figures 2,3A sad 5 vas accepted

/vita the addition of the vords
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Para. 320

Para. 325

Recc»ien dation re deletios
of reference to Class T
is heading of Para. 9.13 of
the UK SecoBBtendations on
Transport of dangerous goods.

vas accepted. These acronyms represent
Lov Specific Activity Material and Lov
Contamination Objects.

The last line vill nov read, "... will
retain their contents and shielding."

The word "level" will replace the word "
"class" and the same change vill be aade
in Table (1) and the text in Para. 326.

The representative of IMCO vill report
back to the Advisory Group on this matter.

v#.
Matters referred to in iten 5
of Paper 61»

Upper limits on concen-
tration

Marked differences of opinion vere expres-
sed during discussion of these setters
and in particular over the concentration
limits for tritiated vater and other radio-
active liquids. After extensive discussion,
three proposals, in addition to that
appearing in Paper 6k were identified.
These vere:

a. Upper limit on concentration for all
radioactive liquids, 10"5 A^/g (A2 for
T * kO,000 Ci). This is a proposal
in Paper 6<t.

b. Upper liait in concentration for all
radioactive liquids, 10~6 A-/g (A2 for
T « to,000 Ci.)

c. Upper limit, 10"^ A2/g for tritium,
10-5 W g for other liquids (A2 for
T « 1*0,000 Ci.)

d. Upper limit for all radioactive liquids,
10-5 A2/g (A2 for T « 5,000 Ci)

Proposals number 'b.) and d.) above received
equal and greater support and, on the
decision of the Chairman, proposal b.) vas
accepted.

/Consequential effects on Table 2
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Consequential effects on
Table 2, Paper 57

Further proposals in itea
5, Paper 61*

Itea 6 - Definition of LSA I

As & result cf the decision recorded for
the item above, the entries for tritieted
water vere deleted from Table 2 and the
word "other" deleted in the third item
under "nature of material".

The entries under "packaged" and "bulk"
for other liquids and gases vere reduced
by a factor of 10 under the limits for
inland waterway craft.

The proposal in Paper &i that the activity
limits in Table 2 of Paper 57 for road and
rail vehicles should be the same as those
for hold or compartment of an inland waterway
craft «as not accepted.

The proposal to change the definition of LSA
I (1) definition to:

"Ores containing naturally occurring
radionuclides, including uranium and
thorium, and physical and chemical
concentrates (solid or liquid) of such
ores."

Report of Working Group A.
Paper Ho. 62

Issue 3 - 3(U) / B(M) packages

Issue 9 - Brittle fracture

Issue 35 - Thermal test

Issue 7̂  - Allowable leak rates

Issue. ?7 - Allowable stresses

was accepted.

The decision to make no change was endorsed.

The proposed revision of Para. 2i*l was
accepted.

The proposed revision of Para. 720, subject
to the substitution of "represent" for
"reproduce" in line 1, was accepted.

The proposals relating to Para. 233
(location and text) , .Paras. 235 and 21»3,
and the deletion cf Table IV were accepted i s
principle subject to possible aodification
when Working Group A.b takes up a related
topic.

The proposals relating to deletion of Paras.
237 and 236 and the addition of a new Para,
under "Basic Additional Sequireaents for
Type 3(U) Packages" were accepted, subject
to reconsideration of cornaient raised by the
Chairman of Working Group A.2-on the pro-
posal to delete Para. 238.

/ la 113 . laa«rsieïi test
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Issue 116 - Immersion tests

7« Report of Working Grogs A.i.
Paper Ho. 61 •

Issue 109 - Provision for a
package having a T.I. greater
than 10

Ites 2 - Expression of T.I.
(paper 55)

(microsirreri)

Item 36 - Definition of
special arrangement (referred
froa Working Groin? A. 2, Papers
kl and b )

Issue 68(c) - Definition of
explosive radioactive material
(referred fro» Chairman, Paper

)

Issue ho - General arrangement
of Safety Series 6

a. Change of title of Safety
Series 6

b. Adoption of different
numbering systea

c. Change of fora in vnieh
Safety Series «c. 6 is
published

Tnt proposal to locate the previously
acceptée test relating zo an immersion test
is the section entitled "Specific Addi-
tional Requirements for Type 3(1?) Packages"
vas accepted.

The proposed
accepted.

iext for a nev Para, vas

d. Change in structure

The proposal to amend Para. 137(a) to read:
"(a) The number expressing the ««y'™™ rad-
iation level in /Sv/h divided by 10 (nrem/a)
at 1 metre from the external surface of
the package..." vas accepted. Sisilar changes
in Paras. 132, 13B(b), 139, 229, 302, etc.
are required.

The proposed definition of "Special Arrange*
meat" vas accepted.

The proposal to delete Para. 106 and ref-
erences to explosive radioactive materials-
throughout Safety Series £ vas accepted. In
particular, the second sentence in Para.
301 should be deleted and the next sentence
should begin vith, "All "

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

The decision not to adopt a different num-
bering system at this stage vas endorsed.

The proposal to take steps* to provide a
loose-leaf revision in addition to the "
bound version vas supported. The proposal
that the Agency should take steps to assure
that the distributers are provided vith
any amendments on a timely basis for distri-
bution to holders of Safety Series Be-. 6
vas supported. The decision not to recommend
separate publication sf package testing
methods vas'endorsed.

The decision not to recommend any change

/in structure vas endorsed.
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Issue kl - Aids to the use of
Safety Series Ho. 6

a. end b. - Provision of index
tad alphabetical l i s t

e. Capital letters for special
terms is Safety Series 6

d. Simple set of definitions
and rules

e. Flov sheet

f. Position of Tables AI
and All

Issue 21 - Tabulation of SI Con-
version Decisions

in structure vas endorsed.

The proposal vas accepted.

Already accepted (see Paper.No. 29A),

Decision to make no change vas endorsed.

Decision to make no change vas endorsed,
(see Paper Ho. 29A)

- as above -

For information only.

ttta/1980-09-10
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Paper Ho. T3 AG-266

Advisory Group on the Comprehensive Review sac Revision
of the Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive -Matériels

Vienna, 1-12 September I9BC

, Summary Report of Decisions and Discussions
• Thursday, H September 19B0

? S M

Summary of decisions., Wednesday
10 September; Pacer Mo. 67

Recommendation re deletion of
reference to Class 7 in heading
of Para. 9 «13 of UK Reeoaaen-
dations - page 3 of Paper 67

Paper 6k - Last item lander
DECISION, Page 3

Report of Working Group A.1,
Issue i;0("b)

D E C I S I O N

2. of decisions.
f September: Pacer 63

Additional decisions which vere
not recorded in Paper 63:

Report of Vor3tin£ Qrou^ A._3.,

Issue 23 - Carriage of WHITE
I packages in contpartaents
with passengers

Issue 69A. - Use of "res" as
a unit

Issue 22 - Specification of
other materials fros which
radioactive material should
be segregated

The representative of IMCO will report bade
to Working Group A. 5 *nâ not direct to the
Advisory Group.

For clarification, it should be stated that
proposals nos. (b) and (d) received eçual
support and that the support vas such greater
than that given to proposals (a) and (c).

Add: Issue ^O(b) was referred back to Working
Group A.I to consider aeans of adjusting the
paragraph numbering system to persit later
insertion of additional paragraphs.

Subject to these amendments, the summary vas
accepted.

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

The proposal that the issue be transferred
to Working Group A.I (not Worxinf Group A.2 *
as written) vas accepted.

The decision to introduce no technical change
vas endorsed.

/ Issue 28 - Forwarding of package
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Issue 28 - Forwarding of
packages found .ot to be
is compliance

Issue 37 - Disposal of
non-deliverable and astray
packages

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

This issue has already bees transferred to
Working Group A.2.

Subject to these amendments, the summary
vas amended.

3. Report of Working Group A.I
Paper Mo. 66

Issue 1*3 - Items exempt from
certain prescribed prescriptions

Issues 25 and k7 - Use of term
"full load" and definition of
"defined deck area"

After extensive discussion of different
proposals, it vas finally decided to include
in the title of Section III a representative
listing of the topics to be covered.

The proposed definition of "defined deck
area" as modified by the representative of
IMCO vas accepted, together vith the pro-
posal to locate the definition in Section I.

Issue 52 - Surface temperature
of Type B packages

Issue 62 - Definition of convey-
ance referred back to Working
Group À.1 (see Paper Ul)

The issue vas transferred to Working Group
A. it.

The proposed definition of conveyance vas
accepted. The defining sentence nov appearing
in Para. 5^9 viil be deleted.

Issue 22 » Paper 36, Item 3,
Referrral by Working Group A.3

Issue 8(c) - Use of package vs.
packaging

Issue 88(2) - Definition of
normal conditions of transport

k. Report of Working Grouc A.h
Paper Ho. 69

The final decision on this proposal to sake
no change vas deferred until the report of
Working Group A.5 is relieved.

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

The proposal vas previously not accepted.
No additional proposals have been received
from Working Group A,3 and A.5 and the deci-
sion not to accept is confiraed.

_ssue >. 2 - Crush test The Working Group vas unable to recommend
a crush test in the absence of adequate
justification or technical data to develop
the details of a test.

/ However, note vas taken of the fact
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However, note vas taken of toe fact that
studies are underway that sight shov that
such a test is justified ana it vas suggested
that the Agency consider delaying the distri-
bution to Member States of the first draft
of the revised version until the Technical
Committee of Package Test Standards or
some other Advisory Group, vith the results
of studies in hand, can decide whether such *
a test is justified, determine what type
of test is required and make consequent
recommendations to the Agency.

It vas noted that lightweight Type 3 and
fissile material packages are candidates
for such a test; therefore, the deliberations
of the Huclear Criticality Safety Group on
the need for such a test for fissile mate-
rials, especially is regard to loss of
spacing, should be helpful.

up

ariag

ed.

d
ei-

Issue Ho. 8 - Requirements for
all packaging

Issue Ko. 12 - Radiation level
after normal condition test-

Issue. 75 - Initial conditions

Issue Té - Ambient temperature

Issue 97 - Allowable stresses

The proposal to move Para. 215 to the sub-
section entitled, "GEH2RAL DESIGN REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR ALL PACKAGING" vas accepted.
Paras. 211, 212, 219, 222 and 22** have
already been dealt vith.

The decision to make no other changes vas
endorsed.

The initial acceptance of the proposal to
add the word "maximutt" before "surface ra-
diation" in Para. 225it) (see issue 12,
Paper Ho. ?6) vas later reversed.

The issue was referred back to Working Group
k.k to take account of the views expressed.

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

The proposal to amend the first part of the
new paragraph on allowable stresses (see

/Paper 62. item 5) was accepted.
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Paras. 536, 539, 51*0

6. Beoort of Working Group A. 3
Paper 70

Issue 127 - Pert.. 535

Issue 100 - Marking of exempt
packages

Issue 113 and 27 - Requirements
for sea-going vessels

Issue 1 - LSA definitions

Issue 90 - Exposure classi-
fication of transport workers

-up
d.

Issue 57(a) - ÏI for Category
I - WHITE

Issues 106, 103 - Package con-
tamination level

Issue 67 - Measurement of non-
fixed contamination

Issue 105 - Tritium levels in
non-fixed contamination

Although Para. 5^0 and the references to
538 and 539 were approved in principle, they
vil! be referred to the Kuciear Critieality
Safety Group.

The prcDosal to re-olaee "radioactive materials"
by "Category II-YELLOW and Category HI-YELLW"
in Para. 535 vas accepted.

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

The information vas noted.

The proposal has already been dealt vith
(see item 7, Paper 72, Report of Working
Group A.5).

The four decisions were accepted, subject
to the following minor amendments :

Decision I: Para H>6 - Delete "most" in
line 1 of the first of the three condi-
tions and, for editorial reasons, add "is"
before "unlikely".

Decision 2: Para 1^7 - Delete "individual"
in line 2.

Decision 3: Para ll»B - Add "these" in line
2 before "Regulations".

Decision U: In nev paragraph, delete "under
- special arrangement" in second sentence.

The decision to sake no change vas endorsed.

The only"proposal supported by Working Group
A.3» for reduction in the surface contami-
nation level limit for exempt and postal
packages by a factor of. 10, vas accepted.

The proposal to add to Para. 502 "taking
account of the collection efficiency of the
materials used" vas accepted.

The decision to make no change vas endorsed.

ed.

he
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Paper Ho. 80 AG-266

Advisoiy Group on the Comprehensive Reviev and Revision
of the Régulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 1-12 September 1980

Summary Report of Decisions and Discussions
Friday, 12 September 1980

I T E M D B C I S I O K

1. decisions
11 September - Patier 73

Item k - Issue 6

Item 5

Item 6 - Issue 106, 103

2. Report of Working Group A.2:
Paper 68 (Final Report to
Plenary)

Issue 109 - Transit storage of
package* having TX greater than
50

Issue 115 - Action with respect
to leaking packages

Issue lo — Exemption of empty

Issue 130 - Labels

Issue 122 - Overpaeks for
small packages

The Chairman of Working Group A.k indicated that
it was his understanding that this issue would
be discussed with Working Group A, 5. This was
confirmed and it vas agreed that a new text
would be available during Friday morning.

The entry should indicate that Para. 5^0 will be
deleted end the material at present included in
it will be covered in Paras. 538. and 539*

This item should read: Issues 106*, 123.

With these amendments, the summary report vas
accepted.

The decision to make no changes was endorsed.

- as above -

- as above -

The proposal to add the words, "Any labels and
placards being shipped shall be removed or masked"
to Para. 519 was accepted.

The proposal to add provisions for overpacks vas
accepted. The decision on the consequential
drafting changes vere as follows.

a. Definition of overpack - delete "strong in-
dustrial" and replace "exempt" by already
agreed words : "Limited Quantities, Instru-

/ments and Articles, and Empty
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ked"

vas

Para;. $02 - Hon-fixed radio-
active contamination

Para. 5O5A - Overpacks or
freight containers

Para. 506A - Overpaeks

Para. 508A - Overpacks

Para. 510

Para. 511

Para. 512

Para. 519

Para. 522

Para. 531

lev Para, (afttr 531)

Paras. 533, 536, 538,

Para. 631

Splitting of overpacks.

3. Report of Working Group A.A.
Paper 7k

Issue '90 - Routing

seats and Articles, and Empty Packages".

b. Transport index - add two proposed provisions
for overpacks and convert rems into SI traits.

During disucssion, the following proposed amend-
ment vas accepted. After the vord "Table H "
add, "or is the case of exempt packages- one-tenth
of these values. In the case of overpacks and
freight containers, the level of non-fixed con-
tamination on the inside or outside shall not
exceed the lowest limit appropriate to the pack-
ages being carried."

Proposed vording accepted.

- as above -

- as above -

- as above -

- as above -

' - as above -

Add "and overpacks" after "packages" - accepted.

Proposed vording accepted.

- as above -

- as above , vith "exempt" and "low activity
materials" replaced by already agreed terns.

Add "overpaeks" after "packages".

Proposed vording accepted.

Th« proposal to add the following sentence at
the end of the new text for Para. 831 vas
accepted: "If packages are to be removed from
the overpask at a point of intermediate loading,
appropriate transport documentation shall be
available."

The proposal to introduce the already agreed
paragraph on routing in place of the deleted
Para. 319 vas accepted. The vording of the
routing paragraph vas agreed during the dis-
cussion of Paper 70.

/ Issue kQ(2) - Adoption of different
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Issue 1(0(2) - Adoption of
different numbering systems

h. Report of Working Group
Pacers 75 rafl 79

Paper 75

Issue 9& - Relief devices

Issue lh - Design requirements
for Type A packages for li-
quids

Issue 75 - Initial conditions

Issue 52 - Surface temperature
of Type B(U) packages

Issue 10 - Special fora

Paper-79

5. Report of Working Group A.5»
Paper 7B

The proposal to retain the existing 3-digit
numbering system -was accepted. It was noted
that individual paragraph numbers aay have
to be changed in the 1983 Edition from those
in the 1973 Edition.

The proposal vas accepted.

- as above -

- as above -

A revised wording vill be proposed at a later
stage on Friday by the Chairman of Working Group
A.*.

The decisions to make no change in the Regula-
tions vas endorsed and the proposal to insert
explanatory material in Safety Series 37
accepted.

The proposals vere accepted, vith the provision
that the first two lines of Para. 222 would be
transferred to the sub-section entitled "General
design requirements for all packagings and
packages" and the remaining part in the fora
"AU valves, other than pressure relief valves,
shall be provided vith an enclosure to retain
any leakage from the valve" retained in the
sub-section entitled, "Additional requirements
for Type A Packages".

The following editorial amendments vere accepted:
Para. 105, line 1, replace "or" by "and";

Para. 1AA, line 2, add "routine" between "in"
and "transport";

Para. 301, line 1», replace "or" by "and";

Para. 322, amend the first tvo lines to read
"Packages of LSA materials or LCOs in exclusive
use, except for fissile materials, shall be...";

Para. 327, line 1, replace "or" by "and";

Para 5xx, page 9, line h, replace "packaging" by
"packing" and add "placarding" between "marking"
and "storage".

Para 5xy, page 9, line 2, add "which are" between
"or" and "loaded".

/After further discussion. Pacer 78
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6". of Wor1riTig
A. 3«

P t w r 76

After further discussion, Paper 78 n i then
accepted, subject to these editorial aaend-
aents and tbe transfer of Part.. 207 from the sub-
section entitled, "General design requirements
for all papfragingi and packages" to the sub-
section entitled, "additional requirements for'
lyy A packages".

She proposals regarding conversion to 51 units
were accepted subject to the removal of in-
ternal inconsistencies. Hote was taken of the
fact that the UK Hational Radiological Protec-
tion Board vill tabulate the A? values for
Jïable V U .

It vas also accepted that the values for
specific activities listed in Table V U vould be
deleted from Safety Series Ho. € and correspon-
ding values included in Safety Series Ho. 37»

The congratulated tbe vorking groups and their
chairmen on dealing vith their long lists of issues.
Mr. Fareeduddin, in his closing reaarks, thanked the -
Chairnan and the entire advisory group for their diligence
and advice.

The meeting vas closed at k p.m.
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AHHEZ IV SEPORTS OF WORKING GROUPS

Reports of Working Group A.I

Paper Ko.* Date

29 A
41
53
55
61
66 .
74

2
4

8
9

10
11

Sept
Sept

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

Editorial

Cbairaen, Mr. A. Grella

Reports of Working Group A. 2

Paper So. Date

Administrative Aspects

Chairman, Mr. A. Partridge

-33
47
59
68

irts .

30
36
43
48
51
58
70
76

3 Sept
5 Sept
8 Sept

10 Sept

of Working Group"A.3

No. Date

3 Sept
•

(Revision of Paper 30)
8 Sept

Radiation Protection

Chairman, Dr. TH. Kolfc

Reports of Working Group A.

Paper No. Date

Packaging Requirements and tests

Chairman, Mr. T. Sousselier
31
46
56
62
69
72
75
79

2 Sept
4 Sept
8 Sept
9 Sept

10 Sept
11 Sept
11 Sept
(Joint paper with WG A,5)

Working papers are presented in numerical sequence
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Reports of Working Group A.5

Paoer No.

32
35
44
45
57
60
64
65A
78

Date

2 Sept
3-4 Sept

9 Sept
10 Sept

Reports of Working Group B.I

Paper Ho Date

38
52

3
5

Report of Working

Paper Ko.

50

Sept
Sept

Group B.I

Date

5 Sept

LSA / LLS

Chainaan, Mr. B. Petterson

Quality Assurance

Chairman, Mr. G. Malkoske

"Fissile Package" Label

Chairman, Mr. R. A. 0'Sullivan
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Paper No. 29 AG-266

Report of nozking Group A.1
02 September 1980

Decd.si.cns "taken:

Discussions shall be based on considerations of issues
in Working Paper No. 6, starting with Issue 41. It was noted that discus-
sions on Issue No. 40 "General Arrangeant of Safety Series No. 6" and
Working Paper 21 "Adopting SI Units" vail be deferred until later in that
titiese will require nore extensive ̂  mnjnA on •

Issue 41 "Aides to Users" ^

1. and 2. Defer until rfigmssinn of issue 40.

3. Accept reocnnendation with the modification to use bold face

type instead of capitalization since it is nore distinctive and less likely

to be confused with proper names, and preferable to italics (which are al-

ready in use for other purposes in the Regulations).

4. Defer until discussion of Issue No. 40.

5. Flow Charts - Suggestion not accepted since accurate schedules
would fulfill this function in that they also summarize the requirements.

It was felt that both flow charts and schedules contained in Safety Series
No. 6 would go beyond what should be included in the Regulations.

6. Position of Tables A.I and A . H - The Working Group does not
agree with this suggestion to add a surnary, in thai: suomaries are not in-
cluded in every section, and schedules are intended to be surmaries. The
present location of summary schedules as appendices is felt to be quite
adequate.

/ Issue 42 "Modify certain
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Issue 42 "Mrtify Certain flmrtings, etc."

Accepted, except for using the ward "packaging" instead of "package1'.
Basically, this changes the hwnrHnggi en the zeguizenents for Type B pacftagw
by renoving the confusing term "additional" in the first t i t l e and using i t
in the 2nd and 3rd, which are truly "additional".

43 "Use of the PpmTJ f^afi Pyyea >j j p f j <pp '

Accepted the need to change the title of Section H I from "Items
Except fren Ppecififffl Prescriptions; Lew Specific Activity Material; Low

Level Solid Material" to "Items Not Required to Meet All Sprrified Prescrip-

tions". Also agreed to rénove the word "exempt", which suggests a freedom

from restriction en all classes of material covered in m . In addition,

continuing this reasoning: Para 301 caption should read "Reguizeraents for

Consignments of Limited Activity".

Para 314 title should be changed to "Requirements for LSA Material".

Para 317 title should be changed to "Requirements for LLS Materials".

Table V should be entitled "Activity Limits".

Issue 44 "Use of the Term Radiation Level"

Not accepted. Present definition seems very clear and consistent

with usual usage. No strong reason far change suggested.

Issue 47 "Use of term 'Full Load'"

Accepted. Substitute "Exclusive Use" for "Full Load", and also to use
the proposed definition as suggested by Canada including a note 1 as specified
and including also a note 2 as a definition of "defined deck area" as from
the IMX code. The resulting definition is:

"Exlusive Use
Exclusive use shall mean:

a. the sole use of a vehicle, or of a large freight
container, or of an aircraft, or of a hold or compartment of

/ an inland waterway craft .....
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an inland waterway craft, or of a bold, ccnpartngnt
or defined deck axea of a sea-going vessel, by a
single consignor; and

b. in respect of which all initial, inter-
•tn̂ ĵ f-y anfl f-inai loading and unloading is carried
out in accordance with the direction of the con-
signor or consignee.

Note No. 1: The co-carriage of other goods
with the radioactive material, except as prohibited -
see Para 528, nay be permitted with the consent of the

Note No. 2: "Defined Deck Area" shall m a n
the area of the weather deck, or of the vehicle deck
of a roll—off ship or ^ T * 1 ^ ferry which is fl11rir?*i*Efl
far the storage and segregation of rad substances in

with the provisions of the

Issue 50 "Wording of Para 146"

Accepted. "Permissible" has better connotation than "permitted" in

referring to the radiation dose limits for -die general public.

Issue 51 "Provisions re ILS, etc."

1. Hie current "As Amended" Regulations take this into account.

2. Accepted the Finland suggestion and did not accept the Canada
suggestion. ' Strong Industrial Package definition will be defined in a new
paragraph between 129 and 130 as follows:

"Strong Industrial Packaging shall mean packaging which meets
the general design requirements of Paras 201 to 208 and which
also shall retain their con Lents when subjected to tests given
in paras 712 and 713".

Consistant with putting this definition in part I, similar wards in
para 209 and its caption should be deleted.

Since Strong Industrial Packaging are mentioned in LSA/ELS require-
ments and their performance standards have been given in the Regulations, it
was decided that an official definition of the term was in order.

/ Issue 52 "Wording of Provision ..,
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Issue 52 "Wording of Provision re Surface Tencerature, etc."

Agreed to delete Para 240.

Agreed that Para 230 (b) be modified to add words "in which case the
accessible surface of the pnrirngp shall not exceed 82°C".

We do not accept the reference to s t i l l anbient air at 38°C
in that i t i s already enc-hvtoa in Para 231.

Issue 53 "Clarification of Para 504 and Table 3T

1. Accepted. The hyphen should be changed to a colon, ccrana, or
suitable spacing.

2. Not accepted in that the Gfcoup vos not convinced that the use
of Table X could be ruled out for otter than alpha emitters, as evidenced
by the wording of Para 404 (b). *

Issue 56 "Definition of 'Categories1"

Not accepted. Para 504 to 509 seen to clearly define the categories
of packages and

IVBark«r/tat-1262
1980-09-02
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Paoer No. 30 AG-266

Working Group A. 3
First Report to Plenary, Sept, 3 1980

1. Maximum Radiation Levels an Packages and Vehicles (Issue No. 5)

a. Package dose rate limits

Proposals have been made to reduce package dose rate limits but
these have not been quantitatively justified. Only a few packages
neve with dose rates near the limit. It has been agreed tftat the cost
which would be c m ^ m ^ in reducing the limits would be snail. Bgually,
the overall benefits are small. It was recognized that for large pack-
ages, the TX will be the limiting factor, whilst for snail packages/ the
surface dose nay be -die most limLcing factor. The Group could find no
justification at this stage to reduce any package dose rate limits. In
particular, it was recognized that persons could be exposed to packages
carried as full load where the maximum surface dose rates could be 1000
mrem/hr would be subject to radiological supervision bcause they oust
be authorized to enter the vehicles.

Decision. No change to package dose rate limits or Transport Index

limits, including full load consignments.

b. Vehicle Surface Dose Rate Limit

i. Die Group considered that for reasons of MARA there is no

justification to change surface dose rate limits on vehicles;

however,

ii. -Vehicle breakdown maintenance in non-accident situations can
lead to personnel working adjacent to the vehicle. Work such as
brake maintenance, etc. could result in exposure times of

/2 and 5 hours without necessarily
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2 and 5 hours without necessarily having radiological supervision.
On the basis that for design purposes the calculated dose for such
work should not eceed .500 mrem, the Group decided to reduce the
vehicle surface dose rate limit to 100 mrem/hr.

Decision. Para 534 (b), 537 (b) reduce 200 mrem/hr to 100 mrem/hr.

c. Driver Cab Dose Rate T.-imtt

The Group did not accept the design limit of 100 mrem/hr in the

context of drivers cab dose rate limit determination.

Decision. 1.) No change to the value of 2 mrem/hr.

2.) add to para 537: "A dose assessment should be under-
taken for persons who are likely to exceed 500 driving hours per year".

d. Surface Dose Rate Limit and 2m Dose Rate limit for Ship Holds,
Compartments and Deck Areas (Full Load) "

The Group considered the AG-225 proposal that surface and 2m dose

rate limits should be introduced.

Decision. Insert new requirement after Para 539 to introduce a sur-

face dose rate limit of 100 mrem/hr and a 2m dose rate limit of 10

mrem/hr to only be applied in areas which could be occupied.
rr .

e. Basic Design Dose Limits for Transport Workers

The Group considers the proposals from AG-225 that design dose rates
for transport workers should be 100 mrem/year. They felt that this could
not be justified in general, but that Para 146 should be replaced by the
system proposed in AG-225 for the 3-tier control arrangement detailed
on page 18 of Working Paper 8.

2. Segregation Tables (Issue No. 21)

The Group considered the Canadian proposal to require the preparation of

/ segregation tables in carrier .....
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segregation tables in carrier international regulations. The group agreed

that such tables are necessary for groups of persons not subject to any

form of individual exposure control in order to ensure with reasonable cer-

tainty that dose rate limits could not be exceeded and that exposures are

Decision. Accept Canadian proposal on page 26 of Paper No. 2 of AG-266

with the following alterations:

1.) Line 1 change "mnimal" to "limit"

2. ) After "workers" in (b), add "with the exception of workers subject

to radiological control".
3.) Add "average" before duration in 4th line from end.

3. (Issus No. 7)

In order to simplify regulations and increase flexibility for cargo

aircraft, it was. agreed by a majority to amand labelling requirements for

packages snd freight containers along the following lines:

1. Delete bar from WHITE, label

2. Delete bars from YELLOW label and eliminate one

3. Introduce RED label for fissile packages.

The consequent dose rate limits are:

WHITE 0.5 mrem/hr

YELLOW 200 mrem/hr

RED 200 mrem/hr.

Transport Index limit for YELLOW or RED 10.

Con-sequential alterations will be required in:

Paras 506, 5-7, 508, 509, 522, 523 (delete), 524, 529, 531 (a) (last

sentence), 532, 538, 539, 540 (delete), 541, 546 and 831.

Pig. 2f Pig. 3 and Pig. 4.

KFBarker/mbit-1262
1980-09-03
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Paper No. 31 AG-266

' Working Group A. 4

Sunnary of September 2 Meetinq

I. In its initial review of the issues, the Working Group ccnbined the
various issues into six different subjects:

1. General Problems

2. New Tests
3. Modification of Tests

4. Evaluation of Quality of Tests
5. Conditions Before and After Tests
6. Packaqinq Equipment. m

H . After a preliminary review of all the issues, the Working Group was

able to reach a consensus on four issues, as follows:

Issue No. Subject Itecorniendati.cns

79

-

81

93

97

Drop Tests for Accidents
a. Drop Height/Target

Design Specifications as
Alternate to Tests

b. Containers for UF,

ano. u caricenuraces
Sealing Devices

Protection of Values

No change. Insufficient technical
basis, no practical way to define test
conditions.
Add clarifying information to Safety
Series No". 37.

No change. Outside scope of Transport
Regulations.

No change. Being
i

by ISO.g
Add material to Safety Series No. 37.

No change. Regulation is adequate,
but more explanation in Safety Series 37.

No change. Adequately covered by
present Regulations.

/ I H . After conpleting its
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III. After completing its preliminary review, the Working Group began to

discuss specific issues in detail. Une Working Group reached conclusions

on three issues?

Issue Mo. Subject BecoungncbrH cms

69 Modal Regulations

117 Water Spray Test

No change. However/ desirable far
Member States to study for possible
.Revision in 1993. Season for conclu-
sion: Insufficient infomation avail-
able at present.

Change "Paragraph Mo. 711 to read as
shown:

*A water spray test that simulates exposure to rainfall of
approximately 5 on per hour far at least one hour. "

118 Water Un

Season: Simplification of test de-
scription.

Change Para 724 to specify a depth of
200 rosters for fissile material pack-
ages containing rare than 3xlO3A2. ibis
requirement is not to apply to special

Reason: Japanese studies of conse-
quences of release at great depths.

IV. TWo other issues ware discussed by the Working Group:

Issue No. Subject

3 B(U)/B(M) Packages

95 Water In-leakage

Under consideration.

Possible warding on sodium coolant
being drafted for consideration by
Working Group.

HFBarker/tabn-1262
1980-09-03
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Papex No. 32 AG-266

Working Group A. 5
Beccnnenâations Regarding

"low Risk " shall mean those materials of low. activity
concentration or those slightly contaminated objects which would present no
significant radiological hazard to members of the public, even if subject
to the loss of shielding or containment integrity in the event of a transport
accident.

"Lew Oanoantration Activé +v " shall mean those low Risk
Materials in which the activity is and, -under normal conditions of transport,
remains essentially uniformly distributed or hatDçenous. Low concentration
activity material shall be in one of -lht»t.«. categories:

1. LC& Category I:

a. Uranium or thorium ores, and physical or chemical
concentrates of these ores.

b. Unixradiated natural.or
natural thorium.

uranium, or

Materials in which the average estimated activity concentration
does not exceed 10"4 i^/g for solids and gases, and 10~5

for T •<rpviAs and slurries. Shielding material around the
material,shall not be considered in determining the average
estimated activity.

3. ICh. Category H i !

Solids (e.g., consolidated wastes, activated materials) in
which:

a. Tne activity is distributed throughout a solid or

collection of solid
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a collection of solid objects, or is essentially uniformly
i^iet riVw^^fl Slid •? nur i n "\ -i 7*^ XT) & pr>TT«̂  OOnpBCt b ind ing agent

(such ss concrete, bitumen, ceramic, etc. ) , and

b. Hie activity is insoluble so that, even under loss of pack-
aging integrity, the loss of radioactive naterLal per package
resulting from the innersion test in Para 736 (a) is
to less than 0.1 2^, and

c. The estimated average activity of -the prinary material does
not exoaood

d. Shielding material around the LCA material shall not be con-

sidered in determining the average estimated activity.

"Slicfotly Contaminated Objects" shall mean those low Risk Materials

in vfciich the activity is distributed on the surfaces of non-radioactive

objects. Slightly contaminated objects shall be in one of two categories;

1. SOD Category I;

Objects on which:

a. The non-fixed external surface contamination does not exo-ysri
ten tines the values given in Table XI of Section V, or

b. The fixed (non-readily dispersable) external surface contam-
ination, averaged over 1 TS? (or the area of the external
surface if less than 1 m2) does not exceed 104 times the
values for non-fixed contamination given in Table XT of
Section V.

2. SOD Category n

Cbiects on which the fixed (non-readily dispersable) external
surface contamination, averaged over 1 m 2 (or the area of the
external surface is less than 1 m2) does not exceed 2 x 10s tûtes
the values for non-fixed contamination given in Taile XI of Section
V.

fgTiarker/mtffi-1262
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Paper Ho. 33

1. Membershin:

AG-266

Working Grçup A.2
First Report to Plenary, Sept, 3 1980

A. E. Partridge (UK) Chairman
K. Satake (Japan)
K. Ridder (FBG)
E. Wardelmann (IMCO)
E. Nelmes (Australia)
. S. Piermattei (rtaly)
C. Johnson (USA)
J. McLellan (Canada)
H. Naefaire (CEC)
M. Grenier (Prance)

2. The basic working document used by the Working Group vas Working

Paper No. 7 supplemented by Working Paper 2 (with 16), Paper 3 (vith 17),

Paper 19 (vith Addendum), Paper 2h and Paper ho. References have been

made-to Working Paper Ho. 7 but the same references also apply to Paper Ho. 3.

3. Paper 7 Issue Ho. h - Approval of Type A Package

The Group examined the proposals from India (Paper 2 - p.82),

from Sweden (Paper 2 - p.U8) and from Canada (Paper ^0 - v.6). Five

levels of possible regulatory amendment were identified as emerging

from the proposals, as follows:

(i) Full unilateral approval of Type A package designs by Competent

Authorities.

(ii) Registration of Type A package design with the Competent Authority

of the country of origin.

(iii) Issue of an affidavit by the applicant for Competent Authority

registration testifying that his Type A design meets all the -

applicable regulatory requirements,

(iv) Issuance by the national Competent Authority of identification

numbers for Type A designs,

(v) Stronger emphasis in the regulations on the need for

designers to document how compliance with regulatory requirements

(and tests) have been established, such documentation being

available, on request, to the Competent Authority.
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This last propose! also referred to LSA and LLS packages. The Working

Group agreed that:

(i) Type A approval by a Competent Authority was unnecessary in

the inherently safe nature of the Type A concept. Heed to

approve Type A package designs would place an enormous

additional burden on Competent Authority resources which

would not be commensurate with the benefit in safety accruing

from such a procedure.

(ii) Registration of Type A designs with the Competent Authority

as proposed by Canada (paper bo, pages 5 and 6) was not

supported by the Working Group particularly as it implied a

measure of Competent Authority approval and would absorb

additional resources with no significant safety advantage.

(iii) Issue of an affidavit, on a one-off basis, by -the applicant

to the Compétent Authority, testifying compliance with the

regulations vas not considered to afford any greater degree

of compliance assurance than the existing Consignor's

Certificate procedure which-had the advantage in that it was

required for each shipment and related to the package as

presented for transport.

(iv) The issue of identification narks was an area in which it

was felt that there was a need for guidance, although a

mandatory prescription was not considered necessary. It

was noted that this topic had been tabled for consideration by

the forthcoming RTSG meeting in November 1980 and since this

is essentially a Competent Authority matter, a distillation of

their views for inclusion in Safety Series 37 is recommended,

(v) As regards maintenance of records of compliance with package and

test requirements for Type A, LSA and LLS packages, as proposed

by Sweden (Paper 2, page 118), this is already a requirement

of paragraph 150 of the regulations which is applicable to

all package designs. In addition there is considerable

guidance on this topic in the draft Safety Series 37.

Conclusion

No change to the regulatory provisions is recommended. An addition

to Safety Series 37 "regarding the allocation of identification marks to

Type A packages is considered desirable but should await the outcome of

the forthcoming RTSG meeting.
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h. Paper 7 Issue Ho. 6 - Sea Transport ef Packages on Trailers or

Flatbeds

Considering the proposal by the USSR (Paper 2 page 119 - 122 and

131 - 132) the Working Group did not consider, on the evidence available,

that the transport equipment described did not provide the same degree

of protection as a large freight container, of vhich the essential

feature is that it is enclosed. For material vhieh requires fissile

package design approval, therefore, the provisions of paragraph 538

of the regulations vould be appropriate. On the other hand, material

vhich is non-fissile (non-enriched uranium bexafluoride) could be considered

as LSA material and 'is then exempt from both paragraphs 538 and 539

of the regulations by virtue of paragraph 5**0. '

Conclusion
Ho change to the regulatory provisions is justified.

5. Paper 7 Issue Ho. 10 - Requirements for Special Form

The plenary session remitted the topic of Special Form materials

to Working Group A.I*.

6. Paper 7 Issue Ho 15 - External Marking to Indicate Contents, on

Packages nov Exempt from Labelling

The Working Group considered the proposals by Belgium (Paper 2,

page lit), Canada (Paper 2, page 20) and FRG (Paper 2, page 6l) to

provide for radioactive labelling or marking of exempt packages,

because such packages are subject to the provisions of paragraphs

5^9 to 552 vitb regard to the decontamination of vehicles vhere leakage

has occurred. The comments indicated that in the absence of soaw fora of

marking it vould not be apparent that radioactive materials vere

involved. The Working Group recognised that tvo situations needed

to be studied, firstly those transported by post, and secondly

exempt packages for general transport. In discussing the portal

situation it vas pointed out that national postal authorities do

not necessarily vork in accordance vith the requirements of UPU and,

in particular, may not permit the external marking of packages where

domestic shipments are concerned. During discussion the following

points vere raised:
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(i) lack of information on the magnitude of the risk incurred

due to an exempt package leaking and possible failure to

• recognise the neeo- for decontamination of the vehicle;

(ii) transport documents could not necessarily be relied upon to

identify the radioactive nature of the contents in the case

of accidental leakage;

(iii) the additional•freight charges vhich could be incurred as

a result of marking packages;

(iv) the possibility that packages may not be accepted by national

postal authorities'for domestic shipment if marked as radioactive.

In regard to exempt packages for general transportation by other modes,

the same considerations, vitb the exception of (iv), -would apply.

This matter was recognised as being a controversial one and after

far-reaching discussion the Group came to no positive decision.

Conclusion

The Working Group felt that because of the controversial nature of

the topic, it should be referred to the Plenary for discussion.

7. Pat>er 7 Issue So. IT - Deletion of Requirement for "Full-Load"-Marking

She proposal by Canada (Paper 2, page 25 and 26) and the recommendation

by SAGSTRAM (Report of 1st Meeting page 39) vere considered by the

Working Group and the following points vere noted:

(i) language differences cause difficulties in recognition

(ii) difficulties can occur in inter-model transport where, for

example, vehicle loads of packages may be transported as

full load because the total T.I. exceeds 50 but on the trans-

shipment to another mode the load may be broken down for

onward shipments in groups of less than 50.

(iii) neither ADR, HID nor IMCO have adopted this requirement.

It further considered whether there was a need for such- marking in

cases where an individual package attracted full load conditions because

of inherent features such as high temperature, high external radiation

level or T.I. greater than 10.
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Conelusion

The proposal to delete the requirement of the regulations, to over-

stem» "full load", is considered justified and should be adopted.

Consequent Amendments

1. Paragraph 3lMc)(ii). Delete "/FULL LOAD".

2. Paragraph 315 and 317. (last sentence). Delete "/FULL LOAD".

3. Paragraph 513. Delete in toto.

h. Amend schedules accordingly.

8. Paper 7, Issue Ko. 19 - Marking of Containment Receptacle,

Tme A Packages

The proposal by Austria (Paper 2 page 13) to mark the receptacle

of a Type A package vith the trefoil symbol vas considered. It vas

felt that there vas no evidence to support the idea that the external

labels on packages could be easily damaged to the extent that the

presence of radioactive materials vas not evident. The other reason offered

as justification of this proposal relates to the situation after the

transport phase is completed vhen such receptacles may be used for

storage. The Working Group considered this to be outside the scope of

the regulations.

Conclusions

No change to the regulatory provisions is justified.

9. Paper 7, Issue Ho. 20 - Design of the Radiation Warning Symbol, Fig. 1

Discussion of the proposal by USSR (Paper 2, page 130) vas held over

until such time as a copy of the relevant ISO standard 361-75 can be

obtained for the consideration of the Working Group.

10. Paper 7, Issue Wo. 2U - Placarding of Vehicles and Freight Containers

The Canadian member of the Working Group stated that this proposal

(Paper 2, pages 23 and 2k) no longer reflected Canadian national

philosophy and formally vithdrev it.

11. Paper 7, Issue 25 - Meaning of "Defined Deck Area"

Since Working Group A.I vas assigned the task of dealing vith

definitions, this issue vas remitted to them.
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12. Paper 7, Issue Ko. 26 «? Provision for Roll-on/Roll-off Transport

of Non-Full-Load Consignments

The Working Group considered proposals by Canada (Paper 2, page 36).

Norway (Paper 2, page 88) and USA (Paper 2, page 202).

(i) The inconsistency in paragraph 539(b) of the.regulations,

identified in the Canadian proposal, vas not apparent to the

Working Group. Moreover the proposed new paragraph does not

impose the requirements of paragraphs 531* and 537 which are

an essential part of the existing provision. For these

reasons the proposal vas not accepted.

(ii) In regard to the Norwegian proposal concerning transport of

of radioactive materials in vehicles on ferries this was

considered to be a modal matter, for consideration by IMCO.

(iii) The proposal "by USA relating to possible effects on vehicles

during carriage in roll-on/roll-off ferries and their

subsequent inspection 'After disem.barlu.tion was -withdrawn by

the US member of the Working Group as a matter to be dealt

with by the appropriate modal authorities.

(iv) The US proposal to amend paragraphs ?Uo and 5^1 to delete the

apparent waiver of paragraph 539(b), was supported for

purposes of clarification.

This amendment in no way changes the intent of the regulations.

Conclusion

The only change required to the regulations is that referred to

in (iv) above.

Consequent Amendments

Paragraphs 5^0 and $klt first sentence - Insert "(a)" after "539".

13. Paper 7 Issue Ho. 32 - Example Designs and Safe Limits for Fissile

Materials

- The Working Group noted that this issue was also listed among the

tasks allotted to the Nuclear Criticality Specialists Technical Committee

(see Working Paper, Part II page 13 - A.6 Working Group). The matter

was therefore remitted to them with the recommendation that favourable

consideration should be given to Member State proposals (Canada, Paper 2

page 39, France Paper 2 page 58 and FRG Paper 2, page 63) to remove the

examples of fissile package design and the Tables to Safety Series 37,

if this can be achieved.
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lk. Paper 7, Issue No. 33 - Requirements for Fissile Class III Packages

It was recognised that this issue vas among those allotted to the

Nuclear Critieality Specialists Committee (Paper 1. Part II, page 13 -

A.6 Working Group). The matter vas therefore remitted to this Technical

Committee.

15. Paper 7. Issue No. fo - Number of Specimens to be Tested and

Issue No. 72 - Expansion of Quality Assurance Requirements

The Working Group noted that these vere Quality Assurance matters

and therefore among the tasks allotted to Working Group B.I.
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Report of WP-5, LSA/LLS

Tuesday, 2 Sept 1980

After identifying all of the relevant papers and comments, WG5

prepared a list of issues to be dealt vith. The list is in tvo categories -

(1) natters of principle, and

(2) matters of detail.

The issues on matters of pirnciple are, in the order to be considered

by the WG:

1. Definition of LSA/LLS: Materials vith dispersed activity vs.

Contaminated objects.

2. Packaging standards vs. Level of hazard (including LSA I and LSA II

concept).

3. Liquids/Slurries (both packaged and bulk).

h. Concern for commercial value or ultimate use.

5. External radiation levels: Should there be limits?

The matters of detail are (in no particular order):

6. Vehicle limits

7. Fire effects on LSA/LLS shipments

8. Tritium concentration levels

9. Labelling and marking of packages and vehicles

10. Editorial separation from other "exempt" materials

11. Full Load vs..Non-Full-Load

12. Transport Index

13. Miscellaneous, including

a.* Schedules 5 and 6

"b. Other hazardous characteristics

The WG considered primarily the folloving:

1. SS-6, 1973 (Revised)

2. SS-6, 1967

3. SS-37

k. Comments from Member States, SAGSTRAM, and Tc-272

5. The memory of the WG members

6. Logic
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The WG recognised the growing problems of living vith the

confusing and contradictory provisions of the present text of the LSA/LLS

definitions (paras. 120 end 121). The concept of "inherently safe"

materials has not be followed in the course of development of the LSA-/LLS

regulations, especially with regard to materials vith high radiation

levels. Many present LSA/LLS materials are not "inherently safe". The

WG decided that "low risk" is a more appropriate concept than "inherently

safe". LSA/LLS materials should present a low risk in both normal

transport and in accidents (including fires).

The WC- concluded quickly that there is no "quick fix" for the many

problems of LSA/LLS. We found, however, that many of the problems could

be solved by a rearrangement of the categories of LSA/LLS into two

different categories:

1. Materials in which the activity is generally dispersed throughout

the contents and in which the concentration is limited to fairly

low levels.

2. Slightly contaminated objects.

The VG also bore in mind that differences in, and the degree of,

packaging integrity and transport controls would allow the consideration

of relative hazard differences in each of the above 2 categories.

LSA/LLS materials should be "inherently safe" under normal conditions

of transport and should present "minor radiological consequences" in

case of a transport accident. The more hazardous the material the more

packaging or transport controls one can impose. The result should be

that, both iu normal transport and in the event of an accident, the

radiological effect on the environment should be low compared to the

non-radiological effect.

In the case of accidents, the WG considered the potential collective

effects over both the near-term and the far-term. The radiological

consequences of a LSA/LLS accident should be no more adverse than the

radiological consequences of Type A or Type B accident conditions

("medium" or "severe").

(Note: the W..G.. encourages W..G.. 2 to define "normal conditions of

transport" and "transport accident" in terms other than test conditions).
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The V.G. •balanced the need to make as fev changes as possible with

the need to have simple and logical regulations. The WG has developed

a proposal for consideration of LSA/LLS materials which provides this

balance and which provides .a workable framework for resolving the problems

raised by Member States, transport organisations, and IAEA Advisory

Groups. That proposal would replace the collective term "LSA/LLS" with

e'new term "low risk materials". (LSM). 3vo categories of "LRM's"

would be defined: "low objects" (CO's). Paras. 12l(a),(b), and (g)

would be retained essentially without change, as would all of para 120.

Paras. 121(d) and (f) would be restated. Paras. 121(c) and (e) would

essentially disappear by being taken care of in the rewrite of paras.

121 ( d ) and ( f ). But they would be rearranged as proposed in Paper Ho .

The WG could see no reason to change the value of 10~

for solids and gases as now applied is para 121(d). However, the

hazard potential associated with -spills of liquids in the accident situation

demands a lower value. The present para 121 (e) would practically

require some lower number, but the conditions stated in that para are

also practically impossible to apply. Paras. 306 and 307 of Safety

Series 37 imply that a factor of 10 reduction could be justified.'

This seemed to the WG to be a reasonable compromise: to provide

an arbitrary value of 10 for the concentration of liquids or slurries,

thev-Yby greatly simplifying these regulatory requirements and remaining

consistent with the rationale used elsewhere for eonisdering the

mobility and concentratibility of liquids. This would eliminate

paras. 121{c) and (e), although the WG will later examine in more

detail the case of tritiated water.

The WG noted that the present text of paras. 12l(e) and (f) would

require evaluations of liquid conoeotration "under conditions likely

to be encountered in transport". The conditions likely to be

encountered are those of trouble-free transport. Accidents happen '

at a frequency of perhaps one in a million kilometers of travel.

So the provision is realy meaningless.
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The WG recognised that some provision will have to be made in this

proposal to take care of as upper limit on external radiation levels

for LRM's. The WG is tentatively considering a limit of 1 rem/hr

at 3 meters from the unshielded material, whether as a solid piece or

as a dispersed loose solid or liquid (perhaps spread over an area of

from 10 - 100 square meters). This limit would cut across the activity-

levels of LCAM-II and LOAM-III. This would preserve the concept of

low risk materials.

The WG will need to examine the following related aspects in the

next meeting:

1. The meaning of "average estimated activity concentration" and

"essentially uniformly distributed".

2. The need to combine present paras. 12l(f) and (g), and to apply

a non-fixed contamination limit to present para. 120(t>).

3. External vs. internal contamination, especially as it applies to

empty packagings which do not comply with para. 313.

The Advisory Group approval and guidance should be sought on:

1. The approach discussed above and proposed in the attachment.

2. The names and initials to be given to the new categories and

groupings.

3. Whether the WG is expected to revise Schedules 5 and 6 in the

appendix to SS-6 in accordance with the proposed changes.

Mr. Nishiwaki will review the IAEA recommendations on defining

materials under the London Dumping Convention to determine whether the

WG approach described above in any way would conflict with the IAEA

waste dumping recommendations, and whether those recommendations might

contain information which would be useful to this WG in its final drafting

effort.

After completion of the issue of re-definition of the LSA/LLS

materials, the WG will turn to the watter of the packaging and

transport controls for the materials in their various categories.
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Paper Ko. 36 AG-266

Working Group A.3.

Second Report to Plenary

1. Issue Ho. 23 -• Carriage of WHITE I packages ip compartments with

passengers

A propose1 to prevent Category 1 WHITE packages being transported

in the same compartment as passengers vas considered. The reason for

the proposal has bees given as reducing radiation exposure. The

group -felt that any reduction in radiation exposure vould be so «m«n

as to not Justify a change to the regulations. However, a fev matbers

felt strongly that the proposal should be accepted for other reasons -

namely to avoid theft of packages especially by children. In this

case the objective of the proposal could be achieved by modifying

the regulations to ensure that packages in transport should be secured

against theft. The term 'passengers compartment* can be interpreted

to indicate that passengers and packages are literally not separated

although in practice this is known not to be the case in some countries.

The group also realised that the implication of a change in the

regulations may reflect on practices in some countries. In conclusion,

the group could not agree on a change to the regulations.

Decision - Bo change

2." Issue Ko. 69A - Use of 'rem* as unit

The group realise that the overall question of units is being

considered by Working Group A.2 and that this issue should be remitted

to them. The group recommend to A.2. that the Sievert be used,

recognising that this is a unit of personal dose however.

3. Issue Ko. 22 - Specification of other materials from which Radioactive

Material should be segregated

The group considered proposals from Canada that radioactive

materials should be separated from foodstuffs etc., and other dangerous

materials.
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It vas recognised that external radiation has no effect on

foodstuff and the only problem could therefore be transfer of

contamination in normal transport. Since this hazard was recognised

to be absolutely minimal and requiring segregation could have serious

repercussions, the group recommended no change on this account.

With respect to segretation from other dangerous goods the

group considered that this is covered in principle in paras. 521 and 528

of the regulations and that the detailed implementation of these

requirements is the responsibility of the international transport

agencies. The group therefore recommended no change in the technical

content of paras. 521 and 528. However, from an editing point of

view the group suggest that WG-A1 consider deleting the words "or stage"

and the cross reference to section I, para 105 or regulate 521.

Decision - So technical change. Editing proposals should be

considered by A.I.

k. Issue Ko. 28 - 'Forwarding of Packages found not to be in compliance

(with applicable requirements)

The group considered that since regulations should always be

complied with that it was inappropriate to legislate for situations of

non-compliance. It was also recognised that detection of non-

compliance is extremely difficult in most circumstances.

Decision - Ho change

5. Issue Ho. 37 - Disposal of non-deliverable and astray packages

The group note" that this issue has been referred to group A.2.
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Paper No. 38 AG-266

Benort of WG-B.l Quality Assurance, 3 September 1980

Present: G. H. Malkoske;Chairman

H. Hïïbner

R. Chappell

p. Bluni

A. Qnodera

H. Satake

E. Ridout

B. Nelmes

S. Williamson

J. Kotler

This WG-B.l has been set up by Plenary to consider:

1) Quality Assurance and Compliance, and

2) Registration and Certification of Packages

Papers available for the meeting consisted of papers So. 2, So. 3

(Issues 31» and 72) and So. ko. IAEA BS6 and 37.

1. l.oality Assurance and Compliance

The WG examined IAEA paras. 839 and sav that it fell short of a

full requirement of the subject. It ensured an acceptable system for

a package during manufacture, hovever, it did not provide adequate

quality assurance of the package during its design, use and maintenance.

In addition, the WG recognised that a quality assurance program

includes quality control.

The requirements for quality assurance and compliance vere

discussed and the WG concluded that if a sound quality assurance

programme vas implemented, compliance vould be included. Because of

this it became obvious that IAEA para. 150 had also to be examined

in conjunction vith IAEA para. 839.

Based on the deficiency in the present para. 839, the WG concluded

that they vere fully justified in making the following proposal:

a) Delete existing IAEA para. 150i and its heading

b) Delete existing IAEA para. 839 and its heading
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c) Replace IAEA para. 639 and its heading vith:

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME FOR PACKAGES

"839. The design, manufacture, use and maintenance of Type A

Fissile Class packages and Type £ packages shall be'carried out

in accordance vith Quality Assurance programme approved "by the

Competent Authority".

d) Issues 3*» and 72 were examined and, on the basis of proposal

c) the WG considered those issues unnecessary and they were

deleted.

The WG recommends that further information should be put into

IAEA. SS 37 to provide guidance on a QA programme vhich vould provide

an acceptable package, appropriate to its service conditions,

2. The Registration and Certification of Packages

The WG agreed that there vas some merit in the concept presented

in Paper No. ^0, but determined that it vould be impractical to apply it

to all the packages' addressed and that there vas ne demonstrated need

to cause additions to the present regulations. The WG also noted that

registration of the design prior to manufacture vas not practical. It

vas agreed that although a type design may be approved, there may be

the necessity to exercise control on individual packages manufactured

to the design. Hovever, the WG considered that vith the institution

of an approved QA programme, full control of this subject vould occur

in that each package vould have its own QA documents and records would

be kept of activities related to the design, maintenance and use of the

package.

The WG recommend-s that no additions be made to the current IAEA

regulations to cover this aspect. Hovever, this topic of Registration

and Certification of Packages should be referred to the RTSG in

Warsaw for further consideration.
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Peper Ho. AG-266

Report of Working Group A.I - Oh September 1980

Decisions Taken:

Issue Ho. 57(1) Label for Cat I-WHITE

This issue should be looked at by W.G. A.3 in that it is a

radiation protection issue - definitely not editorial.

Issue Ho. 57(2) T.I. Entry for Cat I-WHITE

Accepted. Para 512 (c) should read T.I.; see section I, paras.

137 to 1^0 (Ho T.I. entry required for Cat I-WH1TK)•

Issue Ho 56 Figure I Para 519

Rejected. Figure 1 is used in .conjunction with Figures 2-5

and the change as requested may be misleading.

Issue Ho. 59 Reference to Para. 508(a) in para

Accepted in that the reference to para 5O8(a) is not necessary

and may be confusing.

Issue Ho. 60 Definition of "Cargo Aircraft"

Accepted since Footnote 9, page 5^, is purely a definition-, it

should be re-located in Section I between para 110 and 111. In view

of the ICAO effort to develop Regulations it is recommended that the

Secretariat verify that the SS6 definition is consistent.

Issue Ho. 6l Relocation of Provisions Concerning Transport by Post

Hot accepted. The nature of para. 5^7 and 5^8 is such that they

could be located in either Sections III or V and for that reason no

change appears to be justified.

Issues Ho. 62 and 89 Definitions of Conveyance and Vehicle

Hot accepted. These tvo issues were considered jointly. Although

there appeared to be some slight advantage of having an expanded

definition of vehicle, it was felt that the current definition in

para 1^5 (when considered in light of its usage) does not contribute

any identifiable problems. Further, the use of the word "conveyance"

in paras. 5l»9 through 553 appears to be a clarification rather than

a definition in the pure sense.
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Also, any expansion of the-definition of the vord vehicle vill

precipitate a considerable number of editorial changes throughout the

Regulations without any apparent benefit.

Issue Mo. 63 Requirements for Packages of Fissile Materials

Accepted. This a true and acceptable editorial comment.

Issue Ho. 6k flote in Para. 6lk Re; Tables XIV to XXII

Accepted. This notation should be deleted however, if it is

considered to be useful (the Critical!ty WC- should please examine)

then the material should be transferred in SS 37.

Issue Bo. 65 Inconsistencies Between Schedules and Regulations

We agree with the commentary under Issue 65 in Paper 6,

i.e. there is little point in reviewing the current Schedules in that

they vill be rendered obsolete by this comprehensive revision. Also*

the WG considers that detailed editorial review of the Schedules is

a Secretariat function.

Issue 88 Sew Definitions

1) Beutron Source

Hot accepted in that the term neutron source appears only to

have been used in para. ^03 in reference to the use of Table VII -

values.

2) Definitions for Accident, Incident « Bormal Conditions of Transport

Hot accepted. These recommendations were considered extensively

by the VG. It was concluded that although there is some confusion

due to lack of precise definition of these terms, far more confusion

and questions would arise by any attempt to define them. The VG

concluded that it was better to let the words stand as self-explanatory.

3) Definition for Limited Quantity

Bot accepted. Refer to decision on issue Bo. U3 to re-title

heading of Section III as "Items. Not Required To Meet All Specified

Prescriptions".
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k) Definition for Stress Intensity

Deferred by WG contingent on approval of stress intensity

concept by WG A.3 (Issue 97).

5) Type A -and Type B Quantity

Not accepted. The WG agrees that some gain might be achieved in

•describing the philosophy of Type A and Type S limitation; however,

such material vould be more appropriate in SS 37 or the planned

'Y' document.

6) Explosive Radioactive Materials

Although the WG had no specific guidelines for reference to the

background for para. 106 it felt that a definition vould be useful and

therefore proposes the following:

Explosive radioactive material shall mean any explosive

material as defined and classified in the United Ration's

recommendations for Transport of Dangerous Goods, when mixed

or incorporated with or within any radioactive material exceeding

a specific activity of 0.002/*Ci/g.

7) Snroty Packaging

Hot accepted. The WG notes that provisions for empty packages

appear in para 313 and the Group is aware that WG A.5 may be developing

further criteria for transport of empty packages -which may nave some

bearing on this matter.

Issue Wo. 83 Activity-Mass Relationship for Uraniu»

Not accepted in that the WG" feels that the existing Table VIII

based on the varying U content are typical values. The existing

footnote to Table VIII already addresses 23k'U.

Issue No. 116 "5% Seduction" and "10 cm Cube" Criteria for fissile

Material Packages

Not accepted. The WG could not identify any editorial justification
for the proposed change.

However, the matter should perhaps be referred to the Critical!ty

Group for determination of the applicability of para. 6l5(a) to

Fissile I packages.
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Issue 120 Clarification of Various Terms and Paragraphs

1) "Means for Manuel Handling"

Not accepted however and review of para. 201 to 203 the WG

felt that an editorial re-arrangement was in order.

The WC decided to delete existing paras 201, 202 and 203 and

re-insert a new para. 201 as follows:

201. The packaging shall "be so designed that it can be easily

and safely handled either "by innmial or mechanical means as

dictated by the mass, volume or shape of the package. la addition

-the packaging should be so designed that the package can be

properly secured in or on the conveyance during transport.

2) Retention of Water, Para 206

Not accepted. The WG felt that the use of the words "as far as

practicable" in this para provided the flexibility required so as not

to preclude the use of a standard insturial drum.

3) Positive Closing Device, Para 216, 218 and 223

Not accepted. Clarification of the application of a positive

fastening device should be discussed in SS 37. No editorial change

is justified.

k) (a) Prevention of the Unintentional Release of a Containment

Component from the Radiation Shield, Para. 223

Not accepted. The clarification requested is a subject for

inclusion in the 'Y* document.

' ̂2») (b) "Clarification of Approval by Validation" - Accepted

Add to existing text of Para. 825:

Such validation may take the form of an endorsement on the

original certificate or the issuance of a separate endorsement, annex,

supplement, etc., by the Competent Authority of the country to which

or through which the shipment is made.

Issue No. 121 UPU Letter, 13 March 1980

UFU recommends modification to footnote 10, page 5^, as follows:

Accepted. Change the word "convention" to say "Acts".
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Designated Issue A-2/I and A-2/2

WG 2 suggested a minor editorial change to para 107 and the

establishment of a definition for "Special Arrangement".

After consideration WG A.I identified an associated need for

other editorial revisions as follows:

1. Delete paras. 107 and 108, since they ere misplaced.

2. Insert an amended para. 107 and the current para. 108 so

as to precede the current para. 501.

3. I>elete para 819 (rationale - para 819 is a duplication of old

para. 107).

•k. Insert a definition for "Special Arrangementt:.

The revised text for these changes is:

a) (old para 107 is revised, relocated to Section V and headed)

"SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS

para (?) A consignment of radioactive materials which does not

satisfy all the applicable requirements of the Regulations sh&ll

be made under special arrangement which requires multilateral

approval. The special arrangements shall

........ had been met".
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•fa) (old para 108 as relocated to Section V and beaded)

"EXPLOSIVE RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS"

para (?) - use current tert.

c) A nev definition is to be added to Section I as follows:

"SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Para (?) Special arrangement shall mean a set of provisions under

vhieh a radioactive material consignment which does not fully

comply with these Régulations may be transported. For

international shipments of this type multi-lateral approval

is required".

Designated Issue A-2/3

WG 2 suggests the rewording of para. 105 re: other hazardous

properties.

Accepted: The nev tert for para. 105 is as follows:

"105. In the transport of radioactive materials, any subsidiary

risks of these materials, such as explosiveness, inflammability,

pyrophoricity, reactivity, chemical toxicity and eorrosiveness,

must be taken into account in such a manner as to be in compliance

with these Regulations, as well as in compliance vith relevant

international modal transport regulations, and national regulations

of each of the countries through or into which the materials

will be transported".
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Wbrking Pacer No. 43 AG -266
(A Revision of Walking Paper No. 30)

Working ï3roup A. 3
First Report to Plenary (Revised)

1. Issue No. 5 - Maximaa Radiation levels on Packages and

a. Package and Freight Container £**•» "•*"* ™i Level Limits

Préposais have been node to reduce package dose rate limits but
these have not been quantitatively justified. Only a few packages
move with dose rates near the limit. It has been agreed that the cost
which would be concerned in reducing the limits would be small. Equally,
the overall benefits are small. It was recognized that for large pack-
ages, the TI will be the limiting factor, whilst for small packages, the
surface dose may be the most limiting factor. The Group could find no
justification at -this stage to reduce any package dose rate limits. La
particular, it was recognized that persons who could be exposed to packages
carried as full load where the raaxuium surface dose rates could be 1000
mrem/ar, would be subject to radiological supervision because they must
be authorized to enter the vehicles.

Decision. No change to package dose rate limits or Transport Index
limits, including full load consignments.

b. Vehicle Surface Radiation Levels - Paras. 534 (b) and 537(b)

The Group consiiJ01*0^ the necessity to revise surface radiation
levels both from the point of view of ALARA and avoiding dose limits
being exceed in unusual situations such as running maintenance (e.g.,
wheels, brakes, etc.). From both points of view, then», is insufficient
substantial evidence available to quantitatively determine the surface
radiation level limits. In rmr^ reniai» f alti-sugh unusual situations can
be postulated which could lead to the dose limits for persons who would
fan into the "incidentally exposed" (500 mrem/year) type of person
can be forseen, it is not possible at this stage to quantitatively

/ determine the doses which could be
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ctetermine the doses which coula be received. The group decided that
there should be no change in the present radiation levels.

Decision. No change.

c. Driver Cab Dose Rate 'Limit

Die present regulations allow, under full load conditions, a dose
rate of up to 2 mrem per hour in a drivers cab without recourse to
inflĵ "̂ 1'1*'1 nnnitoring. Safety sor-ioc 37 qualifies this regulation with
regard to occupancy +*>'"<* pennisted by the driver. Sush a iyi»t î <H <--»t"j T*
should be part of the regulations. The appendix to this paper considers
general radiological protection considerations including a scheme of
control (Part I of appendix). This scheme of control leads to the
following decision.

Decision. Regulation 537(d). Add:

i. When the weekly exposure tune in the driving cab averaged over
quarter exceeds 15 hours , a dose mTf-ft"*-" if Fhovfl.d be under—

taken to determine whether personnel dosinetry is necessary;

ii. When there is a possibility that the dose which nay be received
will exceed one-tenth of the dose limit for radiation workers and the
weekly exposure tune averaged over a calendar quarter is likely to
exceed 5 hours, then efforts should be made to reduce the eaqposure and
periodic but infrequent assessments

Level Limits for Ships Holds, Compartments and Deck Areas

To ensure compatibility between requirements for each mode of -
transport, the Group considered whether radiation level limits should be
introduced at the surface of and 2 m from ships holds, compartnents and
deck areas.

Segregation tables (see item 2 below) should ensure adequate protection
of critical groups of members of the public and ships crew. The Group

the necessity to .....
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ccnsidered the necessity to introduce radiation level limits to ensure
adequate protection of the more casual approaches to the holds, compart-
nents, etc. but decided that since no quantitative data could be developed
or is available, no changes can be introduced.

Decision: No change.

e. Basic Design Dose limits for Transport Workers

The Group discussed the question of basic design dose I"***" 1rs for
transport workers and the deliberations are reflected in Appendix I
to this paper. The consequences of this discussion are reflected else"
where in this paper and the Group decided to incorporate the scheme of
dose control discussed in Appendix I.

Decision: Replace Para. 146 with:
" Where it is determined or estimated that the dose received
by transport workers is:

- nost unlikely to exceed 500 mrem per year, no change in
work patterns nor detailed assessment of exposure is
necessary;

- might be between 500 and 1,500 xnrem per year, efforts
should be made to reduce exposure and periodic (but

- might be from 1,500 to 5,000 mrem per year, personal
and nedical surveillance together with other

ïte measures are required."

2. Issue Mo. 21 - Segregation Tables

The Group consideredthe Canadian proposal to reccranend the preparation
of segregation «tables in carrier international regulations. The Group agreed
that to ensure adequate protection of transport workers and umbers of the
public, it is necessary to clarify this regulatory requirement. Appendix I
discussed the basis on which the design dose rate limits have been chosen. .

Decision: Replace Para 520 with:

"To limit radiation exposure on t-he course* of transport:, radioactive
material packages shall be segregated from living auuninudation, from
regularly occupied working spaces, f n'm locations that nsy be continu**
ally frequented by passenger* of the public and from undeveloped photo-
graphic ^T*** Ht'ju'Hrt'iTi fM**'1f*~' shall be derived fw*< t*h(s foil*

t:

/ " a. So that the radiation dose
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••a. So that the radiation dose received by the nost exposes groap
of passengers far the mode of transport does not exceed 25 znrem
per year;

b. so that the radiation dose received by the nost exposed group
of workers in tine node of transport with the exception of
vrorkers subject to radiological cccrtrol dees not exceed 500
mrem per year;

c. So that the radiation rVinr received by pacfo^y*5 containing
undeveloped photographic film dees not exceed 10 nR;

taking into account the Transport Index of the package or group of pack-
ages, the duration of exposure, hours per year, and any shielding betsreen
the radioactive material packages and the locations of persons or film.

In preparing'these tables, realistic occupancy and traffic factors should
"be used for the identifier! group of persons for which the tables are

3. Issue No. 7 -

The Group considered proposals from Germany and Poland concerning package
labelling. Although there vas a majority in favour of having a «r«^?i label
for f i s s i l e material, there «ere strong objections front a few martoers. How-
ever, the Group recommends that the crit icality safety advisory group to be

vened in 1981 should reconsider the question..

Part of the proposal concerned the cenfaination of YELLOW n and YELLOW H I
labels for non-fissile use, and retaining the YELLOW IE label as for the com-
bined use. This in effect vould result in a change of use of seme existing
labels. Sore members felt that this could lead to confusion.

The Group, therefore, recommends no change at this tine.

Raccnnendation: 1981 Criticality Safety Advisory Group to reconsider the ques-
tion of a separate "fissile" label.

: No change.
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Appendix I A3-266
(to Pacer No. 43)

Protection Considerations:

1. GEMERfiL

regulations pi^vi ^c a considerable cnn1*r"î

radiation protection by the "«g of technical standards and
ICRP Publication 26 (Para 158} gpragmTes that case-by-case optimization of
widely used equipment i s not appropriate because i t 'would nul l i fy the advan-
tages of etiwiffoTyK 7**-* "» - Optimization should/ however, be involved i n

standards and in the ir sidsseouent ^rpi ^ *"-** ^rr> -

for the transportation of radioactive materials, important consid-
erations are the design, manufacture ana tes t ing of the appropriate pack-
ages and appropriate operational procedures. In nnipr t o provide the bnsis
for t h i s work, i t i s essential t o have design l eve l s for the esçosure of tha
workers involved and for members of the public.

2n the transportât ion of radioactive materials i t i s recognized
that two possible relationships e x i s t between -die workers and the source of
radiation exposure. Workers w i l l be either directly involved with -die nove-
rasit of radioactive materials or incidentally associated with such transpor-
tat ion. In both cases, the workers are cccupationally exposed, but In the
second category, as a particular group within Working ClcncHtaon B (ICW
Publication 26, Para 161}, the sane l imit as applied t o members of the public
i s appropriate. ICBP Publication 26 (Para 161) recognizes t h i s second cate-
gory of workers t ter» t t e e^osure i s uncccnsctad with the work and «her*
tine vffn̂ c i s in PBMKLMS not * * 'i1 ti^iir*^ tins Tcy^M^<"ri sources sLvino r i s e t o
tnc vxpoBucB. m ucanspoccacicn, CJBMPJJBS OX sucn w i m r i <vy "• UULRS on

with road or r a i l

be in w**w»'"'** such that th> basic linLt applicable t o
public i s cbssmsd: tfcsy «a» not tws t sd in any othsr way m

public.

basic l i a i t apptepciatt
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The basic limit appropriate to «ackers directly involved vith
transportation is 5,000 seem per year. The value .of three tenths of the basic
limit for occupational exposure is a reference level used in the ca.y«iiza-
ticn of protection. As far as possible, the arrangements for restricting
occupational exposure shall be those appi ÎQA to the source of T^i^ign
and to features of the work place.

The following table is a summary of the above considerations;

Table I. Exposure of Transport Markers

Dose limit Reference level
(HIT win) (XDCGSD)

Workers (directly involved) 5,000 per year 1,500 per year
Workers (incidentally involved) 500 per year

Based en these considerations, the following scheme is proposed
with regard to transportation:

Where it is determined or estimated that the dose received
by transport workers is:

- most unlikely to exceed 500 racem per year, no change in
work patterns nor detailed assessment of exposure is
necessary;

- might be between 500 and 1,500 mean per year, efforts
should be TTTV^0 to reduce exposure and periodic (but
infrequent) assessments should be conducted;

- might be front 1,500 to 5,000 rarem per year, personal
dosimetry and *•**'»«-«i surveillance together with other
ti£% ii connate masures are required.

3. MEMBERS CF THE G B O X L PPBLJC

The basic dose liait fee individual members of the gesaral public
is 500 m m par year. lOB? Publication 26 (Paras 120-123) however, recognizes
that in the situation where the «çosure «ay involve -die sane group of people
repeatedly than the appropriate dose liait for such parsons, regularly ex-
posed, is 100 scan par year. This is also racaansndad in the DtfX Weajir
Safety Standards for lattiarim Protection (4th draft, August 1979) is Para
1615.

/ & e H I » lasic Safety Siandaida
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Ihe M A Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protecticn (4th

draft, August 1979) Para 1615, states that the limits are intended to be

applied to the estimated average exposure of nerrbers of a critical group,

with actual individual exposures not generally being monitored, îhe critical

group should be snail enough to be relatively homogeneous with respect to

those characteristics that affect the dose received. If a realistic estima-

tion is made, the annual exposure of the average member of the critical group

should be restricted to 100 rarem per year, especially if the exposures are

likely to be repeated over several years.

In order to take account of exposure rn m several pr̂ c*"* "ac (ICRP

Publication 26, Para 120), althĉ irjh it is *Pa<Tignii7ff>^ trbftt a
critical group is unlikely to be appropriate to another practice, it is

reasonable for design purposes to introduce a factor to be applied to the

dose limit. A factor of 4 is suggested far transportation and when applied

to the 100 seen per year limit results in a design level for the general

public of 25 rorem per year.

4. DOSE 35IS 3K DRIVER'S C&B

'present Regulations allow,- under full load conditions, a dose

rate of up to 2 mrem per hour.without recourse to individual monitoring.

a-J^ty Series 37 qualifies this regulation with regard to the occupancy tine

permrcted for the driver. Such a qualification should be part of the regula-

tion and a further I J * ^ f•» f*i"i m is necessary to be compatible witii the scheme

suggested in Section 2.

The following is reconnended:

'- Keep present Regulation 537 (d)
- Add (from Safety Series 37) the last sentence in Para 1.24
- Add (new material) : ffoen there is a possibility that the

dose they receive will exceed one-tenth of the dose limit
for radiation workers and when the weekly exposure time of
a driver averaged over a reiiwvfor quarter is likely to exceed
5 hours, then efforts should be made to reduce exposure and
periodic (but infrequent) assessments conducted.

5. JabjhJaihlTICK TPSLES

The prMtnL regulation 520 refers to the requirenent for segregation

distance» far persons and film. However, the only number given is for the

/exposure of -^im. In order to
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exposure of film. In order to derive segregation tables for people it is

essential to have appropriate criteria.

For tiae purposes of deriving segregation tables, the following pro-

cedure is reocnnended:

a. Film - no change from present 10 xnrad.
b. Persons

i. Members of public. Use the design level of 25 mrem per
year as given in Section 3. Models and assunptions used
in deriving the tables most then be realistic *.

ii. Workers. The lowest limit appropriate to workers given
in Section 2 is 500 mrem per year. It is not appropriate
in this rw00 to *"** factors to take affT*un[ of additional
practices. She design level is therefore -rarrtmmAoA at
500 inrem per year. Models and assumptions used in the
derivation of segregation tables must then be realistic*.

As reconnended in IREA Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection,

these levels apply to the estimated average exposure of luenbeis of i±e

critical group.

"realistic" here means that all appropriate factors must be taken into
account and as far as possible firm data used.



Paper No. kk AG-266

Report of WO-5, LSA/LLS

Wednesday and Thursday. 3 - h Sect I960

1. She WG agreed that the•commercial value or ultimate use of the

LSA/LLS materials should have no bearing or effect on the degree of

required packaging integrity or on the transport safety standards

themselves.

2. The WG considered vhether present paras. 121(a) and ("b) should

be expressed in terms of specific activity (perhaps 10" Ci/g for liquids)

rather than by description of materials (uranium and thorium ores, etc.)

Ho justification or need could be found for a change, asB no specific

values could be identified in the time available as being equivalent in

hazard to uranium and thorium materials.

3. The WG examined the need to define in the regulations the terms

"average estimated activity concentration" and "essentially uniformly

distributed". After discussion of the comments submitted, the WG

decided that the meaning is sufficiently clear for most purposes,

and that the matter should be taken care of in the next revision of

SS 37. The WG noted that SS 37 already provides some guidance on the

use of those terms but that an expansion of that guideline would be

useful.

h. The WG examined the suggestion of TC-272 and others that the

provisions of para. 12l(f) be made a concurrent requirement to paras. 12l(g)

and 120(b). The WG decided that both category I and II of "Slightly

Contaminated Objects" should specify fixed and non-fixed contamination

levels. Lacking any other specific suggestions, the WG accepted the

provisions of the first three lines of para. 121(f) to be applied to

both categories of SCO. ,
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5- The WG discussed empty packagings, and decided not to mention

them specifically in the nev LSA/LLS sections. However, Schedule 1

should not be limited to empty packagings described in present

para. 313, but should also mention hov to ship empty packagings that

do not meet para. 313, e.g., as SCO-I or SCO-H, or even as Tyne A

or B shipments.

6. The WG decided not to deal vith levels of internal contamination

in Slightly Contaminated Objects. This then is left as a matter of

package contents.

7. After hearing comments from the Plenary Session on 3 September,

regarding the name "Low Risk Materials", the WG decided to retain that

terminology for now.

6. The WG noted a general agreement amongst Advisory Group members

that some sort of limitation vas needed on the maximum level of external

radiation that LSA/LLS materials should be allowed to emit. Otherwise the

consequences of an accident involving reactor corrosion products or

other "hard gamma" emitters could produce unaeeeptebly high external

radiation levels. The WG agreed with the proposals by the Federal

Republic of Germany, an earlier Advisory Group (TC-272), and 3MC0

to adopt a limitation of 1 rem/h at 3 metres from the unshielded

materials.

9. The WG agreed that there is a need to ship LSA liquids;, and also

agreed that provisions should be made to control the potential hazards.

TC-272 said the matter should be considered. USA said it should be

allowed, even in bulk. Canada objected to shipment of any LSA

liquids, but the Canadian delegate withdrew the strong objection,

and instead expressed the need for a cautionary approach.
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The WG considered 3 options for control:

. activity concentration limits

. operational controls, such as vehicle limits and full-load

. containment integrity

Having already decided to lover the maximum activity concentration

for liquids 'by a factor of 10, the WG then developed a matrix for

containment of the nev LRM categories, k levels of containment

in+egs-ity:

. Level 1: Unspecified

. Level 2: Minimal (paras. 501-508, 510)

. Level 3: Strong industrial packaging (UK Group III)

. Level h: Type A packaging.

The matrix is as follows:

1

Category

LSA-I Solid

Liquid

LSA-II Solid/Gas

Liquid

LSA-III Solid

SCO-I

SCO-II

SOHTAIUMEWT J.AXJSUK1TI FACTORS

Packaged LRM
Full-Load

1

2

2

3

3

2

3

Son-Full-Load

2

3

3

1»

1» -

3

1»

Bulk LBM
Full-Load

1

1

1

1*

-

1

• There are no UN specifications for bulk liquid tanks comparable to

the UN specification for strong industrial packagings.
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10. The WG believes that the use of the matrix shewn above vill result

in the minimum regulatory change in packaging of IBM's. The primary

change is that Type A packagings would be required for a fev types of

LHM's - non-full-load shipments of liquid LSA-II, all LSA-UI, and

S'JO-II. In addition, some liquids nov classified as LSA materials in

paras. 121(d) and (e) would have to be packaged in strong industrial

packagings. These changes do not represent an upgrading of packaging

integrity across the board, but only for a few selected XEM's. This

is in line with the many suggestions made for upgrading of packaging

integrity for the "upper end" LSA/LLS materials. There were no proposals

for upgrading at the "lower end" (LSA-I, SCO-I) and the WG could find

so justification for making further changes in packaging requirements.

11. The WG has prepared specific proposals for changes in text in

Sections I, II, and III. These proposed changes may be found in

Working Paper h$. Working Paper 1*5 also reflects the decisions taken

by the Ad'fisory Group on 2 September. Working Paper 32 is now superceded.

12. The WG noted that the present reference in para 121(c) to tritiated

water was deleted from the LSA definition in Working Paper 32.

Tritiated water would now be subject to the same specific activity limit

as other LSA liquids 10"^ Ap/g. Coincidentally, this is the same as the

10 Ci/litre limit now prescribed in para 12l(c). Should WG A.2 decide

to raise the present A- value of 1000 Ci for tritiated water, this would

automatically raise the 10 Ci/litre limit proportionately. WG 5 will

be comfortable with whatever WG 2 does in this regard.

13. The WG examined the vehicle limits for LRM's in Table VI

of SS 6. Based on the reduction by a factor of 10 in allowable

specific activity for liquids, the WG believes that a comparable reduction

is appropriate in the vehicle limit, especially for bulk liquid shipments.

A "median" accident involving packaged liquid LSAM's might release some

small amount of liquid from the vehicle; a severe accident might release

perhaps 10-50$. For bulk LSA liquids, a median accident might, and a

severe accident probably would, release all of the liquid contents

of the tank. The revised Table VI in Working Paper it 5 reflects this

rationale. For.the same reason given in para. 12 above, the vehicle

limit for tritiated water disappears, and tritiated water would be

subject to the limit for other liquids. This would result in a

vehicle limit of 100,000 Ci (A- * 1000 Ci) for packages of tritiated

water and a limit of 10,000 Ci in bulk. Working Group A.2 should take

note of this and make sure that the health implications are acceptable.
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nov in paras. 31^-318 should be physically separated from the other

"exempt" items in Section III. The WG agrees that the LSA/LLS (nov

LRM) provisions merit a separate sectioti. The WG noted that WG 1 has

changed the title to Section III to remove the "exempt" tag, but believes

the nev title to be almost as unsatisfactory for LBK's. Working Paper 1*5

reflects this proposal.

15. The WG noted that full-load LSA/LLS packages are required to

be marked "RADIOACTIVE LSA" or "RADIOACTIVE LLS", but are not required

to be labelled. NOB-full-load packages must be labelled. The WG

àecided that this concept should be maintained.

16. The WG discussed relationships betveen LSA/LLS and the London

Dumping Convention. The WG decided not to include in SS 6 any reference

to sea dumping of radioactive vaste. The London Dumping Convention

already refers to SS 6 in para. C.3.3- The WG did take note of the

specific descriptions of solidified vaste in the Convention, and has

modified Working Paper 32 to reflect that same language.

17. Having noted the questions.!» the definitions of LSA/LLS in the

past, the WG recommends that the discussion of LSA/LLS in SS 3? include

a statement with regard to materials to be included in the nev LSA-II

category. The WG proposes the folloving text:

"LSA-II includes, but is not limited to, materials of lov

radioactivity concentration such as residues or solutions trm*. or for

chemical processing; vastes such as building rubble, metal, vood

and fabric scrap, glassvare, paper and cardboard; solid or

liquid plant vastes; sludges and ashes; and solidified li.aids.

Packages containing materials vith freestanding liquids are to

be considered as packages of liqv.id (not solid) vastes".
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Aâdendum to Paper No. hit AG-266

Additional Page

18. The WG changed tbe definition of "strong industrial packaging",

nov in para 209. This definition is technically different from both

para 209 and the definition proposed by WG 1 in Working Paper 29A,

issue 51. £he WG decided that it vould "be better to refer to a

comprehensive specification that has -worldwide acceptance than to

try to fashion a test spectrum from certain selected tests in SS 6. The

WG also considered including all of the test and design specifications

for UN Group III dangerous goods .packagings, but decided that the

magnitude of the task vas not worth the effort. In this case, dis-

cretion seemed the better part of valor.

19. Tbe WG will examine tbe rest of SS 6 for other related changes

•that will have to be made. In addition, the following issues remain

to be discussed:

Fire effects

necessity of certain full-load restrictions

Need for freight containers

Other hazardous characteristics (within and without)

Large contaminated objects

Schedules

20. Errata for this Working Paper hk:

a. In item 10, add the following sencence:

"The WG decided to completely eliminate the specific

requirements of para 316 because all LSA-I packages vould

essentially meet that requirement. The problem of potential

pyrophoricity related to this requirement seems to be a

non-problem".

b. In item 13, add the following sentence:

"The inland waterway authorities should justify any desire

to retain any special vehicle limit for tritiated water".

c. In item 15, add the following clause to tbe last sentence:

j " , except in the case of fissile materials".
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Peper No. it5 AG-266

Working Group A.5

Recommendations for Regulations on

Lov Risk Materials

The following text is proposed to replace the text now found in

Sections 120, 121, 209, 3lfc-3l8, 501, and 553 of SS 6.

Section I

Lov Risk Materials

1 Lov risk materials shall mean those materials of lov activity

concentration or those slightly contaminated objects vhich would

present no significant radiological hazard to members of the public,

even if subject to the loss of shielding or containment integrity in

the event of a transport accident. In order to qualify as lov risk

materials, the external radiation level at 3 metres from the unshielded

material shall not exceed 1 rem/h.

Lov Specific Activity Materials

1 Lov specific activity materials shall mean those lov risk materials

in vhich the activity is and, under normal conditions of transport,

remains essentially uniformly distributed or homogenous. Lov specific

activity material shall be in one of three categories:

(a) LSA-I

(i) Uranium or thorium ores, and physical or chemical

concentrates (solid or liquid) of those ores,

(ii) Solid unirradiated natural or depleted uranium metal,

compounds, or mixtures; or solid unirradiated natural thorium

metal, compounds, or mixtures.

(b) LSA-II

Materials in vhich the average estimated specific activity does

not exceed 10" A~/g for solids and gases, and 10 A^/g for

liquids and slurries. Shielding material around the LCA material

shall not be considered in determining the average estimated

specific activity.
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fe) LSA-III '
Solids (e.g., consolidated wastes, activated materials) in

vhich:

(i) The activity is distributed throughout a solid or

a collection of solid objects, or is essentially -uniformly

distributed in a solid compact binding agent (such as concrete,

bitumen, ceramic, etc), and

(ii) The activity is relatively insoluble, or the activity is

intrinsically contained in a relatively insoluble matrix, so

that, even under loss of packaging integrity, the loss of

radioactive material per package resulting from the immersion

test in para. 736(a) is limited to less than 0.1 A-, and

(iii) The estimated everage activity of the primary material does

not exceed 2 x 10 A-, and

(iv) Any shielding material around the LCA material is not

considered in determining the average estimated activity.

Slightly Contaminated Objects

1 Slightly contaminated objects shall mean those lov risk materials

in vhich the activity is distributed on the surfaces of non-radioactive

objects. . Slightly contaminated objects shall be in one of tvo

categories :

(a) SCO-I

Objects on which:

(i) The non-fixed external surface contamination does not exceed

ten (10) times the values given in Table XI of Section V,

and

(ii) The fixed (non-readily dispersable) external surface contamination,

averaged over 1 m (or the area of the external surface if less

than 1 m ) does not exceed 10 times the values for non-fixed
» *

contamination given in Table XI of Section V.

(b) SCO-II

Objects on vhich:

(i) The non-fixed external surface contamination does not exceed

ten (10) times the values given in Table XI of Section V,

and

(Note to Advisory Group: should this be a factor of 100?)

(ii) The fixed (non-readily dispersable) external surface

contamination, averaged over 1 m (or the area of the

• external surface is less than 1 m ) does not exceed 2 x 10
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time the values for non-fixed contaiaination given in Table XI.

of Section V, and

(iii) The estimated specific activity, averaged throughout the

total mass of radioactive contents, does not exceed 2 x lO*3

Strong Industrial Packaging

1 Strong industrial packaging shall mean a packaging vhich shall

retain its contents when subjected to the requirements of the United

Hâtions regulations, "Transport of Dangerous Goods", ST/SG/AC.lO/1/Rev. 1,

for dangerous goods of the UN Group III category".

(Note: Section II, para. 209 would be deleted).

Section — • •

Low Risk Materials

General Requirements

X01. Each package or bulk container containing low risk materials

must be durably marked vith the notation "RADIOACTIVE LSA" or "RADIOACTIVE

SCO".

X02. Full-load consignments of lov risk materials shall be exempt from

the requirements of Section V, paras. 503-51^, 516-517, 522, 538 and

539.

X03. Packages and bulk containers containing lov risk materials in full

load shall be subject to the provisionsr-of Section V, paras 502,

except that the external surface contamination shall be allowed to

exceed the Table XI values by not more than ten (10) for road, rail,

and water shipments.

XOl*. Packagings for low risk materials shall be in one of the following

four containment integrity classes:

(a)- Class 1: No requirements specified: exempt from the

requirements sxf Section II.
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(b) Class 2: Any minime! packaging meeting the requirements of

Section II, paras. 201-208.

(c) Class 3: Any strong industrial packaging meeting the

requirements of Section II, paras. 201-20B.

(d) Class h: Any packaging meeting the requirements for Type-A

packaging in Section II, paras. 201-208, and 210-225.

X05. Packagings used for the transport of lov risk materials shall

be in a class at least as high as shovn in Table 1.

Table 1 Packaging Class Reouired for Low Risk Materials

LRM Packaging Class
Full Load Non-Full-Load

LSA-I

Solid 1 2

Liquid . 2 3

LSA-II

Solid/gas 2 3

Liquid 3 *»

LSA-Itl

Solid 3 ^

SCO-I 2 3

SCO-II 3 1*

Transport Arrangements For Lov Risk Materials

X10. Lov risk materials in categories LSA-I, LSA-II, and SCO-I may

be transported in bulk only as follows:

-109- -
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(a) Each conveyance, bold, or compartment shall be in full load.

(b) Each conveyance, hold, compartment, or container shall be

loaded in such a manner that, under normal conditions of transport,

there -will be no leakage out of the conveyance, hold, compartment,

or container in "which it is loaded.

(c) The average estimated specific activity for liquids or slurries

in category LSA-II shall not exceed 10~ A^/g.

(d) LSA-I materials shall be exempt from the requirements of

Section II.

3CL1. The total activity of the liquid contents of any single conveyance,

hold, compartment, or container shall not exceed 10 z A, for consignments

in bulk and 100 x Ap for packaged consignments. For inland waterway

craft only, the total activity in any solid low specific activity

material consignment shall not exceed 100 x Ag.

X12. Packages of LSA-I materials shall be exempt from the requirements

of Section II.

723. Packages of LSA-II liquids in full load by road, rail, or water

shall be exempt from the requirements of Section II, paras. 221 and 226.

XIit. In all cases where the low risk materials are also fissile materials

not exempted by Section VI, para.-601, the additional requirements in

Section V, paras 510, 511, 512, 516 and 519, and in Section VI

shall apply.

Section V

Mixed Packing

501. A package containing radioactive material shall not contain any

other items except such articles and documents as are necessary for

the use of the radioactive material. Such items may be included, provided

that there is no interaction between them and the packaging or contents

that would reduce the safety of the packaging. {See also Section II,

para 219). This requirement shall not preclude the transport of low

risk materials with mixed contents.
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Leaking Packages and Contaminated Conveyances

553. Conveyances, holds, or compartments used for the transport of

lov risk materials in full-load shall be exempt from the requirements

of para. 552, for as long as they remain in that specific full-load

service, and provided that they are not used for other goods until

decontaminated as specified in para 552.
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Bote to Advisory Grow

She following cross-walk is provided to assist in tracking the

changes from SS 6 to the proposal in this Working Paper ̂ 5-

Present
Definition

121(a)

121(b)

121(c)

12l(d)

121(e)

12l(f)

121(g)

120(a)

120{b)

Fissile LSA/LLS

Reauirements

3lMa),

3lMa),
3lMa),

3lMa),

3li»(a),

3lMa),

315

317

317

318

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(c);

(c); 316

(c);

(c); 315

(c)

(c)

Proposed
Definition

1SA-I

LSA-I

deleted

LSA-II

deleted

SCO-I

SCO-I

LSA-III

SCO-II

Fissile LRM

Reauirements

xoi-xo5,no,
X01-X05, n o

xoi-xo5, n o ,
X01-X05, no,

xoi-xo5, n o ,
X01-X05, no,

X01-X05, no,

X01-X05, n i

XO1-XO5, n i

X01-X05, ni»

n2

m, n2
m, n2
ni, n2
ni
ni
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Working Paper Ho. ^6 • AG-266

Report of Working Group h (Tests and Packaging) on

Meeting of September k

1. Issue Ko. 118 Water

The Working Group recommends that & nev paragraph be added to the

Regulations between the present paragraphs 721 and 722, as follows:

Water Immersion Test for Irradiated Fuel Packages

The specimen for a package containing irradiated nuclear fuel

with radioactivity greater than 1 x 10 Ci, other than special

form radioactive material, shall be immersed under a head of

water of at least 200m without rupture of the containment system.
2

For calculation purposes, an external pressure of water of 20kg/cin

(gauge) will be considered to meet these conditions.
x

Justification : Recent studies by the Japanese show that the

radiological consequences resulting from the rupture of the containment

of a spent fuel cask in coastal waters could potentially be very

significant. The present requirements only require immersion to a depth

of 15 metres. Recovery of casks is believed to be possible at depths

up to 200 meters. In addition almost all coastal shelve area is a depth

of less than 200 meters. For these reasons, the Working Group believes

it is appropriate to add a test to the regulations which would protect

against this potential hazard. In addition, the Working Group believes

that virtually all of the present fuel casks can meet this requirement.

Since the consequences of releasing limited amounts of spent fuel

would not be unacceptable, considering the probability of occurrence,

the proposed change would only apply to activity in excess of 1 x 10 Ci.

2, Issue No. 8 Packaging Requirements

A. The Working Group recommends that paras. 211, 212, 219, 222, and

22k be moved from the section concerning "Additional Requirements for

Type A Packaging" to the section concerning "General Design Requirements

for All Packagings and Packagings".

-113-
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Justification: The Working Group believes it is illogical for

these requirements not to be considered in the design of all packages. At

present the requirements apply only to type A and type B packagings.

The Working Croup believes these provisions represent sound practice and

should not h&ve a significant effect on veil designed packagings.

The balance of the proposal, to move paragraphs 210, 213, and 215

is under consideration by the Working Group.

B. The proposal to provide requirements for slings in the regulations

vas not accepted because slings vere regarded to be outside the scope of

transport regulations.

C. The proposal concerning editorial matters of paragraphs

202, 203, 212 and 215 should be considered by Working Group 1.

3. Issue No. 35 Thermal Test

A. The Working Group recommends that paragraph 720 be revised

to read as follows:

"Any thermal test shall be considered as satisfactory which

reproduces the thermal environment that would result from subjecting

the vhole specimen to an engulfing hydrocarbon/air fire of

800°C in an open space without cross-winds with an emissivity

coefficient of 0.9 for a period of 30 minutes. After cessation

of the external heat input, the specimen shall not be cooled

artifically and any combustion of materials of the specimen shall

be allowed to proceed naturally".

Justification: The changes to the description of the fire test,

are Justified by simplifying the regulations and by the recommendations

of TC-2T2. The changes to the post-fire conditions are justified by

the discussion on page 209 of Paper Ho. 2.

-114-
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B. The proposal to include provisions for shipboard fires vas

not accepted.

Justification: Modal dependent type requirement.

if. Issue Ho. 82 Scale Modelling

The Working Group accepted the proposals to include more information

in SS 37 concerning scale model testing, especially the recommendations

from TC 272.

5. Issue Mo. 97 Allowable Stresses

The Working Group recommends deletion of paragraph 2hk and nev

wording to replace paragraphs 237 and 238. The Working Group is in the

process of developing a specific text for consideration.

Justification will be provided at the time the Working Group

completes its evaluation of this issue.

6. Issue Ho. 98 Relief Pressures

This issue will be resolved by the changes to be recommended

under Issue Ho. 97. •

7. Issue Ho. 12. Radiation Level After Hormal Condition Tests

The Working Group recommends that Paragraph 225 be revised to

read as follows:

Type A packaging shall be so designed that if it were subjected

to the tests specified in Section VII, paras 709 - 711*,

a. there would be no loss or dispersal of radioactive contents,

b. the maximum radiation level at the surface of the package

would not exceed that permitted for the category of the

label borne by the package,

c. the radiation level at 1 m from the surface of the package

would not increase by more than 10 percent.

Justification: This change is justified by the discussion on page

179 of paper Ho. 2. The group agreed that 10% was reasonable value

considering the accuracy of monitoring instruments and the possible

small change in Transport Index during shipment.

-115-
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Paper No. 47 AG-266

Marking Group A. 2
Second Report to Plenary, 5 Septenber 1980

Mr. M. Grenier (France) joined the Working Group at this point.

1. Paper 7, Issue No. 20 - Design of the Radiation Warning Symbol,
Figure 1

In considering the USSR proposal (Paper 2, page 130) that the trefoil
symbol should be specified in accordance with ISO Standard 361-75/ the Working
Group found difficulty in .identifying the exact purpose of the proposal. Com-
parison of the trefoil as shown in Figure 1 of the Regulations with the spe-
cification is ISO 361-75 showed that the trefoil conplied exactly with the
standard as regards proportions. The fact that a specific size was added
in Figure 1 was considered to be preferable to specifying proportions only.
Replacement of the figure by a reference to the ISO Standard, if that was
intended, received no support. The proposal was, therefore, not adopted.

Conclusion: No change to the regulatory provision is reconnended.

2. Paper 7, Issue No. 36 - Information to be provided to Competent Autho-
rities re Notification of Shipments

The Working Group considered a proposal by Cnrinda (Paper 2, page 42)
to require more information from a consignor when notifying a shipment under
Para 836 of the Regulations. It was decided that the «^-i-HnnaT information
could be helpful to compliance assurance while resulting in minimal extra
costs.

Conclusion: The proposal to amend Para 836 of the Regulations is considered
justified and should be adopted.

Consequent Amendments: Ada to Para 836 additional new sub-paragraphs as
follows:

11 (c) The name of the radioactive material or nuclide;
(d) A description of the physical and chemical form of the material, '

or whether it is in special form;
(e) The activity of the radioactive material in appropriate Curie

units."

/ 3. Paper 7 Issue No 37

-116-
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3. Paper 7 Issue No. 37 - Disposition of ftto-deliverable and Astray
Packages

In considering Canada's proposal (Paper 2, page 43), the Working

Group noted the text of new Safety Séries No. 37, Para 105 concerning loss

or theft of packages in transport. It was agreed that a new regulatory

provision was justified for non-deliverable packages and that, additionally,

nore guidance should be provided in Safety Series 37 based upon the remainder

of the Canadian suggested text.

Conclusion; An nrWitianal regulatory provision requiring reporting to the

Corrpetent Authority is justified. Unis could be added to Section V of

the Regulations after "Customs".

Consequent Amendments; d e following new provision is proposed:

PACKAGES

555. If neither the consignor nor the consignee of a package can be
identified, the package shall be placed on a safe location and
the appropriate Competent Authority shall be informed as soon
as possible, requesting instructions on further action."

4. '. ,. x 7 Issue No 38 - Definition of "Special Arraagaient"; and
Issue No. 46 - Approval of a Special Arrangement

Proposals by Canada (Paper 2, pages 44 and 45) which sought to

clarify the Regulations and provide a definition of Special Arrangements,

by Belgium (Paper 2, page 15) for a particular type of Special Arrangement

and by India (Paper 2, page 80) asking for multilateral approval of all

Special Arrangements, were discussed. The Canadian proposals were considered

to afford useful clarification and are supported, with a minor modification.

The case cited by Belgium was considered to be implicitly covered by the

Specxal Aridmtft'iiHit ccni.'cyL and, therefore, to require no amendment. The

Indian comment was considered to be satisfied by the amendments proposed by

Canada, bearing in mind that purely domestic Special Arrangement proposals

would not be multilateral in practice.

Conclusions; Minor amendments to Paras. 107 and 819 of the Regulations,

together with the addition of a new definition of "Special Arrangements"

are justified. The following proposed texts have been passed to Working

Group A.I for consideration.

/ Consequential Amendments

. -117-
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Consequential Amendments:

1. Paras. 107 and 819, first'sentence.. Reword to:

"A consignment of radioactive materials which does not
satisfy all the applicable requirements of these Regu-
lations shall be made under Special. Arrangements, which
may require multilateral approval."

2. New definition:

"Special Arrangement.
Special Arrangement shall mean a set of provisions under
which a radioactive material consignment which does not
comply with these Regulations may be transported under

authorized by the 0,III,'-'1,OTI*
Authority or Authorities. "

5. Paper 7 Issue No. 70 - Stanflartti zation of Euuumaiits

Connents from Belgium (Paper2, page 15) and a number of other

M-»nj,«aT States proposing' g^j^v^*^^7**1nn of «'*»r* î f î i^tPF and transport docu-

ments, were examined by the Working Group.

Regarding the proposals by New Zealand (Paper 2, pages 85 and 86),

it was agreed that spécification in the Régulations of actual certificate

forms was not practicable in view of the international nodal and national

regulatory variations which would make such uniformity impossible to

achieve. It was agreed that completeness of information in the certificates

was a note important aspect. New Zealand's proposal for all applicable

r°r I .."i fi rat*0? to accompny each pgnsi^ninHHt was felt to be in̂ »r*r»t-SrraiV>̂ g fox

normal road and rail carriage.

Norway's proposal (Paper 2, page 88) was agreed to be effectively

covered in Safety Series 37.

It was noted that the request by Sweden (Paper 2, page 118) for

clarification on validation would also be considered by Working Group A.I.

An additional sentenoe to be placed in Para 825 of the Regulations was devised

to clarify this provision and the text has been passed to Working Group A.1

for their consideration.

The information afforded in the US comment (Paper 2, pages 168 and

169) was noted.

/ Following the recommendation .....
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Foliating the recamrendation of SAGSTRSM (2nd Report, TC-332, page
11), consideration was given to the texts of Paras 824, 827, 831 and 832 as
regards the conpleteness of the information specified as required therein.
It vail be noted that Para 836 has already been considered in this regard,
under item 2 above. In the outcome it vas agreed that additions were required
only in 1he case of Para 824 for conpleteness and for consistency with Safety
Series 37.

Conclusion: Additions to the text of Para 824 axe reccnrasnded.

Conaecruratial Amendmants: The following changes should be node to the list
of information required .under Para 824 of the Regulations:

1. Add at top of list: "Type of certificate, for example, Type B(U)
Fissile Class H"j

2. Amend (b) to read:
"Identification of the packaging by a reference to the
drawings' or a specification of the approved design.
A reproducible illustration not larger than 21 cm x 30 cm
showing the make-up of the package should also be provided,
accompanied by a very brief description of the packaging
including materials of construction, gross weight, general
outside dimensions and appearance."

3. After existing (d), add "(•) Mode of Transport11 ;

(Dote: This is not considered to 4*'HPtiitritT0 a y
provision, but is necessary since not all nodal regulations are
in complete conformity with IAEA.)

4. Amend (1) to read: "Emergency arrangements";
5. Amend (n) to read: "An issue date and an expiry date";
6. Amend (p) to read "List of ..applicable material and international

regulations, including the current edition of the IftEA Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials"; and

7. Add at end of list: "( ) In the case of special arrangements, the
reason for the special arrangements and the ccnpensatory safety
measures applied."

6. Paper 7 Issue Kb. 71 - Grandfather Clauses

Member State cements en -the need for a grandfather clause, submitted
by USA (Paper 2, page 214), Belgium (Paper 2, page 15) and UK (Paper 2, page

/ 134), were oopg-i *»-ed by the...
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134), were considered by the Working Group together with recommendations
by SAGSTRAM (2nd Meeting TC-332, page 10) and -die AG on the Agency's Future
Programme (AG-126, page 15). In discussion, it was agreed that grandfathering
would necessarily have to be subject to Compétent Authority approval, parti-
cularly in respect of the tine for which continued use was permitted far
specific designs. Whereas it was agreed that it was always possible to do
this by means of a special arrangements approval, as was already that prac-
tice in some Member States, nevertheless the Working Group felt that a
regulatory provision specifying that approval on a multilateral basis could
be given for the continued use of packages to a design approved under -die
1973 edition of the Regulations. Sais could be included on Section V X H of
the Regulations. Packages to designs approved to w r ^ w editions Phoiu"̂  be
dealt with by special arrangements, it was also agreed that the intent should
be to restrict grandfathering to existing packages rather than to existing
designs.

Conclusion: A grandfather clause should be provided in the Regulations to
allow continued use of existing packages approved to the previous edition
of the Regulations, subject to multilateral Competent Authority approval.

Consequent Anenamsnls: Insert in Section V H I of the Regulations, in the
sub-sectioB "APPROVAL CF PACKAGE DESIGNS" a new provision as follows:

"Approvals under the 1973 Edition of the Regulations.
8 . Existing packages which were approved for shipment under

the 1973 T-flition of the Regulations nay continue to be used
at the discretion of the Competent Authority subject to

(Note: If the performance standards of special form material are sub-
stantially changed in this revision, it will be necessary to include
special form material in the above text.)

7. Paper 7 Issue No. 77 - Inspections by Competent Authorities

The Working Group in respect of the proposal by Japan (Paper 2,
page 84) for inspection of packages by Competent Authorities concluded
that this issue is being dealt with by Working Group B.I.

Conclusion: Remitted to Working Group B.I.

/ 8. Paper 7 Issue No 86
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8. Paper 7 Issue No. 86 Duties of Competent Authority

After discussion of the proposal by Finland (Paper 2, page 49),

the Walking Group agreed that the Begulations treat this aspect as far

as was considered necessary, having regard to the fact that farther speci-

fications of Ccnpetent Authorities' rights and duties would be a natural

Conclusion: No change to the regulatory provisions is proposed.

9. Paper 7 Issue Ho 86 Inclusion of Provision re Civil T-i»>» i tty Insurance

Considering a proposal by Belgium (Paper 2, page 15) for inclusion

of a provision on civil liability insurance and taking account of the

recommendation by S&GSTRAM (2nd meeting/ TC-332, page 11), the Working

Group noted that a decision had been taken in Plenary (Working Paper 24) to

the effect that no provisions on this subject were needed.

Conclusion; ' No change in the regulatory provisions is proposed.

10. Paper 7 Issue No. 82A - Bnerqency Plans

The proposals from Belgium (Paper 2, page 15), Denmark (Paper 2,

page 48) and Finland (paper 2, page 51) for regulatory provisions to be

added covering emergency aspects were considered. In view of the fact

that the Competent Authority is required to give details of emergency arrange-

ments in his approval certificate, that Safety Series 37 already contains

guidance on this aspect and the draft Code on anergency Procedures in Trans-

port (AG-123) has been circulated to Member States for cement, the Working

Group considered that no additional regulatory provisions were necessary.

Conclusion; No change to the regulatory provisions is proposed.

11. Paper 7 Issue No. 91 - Physical Protection

Proposals from GDR (Paper 2, pages 70 and 71), Poland (Paper 2,

page 114) and Belgium (page 2, page 15) for inclusion of provisions in the

Bsgulations on physical protection and advice from various Advisory Groups

and from SAGSTFAM (2nd meeting, TC-332, page 11; 1st ireeting, page 42)

/were taken into account
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were taken into account. It was considered that the remit from Plenary on

Wednesday, 1980-09-03, that a provision should be added to Paza 101 of the

Regulations, would be appropriate. In view of the fact that there could be

other controls not connected with safety, it was agreed to irake a genera]

statement covering this aspect.

Conclusion; A sentence should be added to Para 101 of -die Regulations. The

following draft text is proposed.

Ccnsennential Anendments. Add to Para 101:

"Controls instituted for any other reasons should not be permitted
to detract from the standards of safety which these Regulations are
intended to provide".

1980-09-05
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Wbrking Paper No. 48 AG-266

Working Group A. 3

depart to Plenary
Monday, 8 September 1980

(Previous reports; Working Papers Nos. 32, 35, 44 and 45)

1. Strong Industrial Packages

Marking Group recommends to the E Œ & that Safety Series No. 37

should give guidance on how Menfaer States might make it easier for their shippers

to obtain the EN Regulations. They are not connonly available. Perhaps Mem-

ber States should be encouraged to 'wcviflp this information to their shippers.

2. Other Hazardous Characteristics

The Working Group has accepted a request from the Advisory Group
Chairman to sort out the various present requirements and proposals dealing
with other hazardous characteristics, both inside packages and in adjacent
packages. This would include such items as uranium hexaflinride, uranyl ni-
trate, sodium bonded reactor fuel (new and irradiated), uranium metal in muni-
tions, sodium coolant in irradiated fuel flasks, flammable isotopic materials
and toxic heavy metals. This involves Safety Series No. 6, Paras. 105, 108,
301, 501, 518, 521 and 528. Working Paper Nos. 24, 36 and 41 apply, as does
a new proposal from Capt. Wardelnann, SCO.

3. The Working Group decided that, since uranium ores and ïtrates,
as well as other materials in LSA-I, are inherently safe, there is no reason
to require vehicle or freight container placards for shipments of those
materials. However, placards should be required for all other IBM shipments.
The following text would be added to Paper No. 45 as new Para XD3 (and present
Paras. X03, X04 and X05 would become X04, XD5 and XD6):

"X03. Each vehicle or large freight container containing consignments
of LSA-II, ISA-Ill, SCO-I or S O i i materials shall display the placard
shown in Section V, Fig. 5, on all four vertical walls.11

/ 4.. The Working Group will confer with
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4. The Wanking Group wi l l confer with Wbrfcing Group A.1 en ifte natter
of definitions of "conveyances" and "normal conditions of transport".

5. Wiere appearing in Paper No. 45, the words "full load" are replaced
with "exclusive use"; the words "non-full load" bécane "not in exclusive use".

mbr/1980-09-08
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Warking Paper No. 50 AG-266

Walking Group E.2 ("Fissile Package" label)

Beport t o Plenary of y—•tines on 5 Sept. 1380

Mr. S.A. 0'Sullivan (UK), Chairman
Mr. K. RLdoer (FR3)
Mr. A. Grella (US)
Mr. M. Grenier (France)
Mrs. S. Piennsttei (Italy)
Mr. £ . Dufva (Sweden)

To the for a regulatory change to enable the
indicating, in a clearly visible manner, of the identity of ̂^«i* i» packages.

3. Background

The Working Group based i t s fliscrresaens œon ] s from FRG (Working
Paper 2, page 62) and Poland (V9brking Ppaer 2, page 114). These are collated in
Wbrkinç Paper 3 aider Issue 7. 3he FRG proposal involved reserving the Category

for external radiation control purposes and i **c-1 ̂ n <*'t̂ T>g Loth
Fissi le Class H and HI packages to Category HI - YEEZCW. Ibe Polish proposal
was to ccti' itiv?0 to 7tK^ ̂  ̂ ^a Category H and T T i»>iaie for external radiation
control but to restrict Fissile Class H packages to Category H - ÏHJJ0H and
to reserve a new Category I H - SET» label for full-loads and for Fissi le Class
HI packages.

The Working Group also took into account the flisnjssim in Plenary
Wbrking Paper 42,2C - Issue 7) following Working Group A.3's f irst recennendation
for a separate "BED" Fissile label (Working Paper 30, Para. 3) , and the further
Plenary ^iemice-irr. of Working Group A.3*s revised recommendation (Working Paper
43, Para. 3) for no regulatory change at this tine but for further consideration
of the problem by the 1981 Criticality Safety Advisory Group.

The Working Group realised the necessity to avoid pre-enpting the
decisions of the Criticality Safety Advisory Group or trespassing upon the
field of responsibility of that Group.

/The Working Group bore in
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Working Group boxe in sand that, whereas the main focus of the
Member State prcpnftris cmcrnyii the control of Fissi le Class H and Class ZU
packages/ Fissi le Class I packages would also have to be taken into considération
since, i f for no other reason,, they nay have to be I ^ T l ^ other than Category
X ™ liiJH I'lHi' f frii>

She Working Group noted that Planay had decided against the solution of a
separate "SED" Fissile "Î N*! h^rwn00 such a radical change î*«i*>fl CTITI!00 " r i " ^
problems in relation to re-eâucation of j-r̂ n̂ p̂ r1- personnel and could give r u e
to confusion with other dangerous
existing T»>^ie witii a symbol "F"

goods
bgftn

Marking by over-stanping the
in Plenarv.

was not so open to objection as a new "BED" label, would involve minimum change
to the Regulations and need not affect existing categorization as regards the
external radiation aspect. One symbol "F" already borne by Fissi le Class pack-
ages , including those of Fissi le Class I , as part of the CcupeLflm Authority
Identification Mark (Safety Series No. 6, Para 822) was not f e l t to be suffieL-
ently umiŝ  >ienvious to be of any p**-*̂ *̂  <**a ̂  relevance to Tr^i f tTty swfisty control.

4. Benefits from Indicating Fissile Packages

ruin

Ihe Working Group ii^nt^fi^ the following benefits which could accrue
abilitv to visually distinguish •fïgcîi» packages!

(a) Increased safety due to the possibly greater care which might be
taken by transport personnel in observing the regulatory prescriptions
for the counting* of transport indices and the control of segregation
of packages for crLticality safety purposes. In considering this
point, the Working Group noted that there was no evidence available to
suggest that the existing control, system was not already coaplebely
adequate from the safety point of view.

(b) Increased safety in a post

possibility of

ident situation by reduction of the
of ^««<i» packages in the

course of innediate action . TTnless otherwise alerted, there night be.
a tendency to stack packages of radioactive material closely together
in one place by emergency or salvage personnel as a deliberate action.
The emergency situation was particularly relevant, as had been pointed
out in Plenary, in the case of ships at sea, where, in addition, the
presentation of i.nf»rnwfiffri in Emergency Schedules could be much simpli-
fied by direct fjgg-H» labelling, with a significant consequent safety

xtribution.

/Bus benefit, it was pointed out
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d i s benefit, it was pointed out, could be lessened by the fact that
Fissile Class X packages would not be induced in the provision and
sane caution concerning over-accusulation of such paricages might also
be necessary in the post-accident situation on board ship.

(c) Potential sinplificatian of the regulatory provisions relating
to package categories and to transport control which could assist in
assurxng *'* luni —rir»..

(d) Stowage provisions nay be framed sore surely on the basis of
controls over the presence of Fissile Class XX and XXX packages, thereby
permitting sane relaxation of the transport index limits relating to,
for example, cargo aircraft under full-load with a consequent benefit
due to more economical use of transport resources.

5. "Costs" of Proposed Measure

The Working Group noted the following factor weighing against a system

of visually identifying Fissile Class XX and XXX packages:

(a) There is ito evidence that the existing system of fissi2f> package
control is not adequately safe. 2b alter it without such evidence
risks a counter-productive effect on safety in ways which perhaps can-
not be foreseen at this tins. For example, Fissile Class XXX packages
would not, under sane proposed methods of inplenentation, be distin-
guished in any way as more significant than Fissile Class iXX packages,
whereas they nay present a much larger contribution to criticality than
the latter. This is to sens extent conveyed in the current provisions
which restrict thento Category XXX - VEITflW, but could be lost sight
of in the proposed change.-•

(b) Any change to regulatory provisions necessitates re-education of
transport personnel. A change to labelling provisions is, however, of

inc.particular significance in this respect, since the carre
of the labelling requirements and stowage provisions is both important
in itself and may fall to less knowledgeable transport personnel.
Changes to labelling should, therefore, be a natter for great cantion.

(c) If implementation of a "Fissile" Category label involves change to

/the distinction at present ...
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the distinction at present easting between Category U and Category
TTT - 2ELLCW, t h i s """Vl A J TVO»I -i Aprho the Tnai"h»»p-i m current ly a v a i l a b l e

to carriers to ocmi* ''ol package ff^'i'uni"**^1*" by countinc the frynr on
the'labels (Safety Series No. 6, Paras. 523 ana 531 (a)). This system
has existed for some tine and has been adopted for use in nodal regu-
lations. Its rénovai «*̂ *«iT̂  CFMTSP lrnTinM'irnfnnia and confusion with
conséquent risk of failure to conply.

(c) There could be possible adverse effects in the public

and physical protection domains.

6. âafciens

After a full """iTiAp^a*-inw of the above points, the Working Grouo

that the évidence available at this •HWP -îc not »«̂ «*jv*fp to justify a

change in the regulatory provisions vihich vaould enable fissiiJp packages to be

identified visually. 3nis is paŷ 'f r^j] fn*1y so in view of the great, caution felt

to be necessary -in altering a system «here laawn-mg is involved and which

apparently has afforded adequate safety up to new in the vital area of protec-

tion against accidental criticality.

The Working Group r

co

ends that the Agency should seek to obtain mare

following ways?

(a) The Criticality Safety Advisory Group should be asked to

the safety aspects of the existing control system for Fissile Class U

and H I packages with a view to sore accurately assessing the potential

safety benefit frcrn the proposed measure;

(b) The Secretariat should endeavour to find out from the international

:o What extent the control of

packages for criticality safety purposes depends upon the counting of

tuai'isport indices, in the various modes, and also what use,

if any, is made of the

packages; and

WWUi uUti Lty to effect control by counting bars on

(c) Member States advocating the visual
H and H I packages should consider what

î f 7 ̂*fl*"̂  f> of Fissile

L detailed justification

/ could be provided to
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eould be provided to establish a rare substantial case for the

proposed change.

N D change is justified in the regulatory provisions pending the outcome
of the piopœeé actions above.

naavOS 80-09-08
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Working Paper No. 51 AG-266

Working Group A3

Third Report zo Plenary

1. Issue No". 6? A. /A~ concept and values

1.1 A, /A>, concept

Many comments have been offered on:

a) the validity of the present A^/A- concept»

b) the consequential package contents limits for all types

of packages since these are developed from the A^/Ap concept,

c) the validity of the median accident concept,

d) the inclusion of the ICBP ALI concept based upon effective

dose equivalent

e) the A. and A2 values themselves,

f) the requirement for additional A./Ap values.

• The group started its considerations by considering the Agency

orientated peper entitled "An Alternative Approach to the A./A- System

for Determining Releases of Radioactivity from Transport Packages"

(see 56 - 71) of paper No. 16 and the sister paper (of vhich the above

paper is a compact version), peper Ho. 26 entitled "Dosimetric Aspects

of Type A Package Contents Limits and type B Package Permitted Activity

Leakage Limits". These papers propose a system for the development of

package contents and allowable Ieak*.e,e.<limits taking intc account

exposure routes equivalent to those considered in the present A,/A~

system together vite routes previously not considered (e.g. skin dose

and ingestion due to the spread of package contents following releases).

In the case of the method for developing A., , previously based upon

the assumption cf exposure of 3rem in 3 hours ax 3m from the exposed

source, nov proposed to be based-upon exposure of 5 rem in half an hour

at lm, some members felt that this appeared to give a relaxation even

though it leads to identical dose rates and A. values. Similar

arguments apply to 50 rem skin dose. It vas generally agreed that the

proposed basic assumptions in the nev model were more realistic. With

regard to the A, values, currently derived on the assumption of intake
-3 -'. *

of 10 •£. 10 •' of package contents following a median accident, the

nev proposals quantify protential intakes via inhalation and ingestion

on calculated dispersion characteristics both indoors for transport

vorkers and out of doors for members of the public.

-130-
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With one exception the group agreed that the nev model provides

a sounder basis for the derivation package contents and allowable

leakage limits. It was noted that the new model leads to identical...

'Â ,1 values and broadly similar An values (other than due to changes

in metabolic data). Nevertheless the group found that within the

terms of reference of justification of changes to regulations being

acceptable only if iapecôtAv-e and justifyably necessary, that it could not

recommend the proposed changes at this stage. Since all the package

contents values which the nev model would generate are not available

yet (only typical values could be tabled) the group recommend that when

these values are available for comparison in detail with existing values,

this question should be readdressed by the second comprehensive

review panel.

The group recognised the ICRP AL1 concept based upon an effective

annual dose equivalent limit of 5 rem (stochastic effects) and 50 rem

(non-stochastic 5 but to be consistent with the 3 rem limit discussed

earlier recommend that A, values should be equated to 0.5 x 10~ x ALL

1.2 A. /A,. Values

In addition the group discussed proposals for the inclusion of

a number of extra isotopes and discrepancies identified in existing

values (see Germany paper 16 pp 73-T^A, USA paper 19 (Issue 126),

Canada-John McLellan Aug 198C, HEPB-UK listing).

In recalculating existing and new A1 and A2 values it will be

necessary to derive these values in Bq before rounding and then

round the values before publication. The Norwegian values included

in paper 2 which are based upon direct conversion of existing A, values

to Bq and left unrounded require to be recalculated.

It was suggested that in preparing new tables rounding up zc

values 1, 3 and 5, instead of to one significant figure, would not be

inconsistent with the accuracy of the models on which all these figures

are based. However, again by the majority, the group felt that within

its terms of reference it could not be quantitatively justified.

-131-
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1.3 Recommendation and Decisions on A^A/U concepts anâ values

Coupled vita a recommendation that the proposed new models should

be readdressed when full tabulation of values is available at the next

comprehensive review panel meeting the following decisions were recorded:

Decisions

1) No change in the principles on which A-./A2 values are derived,

at this tine.

2) Hew values of A. in 3a to be prepared
" -6

3) New values of A- based upon 0.5 x 10 All should be prepared
in Bq.
h) All additionally proposed isotopes should be included in the

tabulations.

Since the grounds on which it was felt necessary to provide

justification of a change in the models for developing package contents

and leakage limits and in particular, the apparent but not real

relaxation in acceptable doses were controversial. The group feels

that plenary endorsement of its interpretation of these grounds is

necessary. The plenary may for example, feel that reconsideration of

the models when full tabulation is formally published and available to

the next meeting of the comprehensive review panel is not appropriate.

l.lt Infinite values .

The use of the term 'unlimited' in Table VII (Belgium plk, Doc 2)

has been questioned. It was felt that any change in these A2 values would

not be justified since the unlimited value derives from the large mass

associated with an A2 value deduced from 0.5 x lC" ALL Also theoretically

an A. value could be derived but it would have no practical significance.

The consequences of the use of such unlimited values in deriving exempt

package limits were considered but regarded as having no practical

significance.

Decision - Ho change.
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1.5 Median Accident

The group considered the term median accident not so much from

the point of viev of defining it but in its context in relation to

package contents limits. Having earlier decided that models on which

package contents limits are based are to remain unchanged, the concept

of a median accident remains unchanged. The group noted that the

models require the median accident to be defined (if at all) in terms

of its consequences and not its severity. The group recommends that if

any further explanation of this concept is necessary it would be

appropriate in SS 37 and not SS 6.

Decision - No change.

1.6 A, Values for Neutron Sources (t>83 1st SAGSTRAM)

The group noted that for («xn) and (Tfn) neutron sources the A.

value is based on the more restrictive Y or «. activity. It was stated

that extensive discussions in 1970 did not identify any neutron sources

for which tMs situation was not true. The position has not changed to

the best of the knowledge of the WG.

Decision - No change..

1.7 Review of radiological consequences related to each type of

package (UK Pl3k Doc 2)

It has been pointed out that some of the consequences of the

extensions of the type A package median accident concept are illogical

and not consistent with ALARA or acceptable risk proposals made with

the basic philosophies AG (i.e. 3 rem for infrequent accidents, 300 mrem for

more frequent accidents). In the models used in the regulations:

A median accident to a type A package can lead to a dose of 3 rea

(10 release and 10"^ intake).

A minor handling accident to an exempt package can (theoretically)

lead to a dose of 3 rem since there are no test standards for

exempt package.

A very severe accident to a type 3(M) package can lead to 3 rem.

ery severe accident to a type B(U) package can lead TO a dose

of 3 x 10" rem.

(The group noted that the B(M)/B(U) question is being considered

by another group).
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The group noted that -there are more exempt packages than

type A and many more than type B and that the probability of minor

accidents is much higher than median accidents which in turn are more

frequent than very severe accidents. In consequence the detriment from

exempt packages can theoretically by several orders of magnitude higher

than for type B packages.

Since in practice packages tend to be overdesigned and since

experience indicates that incidents to exempt packages do not lead to

significant dispersal of the contents shoving that the models are

conservative, the group could find no quantitative justification to

recommend a reduction of exempt quantity limits in general, (see also

item 2).

Decision - Ko change. "

1.8 Transfer of contamination following package accidents

In the context of the A^/Ag concept the group examined the

additional dose route to man identified in paper no. 26 but not covered

in existing models, namely dose to hands and dose by ingestion resulting

from a spread of contamination from a damaged package. Consideration of

this route on the model proposed would lead to reduction of some A-

values. Bo evidence of experiences leading to such postulated events

has been provided and in line with previous justification requirements

the group could find no justification tc modify its earlier majority

decision to retain existing A./^ modelling at least for the present.

Decision - No change.

2. Issue Mo. 73 - Ho. of packages per vehicle

5 proposals have been made to limit the number of packages or the

total activity in vehicles. The group separately considered the full

load and non full load situations. In the case of non full loads

it vas regarded as completely impractical for carriers to perform the

necessary arithmetic documentations at each s-cage of a journey especially

on terms of A,. For full loads reference was made to an JSEPB study on

the risk/benefit aspects of such a limitation which although not complete

is indicating nc positive net benefits. In fact due to additional

handling dose there may be a net detriment. The group decided that

no change to the present regulations could be justified for reasons

of practicability and possible increase in detriment.

Decision - Ho change.
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3. Issue No. S3 - Labelling of overoaeks

The group noting that this issue (paper 19) has been referred

to group A2 (Administrative Aspects), considered that the radiation

protection aspects would be within its terms of reference. The

group noted the comments made by the UK representative during the

showing of the Amersham film on testing. (Mamely that on balance

overpaeked packages fared no better and no worse than free packages).

The group considered that this method of transport should be

catered for in the regulations but that no positive encouragement

is necessary.

Decision - US proposal in paper Ho. 19 acceptable on principle on

grounds of radiation protection.

h. Issue 100 - Radioactive Marking on Exempt Packages

The group noted that the FRG proposal did not distinguish

between Schedule 3 and Schedule h items and that very serious problems

may arise if applied to many consumer items transported under schedule h.

The group recognised the unquantified risk of an unlabelled package

spreading contamination in vehicles or other property and recognised

that such packages are not exempt from the requirement of para 512 of the

Regulations (re decontamination).

There was not enough support for any change in the Regulations.

One (USA) member would have preferred to reduce package limits than

introduce labels. It was recognised that the decision to recommend nc

change perpetuates the anomalous requirement of para 552 in report of

exempt packages where spread of contamination may be undetected. This

risk was regarded as small.

Decision - Ho change.

5. Issue Ho. 102 - A. value for "̂ ""Am

It was noted that the A^ value for 1Am was reduced from 20Ci

to Sci in the 19T3 Regulations as a result of A. being set at 1000 x A,.

Whilst noting thax this factor of 1000 is arbitrary the group could not

Justify a relaxation for one isotope nor could see grounds for suggesting

a general relaxation. It was felt that the specific situation which led

to the proposal can be adequately covered by a Special Arrangement.

Decision - No change.
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6. Issue Wo. 10k - Tracer of Pu etc in recycled material

The proposal (Doc 2 pl98) does not indicate vhat exemption is

suggested. The issue vas not clear to the WG and found no support.

Decision - Ho change.

7. Proposal 111 - Allowable External Radiation Levels

The group notes that this item was covered under issue 2 (see

working paper Ho. 1*3).

8. Proposal 127 - Carriage in passenger vehicles

The group recalled its discussion on Issue 23 (paper Ho. ̂ 3)

relating to the carriage of CATEGORY I WEITE packages in compartments

with passengers. The necessity to carry packages in the same vehicle as

passengers is recognised as demonstrated by practices in some Scandinavian

countries. The group felt that these practices can be justified on the

grounds of economic need balanced against minimal detriment if sound

controls are exercised. The group recommended an appropriate change to

para 535.

Decision - add to para 535 "unless such materials are separated and

segregated from such persons".

9. Proposal 27 - Seagoing vehicles

The group notes that this item has been remitted with issues

113 to WG A2.
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Ptorking Paper No. 52 AG-266

Working Group B.1: Quality-Assurance

Second Report, 5 September 1980

Reference: Paper No. 38, AG-266

Working Group B.I was asked by Plenary to r and consider fur-

ther certain aspects of Paper No. 38, Item 1, Quality Assurance and Ccnpli

a. Expanding proposed Sara 839 to include in-service inspection

of packages;

b. Modifying Para 839 to clarify the intent that -there is nore

than one Quality Assurance program for all package»;

c. Modifying Para 839 to allow the Ccuftjem. Authority 1—wsy in

the method of acceptance of Quality Assuranc

d. Providing a definition of Quality Assurance for the Régulations; and

e. Considering the implication of the proposal to delete Para 150

and its heading.

a, b, and c. The Working Group found no difficulty in expanding Para

839 to include inspection of packages in order to fulfill certain requirements

discussed during the Plenary session, as this did not disagree with the Working

Group's conclusion that the 1983 Revised Régulations should state the Quality

Assurance requirements in a broad, general manner. The Working Group recognized

that a Quality Assurance program for packages must be ccnrnensurate with the

nature and amount of radioactive material being transported in the packages and

consequently, not only was a separate Quality Assurance Program required for

each package type, but different package -types would require a different level

. / of Quality Assurance program
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of Quality Assurance program. With regard to item c), we agreed that it
was not necessary for the Ccnpetent Authority itself to actually approve, in
detail, the Quality Assurance program, but rather that the Quality Assurance
program nust be acceptable to the Ccnpetent Authority. In sate instances,
this nay require the Competent Authority to approve the Quality Assurance
program for the package design; in other instances, it may allow him to accept
Quality Assurance programs approved by some other authority.

Proposal: Based on the aforementioned deliberations, the Working Group pro-
poses that easting IAEA Para. 839 and its heading be deleted and replaced
with:

ASSURANCE PROGRAMME FOR PACKAGES
839. The design, manufacture, use, Tmn>i|'<air'*Ti"p and inspection of

Type A Fissile Class packages and Type B packages shall be
carried out in accordance with Quality Assurance Prc
acceptable to the Ccnpetent Authority."

d^ The Working Group agreed that a definition of Quality Assurance
should be provided in the Regulations and that, if applicable, this definite
should be taken from existing international standards. The definition from
IREA Safety Series No. 50-C-QA was felt to be appropriate.

Proposal: Include in the Regulations the following definition:
"QQALTTY ASSURANCE
Planned and systematic actions necessary to provide the adequate
confidence that an item or system will perform satisfactorily
in service."

e^ The Working Group discussed the point made in Plenary that the
proposed deletion of Para 150 and its heading would preclude Caipliance Assu-
rance on other types of packages than those in the Type A Fissile Class and
Type B. This was not the intention of the deletion proposed in Paper Sb. 38,
so the Working Group decided that Para 150 and the heading Conpliance Assu-
rance should remain in the Regulations.

Conclusion: No change in the Regulations.

The Working Group discussed the concerns made in Plenary that the pro-
posed Para 839, because of its lack of specific guidance, may be a weakening
rather than a strengthening of the Regulations. The Working Group is of

/the opinion that it, would not
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the opjjiicn that it would not be presently feasible to inpose on Mamber

States a ccnprehensive detailed Quality Assurance program in the farm of

Regulations. However, the Working Group recognizes that guidance on speci-

fying individual items that would conprise a Quality Assurance program and the

degree to which those items must be applied to provide a package suitable for

international transport must be made available to Member States in the form of

advisory material. It is possible that a Code of Practice for Quality Assu-

rance ptgxams may be required. Because of this, the Working Group makes the

following reccanendation:

aeoonnendation; The Technical Camiittee on Packaging and Test Standards

should provide advisory material that will give guidance en Quality Assurance

programs which would provide an acceptable package, appropriate to its service

conditions. Such advisory material should be placed in ZMA Safety Series No.

37, or should be incorporated into a Code of Practice far Quality Assurance

Programs. Vhsn, providing Has material, the Technical Committee should

to the extent possible, acceptable international standards or equivalent.

mtm/1980-09-08
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Working Paper Wo. 53 AG-266

Working Group A.I _

Simmsry of Discussions with WG A. 5

Regarding "Lov Risk Materials"

In accordance vitb toe direction provided in the Plenary Session

this morning, WG A.I considered the proposal by WG A. 5 regarding

"Lov Risk Materials".

The tvo Groups net to discuss possible solutions eid it vas

agreed that:

1) The previous proposal "by WG A.I accepted by Plenary to

retitle Section III i.e. "Items Hot Required to Meet All Specified

Prescriptions", vill be changed to "Lov Activity Materials".

2) Section III vill address the following items:

Limited Quantities

Instruments and Articles

Empty Packages

Lov Specific Activity (LSA)

Contaminated Objects (CO)

Acceptance of this recommendation means that it vill be

possible to describe the nev prescriptions for LSA and CO in

Section III and continue to accomodate the formerly so-called'

"Exempt" materials vithout the need for an entirely nev Section.

3) It vas agreed that there vas no need to use or define the

term "Lov Risk Materials".

k) There vas a difference in definition indicated betveen

Paper 29A and i*5 regarding "Strong Industrial Packaging"; this

involved the method used to reference UK'packaging requirements.

Groups A.I and A. 5 agreed that WG A.lt should establish the

applicable packaging criteria and WG A.I would determine whether

to use a reference or to recite the requirements in detail.
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WarJcing Pacer No. 55 AG-266

Working GTOUD A.1
08 Sept. 1980

Qansîâeratian of Vtorking "Paper No. 21
adoption of S.I. Units

1. In general, Working Group A.1 felt that the use of S.I. units in the
1983 Edition of Safety Series No. 6 should be endorsed.

In particular, Working Group A.1 considers that the node of adoption
should be the use of the appropriate S.I. terms in parenthesis following the
current customary units. The Working Group believes that this would be an ab-
solutely necessary transitional step to facilitate use of the Regulations and
application of current instrumentation by persons in the transportation chain.

2. The SAGSTRAM I proposal to provide a table of conversion factors was en-

dorsed as an Annex in Safety Series No. 6.

3. The Group endorses the use of prefixes with the basic units which are

- factors of 103 apart so as to make numbers appear without exponents or, conversely,

without excessive nurrbers of non-significant figures on either side of the deci-

mal point.

4. Units which merit particular consideration are:

a. The preferred unit for lenth is metre (m) ;

b. " " ' " . area is metre2 (ir2) ;
c. " " " " insulation is watts/fcetre2 (W/m2) ;
d. " " « » pressure is kilo Pascals (kPa) ;

e. The Group recomnends the continued use of familiar units in time,
e.g., week, day, hour;

f. The preferred unit for force is Newtons (n);
g. " " " " activity is Becquerel (Bg) ;
h. " " " absorbed dose is Gray (Gy); and

i. « âose equivalent i s Sievert (Sv).

/ 5. The Transport Index should be
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5. The Transport Index should be expressed in a way which wi l l preserve i t s
dinensionless character. Usas, Para. 137(a) wi l l now read:

" (a) Die nunber eroressing the maxunnm radiation level in jnrenj/hr (hmô-
redths of nSv/br) at 1 metre from the external surface of the pack-
age . . . . " .

6. In a l l conversions, the nunber of significant .digits retained should be such
the precision of the nrî p f̂lT value i s neither *H gm* tt <.?̂ ii > ! *iy

(a) Eu - h^ guantity in caries i s 400, whicb should be converted to
15iBg, and

59
(b) Be - A^ guantity in curies is 10, which should be converted to

0.4 TBq.

TOst/19 80-09-08
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Working Paper No. 56 AG-266

Ssport of Working Group A. 4

stenber 8 Meeting

1. Issue 12 - Radiation Level After Normal Condition Tests

Background- - Issue 12 presented to the Plenary in Working Paper No. 46 was

not accepted as reconrosnôed. Questions were raised on the necessity of specifying

a dose increase limitation at both the surface of the package and at 1 si and what

that limitation should be. d e proposal in Working Paper 46 was similar to the

original f-anâ -i«̂  prc^c&el (Paper 2, page 23) except that the allowable increase

was revised to a percentage increase versus a fixed increase in dose rate. 2he

OS also proposed a change on this item (Paper 2, page 179) to allow the surface

radiation level to increase to a maximum of 200 ircem/hr after the test. The ori-

ginal proposals presupposed contents; however, most Type A packages are designed

for varying contents up to Ai or A 2 levels, as appropriate.

Proposal - The Working Group r

as follows:

nds that Para. 225 be revised to read

"Type A packaging shall be so designed that, if it were subject to
the tacts specified in Section VII, Para 709 - 714, it would
prevent:

a. Loss or dispersal of the radioactive contents, and
b. Mare than a*20 per cent increase in the surface

radiation level recorded or calculated at the external
surface for the condition before the test. "

Justification - There appears to be general agreement that a change in Para 225

of .Safety Series No. 6 is necessary to make the tests more practical. Various

suggestions were offered to revise the original proposals. One was to add the

word "significant" before "increase" in 225 (b), but this was felt not to be spe-

cific enough. Another was to limit the increase in both the surface and at 1 m.

We have examined this setter again in detail and believe that sane allow-

ance must be made for increased radiation levels af̂ -o- testing because:

as a result of the tests, any minor damage to the package
would not be significant;

/ - normal manufacturing tolerance
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- noanal manufacturing tolerance in tiie assenbly of the packaging
nust be accounted for; and

- ami 3 amounts of movement of the contents durine the testing
Bust be allowed.

Die attached table indicates very roughly the effect of the relative rove

between taae source and the package surface, assuming a point source. In practice,

the effect will be less because of the physical .size of the source. Prom this

table, it is very apparent that the change in the external dose rate is dependent

an the size of the package, the larger the package the greater novenent allowed,

for the sane percentage increase. If a -f •••«>* anount of novement is specified,

tne percentage dose increase on the surface varies significantly. Working Group

A.4 had reconnsnded that a 10% increase be allowed on the transport index. Al-

though not indicated on the table, the percentage change to the package TI is

such less than that to the surface dose. For exanple, if you assure a 10

an. package with the activity shifting 5 cm, the TI varies by 10%, yet the

surface dose becones infinite. With a large package, say 40 cm, the sane move

sent would cause a 7% increase in TI and a 78% increase in the surface dose

rate. Therefore, specifying the allowable increase as a percentage of the TI

is unacceptable.

A figure of 10%. has been suggested as a reasonable dose increase. If you

examine the figures in the attached table, this 10% translates into a very

snail amount of novenent, particularly for the smaller packages. T! a 30%

increase is allowed, the movement permitted in larger packages is unnecessarily

on the high side. For the various package sizes listed, the amount of nove-

nent associated with a 20% increase appears realistic. Since very few packages

are shipped with a 200 mrem/hr surface dose, the changes of a package exceeding

200 nrem/hr in transit are snail and probably acceptable. At the most, it would

go to 240 neem/hr. With a large package (56 cm), a 2.5 cm shift of contents

causes a 20% surface dose increase, but only an increase of 4% on the TI. For

a sàwQT package, the 20% surface dose increase (a shift of .44 cm) only allows a

1% increase in the TI.. Thus, it is only necessary to specify the package surface

dose rate increase.

/ DMCft. FOR ISSOE NO. 12

-144-
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DATA FOB -ISSUE WO. 12

The Effect oa the Starfe.ee Dose en Moving e Point Source at the Centre of a Cube

Table of Values

Size
! of
| Package

: 2x

• 10
; ft)

:• it.i
:' (5.55)'

20 •
i (7.87)

\ 28.2 !
; (n.i) ;

: ^o :
; (15.75);

: 56.6 :
; (22.3) ;

: so :
; (3i.5) ;

; Distance
; to
\ Center

X

: 5
• (2)

: 7.05
' (2.78)

10
(k)

11*.1
(5.55)

20
(7.87)'

28.3 :

(n.i) ;

i*o :
(15.75);

; Fraction of Dose at
Surface Point B with

: a.= 1

: (~)2

j 1.56
*

; 1.36

: i.23

1.16

l.n :

i.07t ;

1.05 :

: a « 2

: ^x-2;

: 2.78

' 1.91*

1.56

1.36

1.23

i.i6 :

i.n i

: a = k

; ^

: 2.77

1.95

1.56

1.36 .

i.23 :

Movement to Give
. Dose Increase of

: lo?

.23
• (.1)

: .33
1 (.13)

' .k6
(.18)

'.66
(.26)

• 93
(.36)

1.33
(.52) :

i.85 :
(.73) ;

; 2o?

: .kk
: (.17)

: .62
; (.21»)

: .87
" (.3M

1.23
(.k&)

1.75
(.69)

2.i»7
(.97) "

3.1»9 !
(i.37) :

; 30?

: .61
: (.2*)

: .87

: (.s*)
• 1.23

(.hB)

1.73
( .66)

2.U6
(.57)

3.W
(1.37)

t. 92
(1.9^) .

1 -

Note: 1) Distances in es vith'inches i s brackets.
2) The package sizes increase by a factor of 1.1*1 which neans that the

line iaaneàiately belov i s the distance to the edge from the centre point.
3) The distance to the corner is a factor of 1.73 or roughly halfway between

the line below ana the line following.

ata/1980-09-06
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2. Issue No. 13 - Dose Bate After Accident Tests
i

The Working Group reconrnends that Para. 229 be revised to read as follows:

"The package shall be so designed that, if it were subjected.to the
tests in Section VII, Paras* 718-721, it would retain sufficient
shielding to ensure that the radiation-level at 1 in from the surface
of the package would not exceed 1 reVhr with the maximum radio-
activity content which the package is designed to carry."

Justification - The present, reguirenent constitutes an unrealistic penalty in

the case of packages designed to have a low radiation level under normal condi-

tions. It is noted that where the dose rate (at 1 m) is initially, and normally,

0.1 nteen/hr., to comply with the present Begulations would require that the dose

rate not exceed 10 mrem/hr after the "accident condition" tests. The Working

Group also believes that the proposed change will ciirplify the Regulations.

3. Issue No. 14 - Design p»giri •nertents for Type A Packages for Liquids

No chanae *• Insufficient •fT'gH ̂i M \ î op,

4. Issue No. 78 - Drop Test Under Normal Conditions

No change - Insufficient Justification.

However/ aie Working Group reconnends that information be added to Safety Series

No. 37 to explain the objectives of the test and appropriate mathods for deter-

mining crop orientations.

5. Issue No. 92 - Lifting Devices

The Working Group recommends that Para. 204 be revised to read as follows:

"The design shall be such that any lifting attachments on the package
will not fail when used in the intended manner and that, if failure
of the attachments should occur under excessive load, the ability of
the package to ireet other requirements of the Regulations would not
be impaired. Assessment shall take into account of appropriate safety
factors to cover snatch lifting."

Justification - The present reguixeirent does not take into account the conse-

quences that lifting device failure would have upon the integrity of the pack-

age and other important eguipnent onto which it could fall.

/ 6. The following issues are
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6. d e following issues are under consideration fcy the Working Group:
Issue No. 35 - Biennal Test
Issue No. 75 - Initial Conditions
Issue No. 76 - Anfaient Tetroerature.

atar/19 80-09-08
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?tper Se.

Croira A-5

Recommendations for Regulations en

Lov Risk Materials

A&-266

The following text is proposed to replace the text nov found in

120, 121, 209, 31*-3l8, 501, and 553 of SS 6.

Lov Specific Activity Materials

J.—. Lov Specific Activity Materials shall mean those

in vnieh the activity is and, under normal conditions of transport,

remains essentially uniformly distributed or homogenous. *

•In order to qualify as tii

Materials, the external radiation level at 3 metres from the/unshielded

material shall not exceed 1 rem/h. x«ov specific

Activity Material* shall be in one of three categories:

(a) LSA-I

(i) Uranias or thorium ores, and physical or chemical

• concentrates (solid or liquid)"of those ores.

(ii) Solid unirradiated natural or depleted uranius metal,

compounds, or mixtures; or solid unirradiated natural thorium

metal, compounds, or mixtures.

(b) LSA-II

Materials in vhich the average estimated specific activity does

not exceed «»^ e-P ̂ e . -Tatt»-»;-»̂ :
*

; )O ^ or.

: lO"5*

Shielding material tae US* aaterial

shall not be considered in determining the average estimated

specific activity.
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(c) LSA-IIÏ
Solids (e.g. , consolidated wastes, activated materials)• in
vbica:
(i) The activity is distributed throughout a solid or

a collectioo of solid objects, or is essentially uniforsly

distributed is a solid ccsp&ct binding agent .(such as concrete,

bitumen, cer&sic, etc), and

(ii) The activity is relatively insoluble, or the activity is

intrinsically contained in a relatively insoluble matrix, so

that, even under loss of packaging integrity, the loss of

radioactive material ver pacîtage resulting from the iamersion

test is para. T36(a) is limited to less than 0.1

(iii) The estimated average activazy of the LSfi
2 and

material does
not exceed 2 x 10 A,

(iv) Any shielding material'

and
the P. material is not

considered in determining the average estimated activity.

Objects

l«_. L«t*» Objects shall mean those Let*)

in vhics the activity is distributed on the surfaces of non-radioactive
objects. lo*-j

(a) SCO-I

Objects en vhich:

(i) Tne non-fixed external surface contamination does not exceed

ten (10) times the values given in Table 30. of Section V,

and

(ii) Tae fixed (non-readily dispersable) external surface contamination,

averaged over 1 m (or the area of the external surface if less
2 k

than 1 a ) does not exceed 10 times the values for non-fixed
contamination given in Table 3D. of Section V.

(b) #C0-II

Objects on vhieh:

(i) The non-fixed external surface contamination does not exceed

ter (10) tiaes -he values given in Table XI cf Section V,

and

(Note to Advisory Group: should this be a factor of 100?)
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(ii) The fixed (non-readily dispersabie) external surface
2

contamination, averaged over 1 B (or the area of the
2 c

• external sir-face is less than 1 s ) does not exceed 2 x 10'

tiaesthe values for noo-fixed eontaainatio.n -given in Table XI

of Section V, and

(iii) She estimated specific activity, averaged throughout the
total mass of radioactive contests, does not exceed 2 x 10

Strong Industrial Packaging

1_—. Strong industrial packaging shall seas a packaging vhich shall

retain its contents when subjected to the requirements of the United

Hâtions regulations, "Transport of Dangerous Goods", ST/SG/AC.lO/1/Rev. 1,

for dangerous goods of the UK Group III category".

(Bote: Section II, para. 20? vould "oe deleted).

L

SECTION I H LCW ACTIVITY MR2ERIALS

PD3UlRfcMENI5 FOR LCW SPEC3ITC ACTIVITY MEEERIALS AMD LOW CSJEdS

General Beauirenenfcs ,

320. Other than uranium and thorium ores, all Low Specific Activity Materials
and Low Contamination Objects shall be loacfrd into packages, closed conveyances,
or freight containers in such a manner than, under candi tiens lively to be '
encountered in routine transport, the packages, conveyances, or freight con-
tainers will retain their contents.

KO"..
rsed vith the notation "PJSIOACTTST LSA" or U.O'3

322. Except for fissile materials, exclusive use consignments of (Low Specific
Activity Materials or bow ebntaninatien Objects shall be exempt frcm the
requirenents of Section V, paras. 503-514, 516, 517, 522, 538, and 539.

323. Each vehicle or large freight container containing consignments of
LSA-II, LSA-III, LCO-I, or LCO-H materials shall display the placard showi
in Section V, Fig. 5, as follows:
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f _

(a) Large freight container: en the outsiâe of all four vertical walls
(b) Sail vehicle: on the outside of the two external lateral walls
(c) Road vehicle: on the outside of the tus external lateral walls ana on

the external rear wall.

Zh the case of rail or road vehicles carrying large freight, containers, the
placard on the freight container will suffice.

324. Packages and bulk containers containing low Specific Activity Materials
or ipw âantanânation Objects in exclusive use shall be subject to the provisions
of Section V, para. 502, except that the external surface contamination shall be
allowed to exceed the Table XI values by not nore than ten (10) for road, rail,
and water shipments.

325. Packagings for low specific activity materials or low contamination objects

shall be in one of the four following ccntainnent integrity classes:

(a) Class 1: Bo requirements specified: exempt frezn tbe

,sg the requirements of

requireaesîs nf Section II.

(t) Class 2: Any aiaiaal packaging sseeti:

Section II, paras. 201-208.

(c) .Class 3: Any strong industrial packaging meeting the

requirements of Section II, paras. 201-20B.

(d) Class ii: Aay packaging meeting the requireaents for Type A

packaging in Secxion II, paras. 201-206, and 210-225.
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3S9Ç. ?.aefcagiags used for the transport of lofc «BBK materials
is a class i t least as high as saovn i s Table (1)

Tabled Packaging Class Reeuired for Lov Risk Materials

P«.cjt*cinc d u s

LSA-I
Solid

liquid

2

3

LSA-II
Solid/gas
Liquid

2

k

LSA-IH

Solid

SCO-I

sco-n

3

2

3

Transport Arraageaents ?er Lov
StO. Lov ^ « a € t ^ ^ 1^categories'LSA-^I, LSA-II, aid LCO-I nay

be transported ia Eiiii oaly *s *ollovs:

Other than for uranium and thorium ores,
(a)/Each conveyance, hold, caicartnent, or freight container shall be

loaded in such a manner than, under conditions likely to be encountered
in routine transport, the conveyance, hold, conpartnent, or freight
container wil l retain i t s contents.

(b) Each conveyance, hold, conpartirent, or freight container shall be in
exclusive use.

(c) The average estimated specific activity for liquids and slurries in
category LSft̂ H shall not exceed 1CT7 A2/g for tritiated water and
10 for other materials.
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(â) Each tank usec for the transport of liquids or slurries in category
S *!«.!!

the requirements of para. 330(a) above when subjected to
the requirements of the Itoited Nations Hecenraenâations, Transport
of Dangerous Goods", ST/SG/AC.lO/1/aeu. i , for

331. Packages of uranium or thorium ores shall be exespt from the requirements
of Section II and Section V, paras. 501 - 519.

332. Packages of LSA-II liquids by road, rai l , or
water shall be exsnpt from the requirerants of Section H, paras. 221 and 226.

333. In all cases nmtmmmàas low specific activity materials or/low oontanàaa-
tien objects which are not eaenpted by Section VI, paxa. 601, the acWitimaJ
requirenents in Section V, paras. 510 - 512, 518, and 515, and in Section VI
shall apply.

332. 3he total activity of the/contents of any single conveyance; hold,
cccrpartaient, or deck area of a vessel; or bulk or freight container shall not
exceed the limits shown in Table (. .2.. ).

Table CCNVE29NCE ACTIVITY T.TMTPS

Nature
• o f
Material

Solids

Tritiated water

^ e r ^ o u i d s

Conveyance; hold, can-
partaient, or deck area
of a seagoing vessel*;
or bulX or freight con-
tainer

Packaged

No l ia i t
10 x Aj

100 x Aj

Bulk

No limit

10 x A2

Bold or <
of an inJ

a

Packaged

100 x&2

*2

100 x A2

Land waterway
aft

Bulk

100 x Aj

10"1 x Aj

10 x Aj
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Section V

provided

501. A package containing radioactive saterial shall not contain any

other itess except sues articles and docsaents as are necessary for

the use of the radioactive material. Such items aey be included,

that there is no interaction between thes and the packaging or contents

that would reduce the safety of the packaging. (See also Section II,

para 219). This requireaent shall not preclude the transport of lov

Leaking Packages and Contaminated Conveyances

553- Conveyances, holds, or ecmpartaents used for the transport of

lov f^u^C «.c4»t/*'«fcy /" i shail be exempt from the requirements

of pars.. 552, for as long as they remain in that specific â î v l n â ^

service, and provided that they are not used-for other goods until

decontaminated as specified is para 552.

Mote to Advisory C-roup

The following cross-valk is provided to assist in tracking the

changes froc 3S 6 to the proposal in this Working Paper.

Present

121U)

121(b)

121(c)
121(d)

121(e)

12l(f)
121(g)

120(a)
120(b)

P.ecuirements
^T- il f S 1

^T k( i )

^ ^ ii [ > i

3lMa),

31^*),
3llj(a),

315

317
317

(te),

(te),
(•b),

(te),

(te),

(te),

( c ) ;

( c ) ; 316

( c ) ;

( c ) ; 315

(c)

(c)

Defmiti
LSA-I

LSA-I

ISA-E
LSA-II

deleted

L.CC-I
UCO-I

LSA-III
LCO-U

Fissile

Proposed
on 1 Hecuirements

320.

ZZD-

L?wM

î~.

32.0-

32 t. 3i',3îV

32 4 .,?>»,351,33f,

334,350 ,??*,«*
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Paper No. 58 AG-266

Marking Group A. 3
Fourth Beport to Plenary

1. Radiological Protection Aspects of LS&/SCO
Papers 44, 45 and 48T

Further to discussion in Plenary en 8th September, the Working Group
discussed sans aspects of the papers prepared by Working Group A. 5 with respect
-to the radiation protection aspects with a representative from Working Group A.5.
Die following points are from the discussions/ with the suggestion that Working
Group A. 5 should pr cvi d*? ̂*1 ?'ri *pj ""f i <**> or

a. Sane clarification in Paper 45 of Section 1 (b) on page 1 relating
to the determination of the average specific activity, neglecting the shielding
around the ISA material is necessary, e.g., in the case of finite items
embedded in concrete with the resulting matrix consider a further shield,
to which it may be intimately bonded without a definable boundary line.

b. Justification of the value selected for acceptable radiation level
3 m from the unshielded material in order to qualify as low risk - and clari-
fication of the geometrical configuration to be assumed, i.e., unbroken pack-
age, dispensed contents, etc.

c. Working Group A. 3 would like to know of any quantitative arguments
which lead to the allocation, of the various levels of package integrity
allocated to each LSA category. In particular, the necessity to distinguish
between solids and liquids in LSA I was queried.

2. Issue No. 11 - Exemption Limits for Tritium

Prior to the discussion of exemption limits for tritium, the Group dis-
cussed the generic issues concerning the separate treatment of tritium in the
Hegulations. In particular, proposals from Canada (Paper No. 25) and Germany
(Paper 2, page 61) were discussed. The limit of 1000 Ci for Ai and A 2 in Table
V U results from a limit of 1000 Ci placed on all B emitters resulting from
bremstrahlung considerations . This limit can not be justified for tritium.

/ As a result, it is recommended
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As a result, it is re
be incorporated for tritiated water.

ended that the true calculated value fear A2 should
The sane value should be used for all

other identified tritium fonts except " (other fonts) ". . At the sane time, the
Group could see no reason for the inclusion of A^ values for tritium. Resul-
ting from this all référence to tritium can be deleted from Table V and exempted
quantities vail be i ™ ^ by the appropriate fraction of A-.

She representatives frctn Working Group A.5 agreed that the load limits
to be incorporated in Table VI would be determined by Working Group A.5 taking
into account the value of A2 which would now be derived using current ICRP 30
recennendations (A2 * 40,000 curies).

Decisions

a. Delete Aj values in Table V U for T (uncompressed), T (compressed),
T (activated luminous paint), T (adsorbed on carrier) and T (tritiated water).

b. Replace 1000 in A2 column for all the above forms with the calcu-
lated A 2 value for tritiated water (now 0.5 x 10

6 ALI).

c. Delete all reference to tritium in Table V and apply suitable re-
sultant editing.

3. Issue No. 114 - Transport by. Post

The Group considered Scandinavian proposals to reduce package limits
for transport by post. It had been proposed that the easting levels should
be reduced by a factor of ten (to make them one hundredth of exempt package
limits). The justification for this proposal was to encourage postal authori-
ties to accept radioactive packages. However, it was pointed out that postal
authorities now had the* authority to reduce package limits if they wish to.
Soie countries already accept packages up to the IAEA limits. It was by no
means dear that there would be any increase in postal traffic - indeed, there
may be a nett decrease.

Consideration was given to the risk of undetected spread of contamina-
tion resulting from damage to a package. The Group had previously accepted that
for exempt packages, this risk was low enough to be neglected and concluded that
the same arguments applied to postal packages.

/The Group could thus see no
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The Group could thus see no justification for a change.

Decision - Ho change.

mtnv/1980-09-09
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Working Taper No. 59 AG-266

Working Group A. 2
Third Report to Plenary, 8 Septentoer 1980

1. Paper 7, Issue 84 - Competent Authority Approval of all Fissile
Shipments

After consideration of the proposal by GDR (Paper 7, page 71), the
Working Group decided that this natter should he referred to the Nuclear
Criticality Specialists Technical Committee.

2. Paper 7, Issue 85 - Identification Maries on Containers

Concerning the GDR proposal ( Paper 2, page 71), the Working Group
felt that it was unnecessary to be aware from the Identification Mark iJhether
a package is Fissile-Class I, II or I H . As regards Industrial Fissile Class
packages, the As Anenced version of the Regulations already contains an Iden-
tification Mark prescription for industrial packages containing ISA or LLS
material which is also fissile.

Conclusion. No Regulation change is necessary.

3. Paper 7, Issue 101 - Exenptian of Instruments in Transportation
Incidental to Use

The Canada an proposal (Paper 2, page 17) which sought to waive cer-
tain regulatory provisions regarding the seal, labelling and shipping papers
for instruments and radiography exposure carreras if in the custody of a
licensed operator, was not supported because not all Mexrber States require
licensing of operators and it was, therefore, felt that the proposal was
not justified.

The. proposal by France (Paper 2, page 56) was considered by the
Working Group to be essentially a "IKW" provision rather than what is to be
accomplished and that it is irrplicit in the Regulations that any method of
sealing nay be used. It was noted that there is material in the draft Safety
Series 37 (Para 219) and it is recommended that the gist of the French propo-
sal be considered for incorporation at the next revision of this document.

/ Conclusion No regulatory ..
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Conclusian. No regulatory change is justified.

4. Paper 7, Issue 107 - Standardization of Placard Colour Scheme

Concerning the proposal by USA (Paper 7, page 199), the Working Group
considered that the present colour scheme for IAEA labels/placards have been
in existence for many years and that, .in the event of any change, it would not
be appropriate to specify a "grandfather" clause in the 1983 Regulations to
allow for the use of existing stocks bearing in mind the period of time which
traditionally elapses before regulations are fully implemented. It was not
considered that the Regulations should permit a choice of colours and it was,
therefore, decided to propose amendments to the regulatory text for Figure 5
and in Para. 519 to make the colours shown in Figures 2 to 5 mandatory.

It was decided that since most international organizations hitd adopted
a white background and that IAEA., by inference, also specified a whi-ae back-
ground, that this colour scheme should be specified for the vehicle placard.

In discussion, it also became apparent that Figures 2, 3 and 4
state a precise rather than a minimum dimension. Since international nodal
organizations retain flexibility regarding dimensions, the dimensions given
should be expressed as minima..

Conclusion. Die regulatory text accompanying Figures 2 to 5 should be
amended as appropriate to make -die colours mandatory and the dimensions minima.

a. Para. 519 should be amended to read:

'"Hie labels for packages of radioactive materials and placards for
vehicles carrying radioactive materials shall conform to the appro-
priate models shown in Figures 2 to 5 in regard to dimensions,
colour and inscriptions."

b. In Figures 2 to 4, the words "Minimum Dimension" should be added
above each 10 cm. dimension;

c. In Figures 2 to 4, delete the note "The dimensions given here are
the actual ones to be used";

/d. In Figure 5, delete the third
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d. In Figure 5, delete the third sentence of the text under the Figure

"A contrasting colour other than white may be used for the back-
ground".

5. Paper 7, Issue .108 - Transport Index and Separation During Storage

In regard to the proposal by OSA (Paper 2, page 200) concerning diffi-

culties with segregation during storage of certain packages in so far as they

affected radiation levels in work zones, it was considered that, of necessity,

•there must be other regulations which limit radiation erasure of workers

under such conditions. There was, therefore, no justification for regulatory

change on this account.

Conclusion. No change to the regulatory provisions is justified.

6. Paper 7, Issue 109 - Provision for Packages Having a T.I. Greater Than 50

Cn the US proposal (Paper 2, page 20), the Working Group noted that

-this was already provided for in Para. 508(a) (ii) of Safety Series No. 6.

The Working Group concurred with the proposal in Working Paper 19, Enclosure

II page 2 -that this provision is mare appropriately placed in the text of

Section V.

Conclusion. Amendments, of an editorial nature, are necessary to the Regulations.

Consequential Amendments

a. Add to Section V under "GENERAL REQUIREMENTS" a new paragraph to

the effect that any package having a T.I. greater than 10 shall be trans-

ported as a full load. This is referred to Working Group A.1 for inclu-

sion.

7. Paper 7, Issue 110 - Carriage of Packages in Compartments with Bags

The* Working Group considered the proposal b y USA (Paper 2, pages 200-

201) for clarification of Para 527 of Safety Series Mo. € and decided that

the intent of this paragraph is clear. Ample supplementary information regar-

ding the stowage of packages to ensure the safe dissipation of heat is provided

/ in Safety Series No. 37
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in Safety Series No. 37 an pages 89 to 91.

Canclusicn. No regulatory change is justified.

8. Paper 7, Issue 112 - Instruction of Transport Personnel Regarding
Radiation Levels

Concerning the proposal on instructions to transport personnel regar-

ding radiation levels and precautions, to be taken, it was noted that Para. 148

of Safety Series No. 5 already covers this natter and Section I of Safety

Series 37 provides guidance material.

Conclusion. Ho regulatory change is justified.

9. Paper 7, Issue 112A - Stowage Requis

Considering proposals by Belgium (Paper 7, page 140, USA (Paper 2,

pages 159.- 161) and Report AG-144 that additional provisions be included

in the Regulations regarding the subject of the tie-downs, the Working Group

noted that Para. 526 of Safety Series 6 already contained a general provision

regarding stowage which implicitly included tie-downs. It was also noted that

not all packages needed tie-downs and that the addition of a general provi-

sion requiring tie-downs for all packages would be inappropriate. It was

also noted that Safety Series 37, pages 37 to 39 inclusive, provided substan-

tial guidance on this topic.

Conclusion. No regulatory change is justified.

10. Paper 7, Issues 113 and 27 - Additional Requirements Regarding Sea

The Working Group considered the UK proposal (Paper 2, page 136} as

amended by a proposal front Mr. Williamson (UK) to introduce a new provision

into the Regulations which effectively reflects a similar provision of the

IMDG Code. This proposal permits consignments form more than one consignor

to be loaded on board a vessel with segregation distances established by direct

measurement of radiation levels at regularly occupied working spaces and living

quarters, the whole shipment operation being subject to the approval of the

/ Competent Authority of the flag ....
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Competent Authority of the flag state of the ship. The Working Group accep-
ted the proposal in principle with minor amendments to the suggested text
for consistency with IMA practice.

It was noted that this issue had also been assigned to Working Group
A.3 and it was felt that it was appropriate for it also to be addressed by
Working Group A.3 because of the proposed level of radiation to be permitted
and in relation to the radiological protection aspects of the designation of
regularly occupied working spaces. It was pointed in discussion that these
could include the engine roam, galley, laundry, bridge, etc. It was also
decided to bring to the attention of Working Group A.3 the text of the following
IMDG Code paragraphs:

"5.3.1 The radiation exposure of passengers and crew shall be based
upon the maximum annual dose recommended by the International

on <**>Q Protec
public of 0.5 renu

5.3.2 The Segregation Table I or II on B C D Code Pages 7020 and 7021,
which are based upon an assumed annual tine of exposure to
radiation of 700 hours, shall be followed in relation to per-
sons."

It was also noted that provisions which could be included in the Competent
Authority approval of the operation are:

a. List of approved package designs permitted to be loaded on board
both at the ccnuencement of the voyage and at ports of call en route;

b. A diagram/drawing of the stowage arrangement;
c. Radiation levels measured or calculated at the different areas

d. Monitoring of these areas during the voyage; and
e. A report to the Competent. Authority of the actual measured radiation

levels at those areas on completion of the operation.

The Working Group also esflmined four proposals from the USA (Paper 2,
pa es 202-203). The first of these concerned prohibition of stowage of
radioactive materials in the same hold as mail. It was pointed out that the
Segregation Tables in the IMDG Code were designed to protect photographic
film which is presumably the intention of the proposal. This was, therefore,
adequately catered for in the nodal regulations and there was no need for a
provision in the IAEA Regulations.

/ The second USA proposal was concerned.....
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. The seocnâ USA proposal was concerned with the overstowage of a package
of radioactive materials containing a significant heat source. It was noted
that Para. 527 of the Regulations provides the essential regulatory control
and that guidance n—i ̂••!»i fty heat fluxes above tiie threshhold given in
Para. 527 is iTx-inW in Safety Series 37, pages 89-91. It was considered
therefore, that regulatory change

In relation to tbe thixd USA proposal concerning stowage of Fissile»
Clan H I packages, it was xjueafl that this was appropriately a matter for
fyyyjftfH'l iifn by the Nuclear Cxxticality ^ ^ d w7 "* *tg Technical Committee.
It was also noted that B C D had made a gjwriTfrr request for IAEA to reconsider
the stowage provisions of Paras. 538 and 539 of Safety Series No. 6 for both
Fissile Class H and Class H I packages with respect to Criticality Safety
(Paper 2, page 216).

The fourth USA proposal to restrict perscns remaining unnecessarily
near radioactive ™i+w-i»ic or packages was agreed to have been catered for
in the segregation provision on which the radiological protection system
underlying the Regulations is based. No additional regulatory provision was
considered to be necessary.

Conclusion. The Working Group agreed generally with the UK proposal for a
new regulatory provision subject to examination by Working Group A.3.

No regulatory changes are justified at this tine arising from the
USA proposals but the Nuclear Criticality Specialists Technical CamrLttee should
consider the relevant points made above.

al Amendments. A new regulatory provision should be placed after
Para. 541 of Safety Series No. 6 to read:

"Packages from noce than one consignor may be loaded on board a vessel
in such a way that direct measurement of the radiation level at regularly
occupied working spaces and living quarters is less than 0.75 mrem/hr,
provided that the vessel is used exclusively by competent persons specia-
lised in the carriage of radioactive materials. The total sum of the
transport indices is unlimited, provided that the number of Fissile Class

/ H and Class H I packages ....
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II and Class i n Packages aboard the vessel does not exceed the
allowable number. Stowage arrangements shall be pre-detenrined for
the whole voyage including any radioactive materials to be loaded
at ports of call en route. Ihe radiation level shall be measured
by a responsible person skilled in the use of monitoring instruments.
The whole shipment operation shall be approved by the Competent
Authority (flag state of the vessel)."

The radiation level value is subject to consideration by Working Group A. 3.

ntoi/1980-09-09
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Working Paper Ko. AG-226

Working Group A. 5

Report to Plenary

. Tuesday, 9 September 1980

Previous Beports: Working Papers Tîos. 32*, 35, Wt, ^5*, *»B

Based on the comments at the Plenary Session on Monday, 6 September, ana

the following discussions in the "Working Group, the folloving decisions

were taken and changes made to Working Paper 1*5 (which is nov siipereeded).

1. The Working Group agreed with Working Group A-l that a nev separate

section for "LSA/LLS" would not be needed. Working Group A-l has renamed

Section III to be "Low Activity Materials"; this name was acceptable to

Working Group A-5.

2. With WG-A.5 redefinition of "Exempt" materials, WG-A.5 decided that

a special definition of "Low Eisk Materials" was no longer necessary. The

philosophical element of the definition in Working Paper ^5 should be

taken by the Secretariat and placed in SS-37. The following text is

recommended: "Low Specific Activity Materials and Low Contamination

Objects are those materials of such low risk that they would present no

significant radiological hazard to members of the public, even if subject

to the loss of shielding or containment integrity in event of a transport

accident." /

3. The WG-A.6 decided that a general requirement was needed for all

LSA/LCO materials to specify that the contents should be retained under

all conditions that are likely to occur during routine transport. The

term "normal conditions of transport" has been avoided completely in order

to make it more clear that the Type A test conditions should not be

applicable to all' LSA/LCO materials.

1». The Secretariat is asked to provide an explanation in SS-37 of some

examples of how to measure the radiation level of 1 rem/h at 3 metres '

from LSAjLCO materials.

5. The WG-A.5 decided to rename the slightly contaminated objects to

be "Low Contamination Objects".
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6. The WG considered the question of whether the lowering of the liquid

concentration limits might in fact increase the overall risk to the public

by increasing the number of shipments to be made. There was no data

available. This aspect of the "cost" could therefore not be examined,

and the recommendation for lower limits wes then based primarily only on

the safety aspects of accidental releeses. By intuition, the WG felt that

the possibility of increased risk was not significant. This is an area

which the Agency might consider for a study during the next two years.

7. The WG reconsidered the external radiation level of 1 rem/h at 3 metres.

It was decided to accept the arbitrary number of 1 rem/h et 3 metres

because there were only two choices - that number or no change at all.

To make no external radiation limit was totally unacceptable. The Agency

should consider this matter for study during the next two years.

B. The WG looked at the matter of transport of very large contaminated

objects, such as contaminated reactor pressure vessel heads or large

pieces of concrete from a dismantled reactor station. The WG considered

that (1) there would be very little international shipment of these

objects, (2) they ere not considered specifically in Working Peper 57,

and (3) they would have to shipped under special arrangements if they

did not fit within the LSA/LCO category. The advice of the Advisory Group

is sought on the need to specifically provide for these materials.

9.' The question of the transport of small samples of uranium/thorium ore

or concentrates which do not lend themselves to the requirements for LSA-I

are being explored with WG-A.3

10. The Working Paper 1*5 provided for placards for vehicles, but there

was an error in how the placards were to be applied. That error is

corrected in Working Paper 57.

U . The question of tritiated water was discussed at great length. We

understand that WG-A.3 is considering raising the Ag limit for tritieted

water from 1000 Ci to 1*0,000 Ci. Both Working Groups seem uncomfortable

in retaining the concentration limit of 10~5 A- and the vehicle limit of

100 or 10 Ci for that new limit of Ag. Until that Ap value is actual]y

changed, the limits for liquids in general given in Working Paper 1*5 are

appropriate. Working Paper 57 has been rewritten under the assumption

that the Ap limit will be raised to 1*0,000 Ci, and special provisions

for tritiated water have been added accordingly. If some Ap value between
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1000 Ci and 1*0,000 Ci is chosen, then the values for tritiated vater in

Working Paper 57 should be changed accordingly. The Agency should give this

"jnatter £ high priority for further work during the next two years. The

WG is confortable vith the numbers proposed in Working Paper 57 (besed on

an JL value of 1*0,000 Ci), but the health protection aspects of operating

at those values should be verified.
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Working Peper No. 6l AG-266

WG A.I - Report to Plenary, P September 1980

Continuation of Issue Discussions

1. Issue 109 - "Whether a Provision for a Package having a T.I.

greater than 10 should be relocated". Referai from WG A.2, Paper 59.

The WG agreed with the proposal hovever it felt that the existing

language of 508(a)(ii) should also be retained. Therefore a new para

following para 532 is proposed to read:

• "para (?) Any package having a T.I. greater than 10 shall be

transported as exclusive use".

2. Reference Working Paper 55, item 5 "expression of T.I."

The Transport Index should be expressed in a vay which will

preserve its dimensionless character. Thus para 137(a) is now revised

as follows:

"(a) The nuttier expressing the maximum radiation level is

/•«Sv/h x 10 (mrem/h) at 1 metre from the external surface cf

the package ".

Similar change will be required in paras. 132, 138b, 139, 229,

302 etc.

3. Issue 38 -Referai from WG A.2 Reference Working Paper hoj

page ii, and Working Paper 1*1, page 6.

After discussion with the Secretariat the new definition for

"Special Arrangement" is revised as follows:

"SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

(para ?) Special arrangement shall mean a set of provisions approved

by the Competent Authority under which a radioactive material

consignment which does not fully comply with these Regulations

may be transported. For international shipments of this type

multi-lateral approval is required".
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1». Issue 88 (6) - Referai from Chairmen Reference Working Paper 1*1,

page 3, definition of "Explosive Radioactive Materials".

After discussion with the Chairman regarding para 108 and the

earlier proposed definition for Explosive Radioactive Materials, the

WG agreed that the best approach would be to delete pare 108 since pare

105 already requires that multiple hazard characteristics be taken

into account. Materials that are both explosive and radioactive vould

have to be transported in accordance vith the relevant requirements.

Further, in the absence of any criteria and background for para 108 the

WG vas unable to develop an acceptable definition.

This actions means that references to explosive radioactive

material must be deleted throughout the regulations. In particular

the 2nd sentence in para 301 should be deleted and the next sentence

should begin vith the word "All "

5. Issue 10 - "General Arrangement of SS 6"

(1) "Change title of SS 6"

Hot accepted. The sense of the Plenary earlier in the meeting

vas that the concept of "Regulations" should be retained.

(2) "Adopt a different numbering system"

flot accepted. It has been generally acknovledged that the

numbering system of the 1973 Edition is a vast improvement over

the earlier versions. Retention of the current system was also

endorsed by SAGSTRAM 2.

(3) "Change the form in vhich SS 6 is published"

The WG examined the proposals from the Member States and it

recommends the following actions:

à) The Agency should take steps to provide for distribution

of a loose-leaf version of SS 6 in addition to the current

bound copy in order to facilitate timely revisions by users.

b) The Agency should xake steps to assure that the published/

distributor is provided vith errata/changes on a timely basis
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after adoption and that such changes are distributed to

the holders of SS 6.

(c) The proposal for separate publication of the package

testing methods was not accepted since the cost of the

complete SS 6 is not prohibitive.

(fc) "Change the structure of SS 6"

Bot acceptable. . The WG reviewed the several recommendations for

a change in structure and found none to present sufficient

argument to warrant change when compared to the confusion that

would result from wholesale re-arrangement or sub-division of

the Regulations into nev parts.

6. Issue 1*1 - Aids to the Use of SS 6 -

(1) (2) Provide an Index and Alphabetical Subject List

Accepted. The current "Contents" is an ordered list of para

numbers and sub-headings of each main section. Use of the

Regulations would be facilitated if a separate subject index was

also provided. The WG has no specific recommendations to make

in terms of the form of the index and refers this matter to

the Secretariat for resolution.

(3) Accepted previously by Plenary. Refer to Working Paper 29A.

(ii) Not accepted. The WG considered that if it were possible

to describe the Regulations adequately in extract form then

the need for the Regulations themselves might be questionable.

(5) (6) Previously not accepted by the WG. Refer to Working

Paper 29A.
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7. Issue 21 Tabulation of SI Conversion Decisions

As directed by Plenary action today, the table shovn below

ir.dice.tes paragraphs containing numbers vhich vill require conversion

to appropriate SI units. A judgement has been made of the primary committee

responsible for the action. Many of the changes require only metric

to SI conversions, but all were included for completeness.

1

132

137

138b

229

139
302

50U

506

508

531b

532a

+ footnote

537

5*5

SI

2

226

301»

308

Table VIII

502

512b
Pig 2

Pig 3

• Pig 1»

601,a,e

Table XII

Table XII
+ footnote

Table XXII

Table XXIV

Table XXV

Table XXVI

731*

805b

815

835a

Conversion Decisions

Working Groups

3

Table I

132

227

Table IV

Table V

koka

Table VXI

Table X

1*05

Table IX

1*06

til

Table XI

k

221

Table III

237

239

711

Tlhe.

719b

721

736

737
738b

8O5e

5

120

121

Table VI

*

Crit GT>

Table XIV to XX

612

613

Tables XXI to XXII

615a

620d

621»

*
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Working Paper Ho. 62 AG-266

Report of Working Group A.k

Meeting of September 9

1. Issue Ho. 3 - B(tl)/B(M) Packages

Ho change - As discussed in ot-her issues below, the Working

Group recommends various changes "to provisions concerning B(U)/B(M)

requirements. These recommended changes will narrow the difference

in package standards for B(U)/B(M) packages. However, some differences

remain and the Working Group believes it is appropriate to retain the

present B(U)/B(M) distinction.

2. Issue No. 9 - Brittle Fracture

The Working Group recommends that paragraph 213 be revised to

"The design of the packaging shall take into account the variations

in temperature to which the packaging may be subjected during

transport and storage. Special attention should be given to

freezing temperatures for packages containing liquids".

The Working Group also recommends that paragraph 2Ul be revised

to read as follows:

"The design of the packaging shall consider the effects of an

ambient temperature range of -tC°C to 38°C".

Justification: The present wording of paragraph 213 is confusing.

It is not clear whether the requirement applies to design of the package

or only to selection of materials. The Working Group believes it is

appropriate that freezing of liquid should be considered for Type A as

well as for Type B packages. One effect of the above recommendations

is that only general provisions, rather than specific temperature

limits, will apply to Type A packages. The Group believes this is

appropriate considering that Type A packages are not required to

withstand accidents. However, the group" believes that a specific range

of temperatures should be considered for Type B packages. A range of

-iiO°C to +38°C is 'included in the recommendations for paragraph 2^1.

-172-
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3. Issue No. 35 - Thermal Test

During plenary, the Working Group was requested to discuss

various.minor changes to the text of its first proposal. Minor changes

have been incorporated into the text and the Group recommends that

paragraph 720 be revised to read as follows:

"The thermal test shall be, or shall reproduce, the thermal

environment that would result from subjecting the whole specimen

to a fully engulfing hydrocarbon/air fire with an emissivity

coefficient not less than 0.9 and an average temperature not

less than 800°C in an open space in still air for a period of

30 minutes. After cessation of the external heat input, the

specimen shall not be cooled artifically and any combustion of

materials of the specimen shall be allowed to proceed naturally".

h. Issue No. Tii - Allowable Leak Rates

The Working Group agreed that the release limits following the

normal and accident condition tests should be the same for 3(U) and

B(M) packages. The Group also agreed that continuous venting should not

be permitted for B(M) packages under normal conditions. Therefore, the

Working Group recommends the following changes xo the Regulations :

a) Paragraph 233 should.be transferred from "Specific Additional

Tests for Type B(U) Packages" to the "Basic Additional Requirements

for Type B(U) Packages".

b) Paragraph 233(b) should be revised to read as fellows:

"with regard to the tests specified in Section VI, paras 718 - 721,

restrict the accumulated loss of radioactive contents to not

more than A2 in a period of one week and for krypton-85

the loss would not exceed 10,000 Ci in one wetk".

c) Delete Table IV.

d) Paragraph 235 should be transferred to the Section entitled

"Basic Additional Requirements for Type B(U) Packages".

e) Delete Paragraph

-173-
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Justification: The justification for specifying the sane leak

rate for 3(U) and B(M) packages is given in paragraph 1.7 of Working

Paper Ho. 51 'of Working Group A.3.

5. Issue No. 97 - Allowable Stresses

The Working Group recommends the following changes to the

Regulations :

a) Delete Paragraph 237

b) Delete Paragraph 238

c) Add the following new paragraph to the section entitled

"Basic Additional Bequirements for Type B(U) Packages".

A Type B(U) package shall be so designed that, if it were subjected

to the tests referred to in Section VII, paras 709 - 71k and paras 718 - 721,

the level of stresses and strains in the containment system would not

exceed values which would adversely affect the package in-such £ way

that it would fail to meet the applicable requirements for containment.

Justification: The present provisions in paragraphs 237 and 238

excessively restrict the design of containment systems subject to

loading by internal pressure. In addition, the present requirements do

not address other types of loadings which should be considered in the

design of containment systems. Since extensive technical detail would

be needed to adequately specify allowable stress thet are safe, without

being excessively restrictive, and since this subject is covered completely

in several national and international standards, the Working Group

believes it is appropriate that the stress limits in SS 6 be stated in

a more general manner.

6. Issue îîo. 98 - Relief Devices

An alternate text to paragraph 2̂ 1: is being drafted for consideration

by the forking Group.

7. 'Issue Ne. Il S - Immersion Test.

The Working Group recommends that the previously accepted proposal

regarding an immersion test be placed in the section entitled "Specific

Additional Requirements for Type B(U) Packages".

Also, as requested, additional justification for this requirement

is given below:
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Justification for the 200 meter Water Immersion Test

. Work had been âcne in Japan, Sweden and France which appeared to justify
i

the need for a water immersion test of 200 meters.

Ihe Japanese work had been presented under the title "Safety Assessment

on Sea Transport of Spent Nuclear Fuel in Japan" to RTSG ref. 9/U/ll-13,197B

and SAGSTRSM 10/2-6, 1978 and the Technical Committee on Package Test Standards

in August 1979.

The Swedish work is the KBS study and the French work was

draft form.

itly in

The Japanese work indicated that, if release of radioactive conLents

did occur at 200 metres immersion, collective dose would be of the order of

3 x 105 man rem and, individual exposure dosage 9 mrem/y for the whole body, or

90 mreir/yr for the bones only. Although these figures are acceptable/ they are

approaching the limit of level of acceptability.

It was considered that the ICKP principle that "all exposures shall be

kept as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken

into account" was being met because mast package designs would meet this 200 m

innersion test without any significant increase in cost.

The Working Group also considered that for irradiated fuel packages, the

mechanical and thermal tests were extremely severe, but the water immersion test

of 15 metres was produced with the thought only of an accident occuring in a

harbour. fto»i->aHr» thinking now examines the possibility of collision and

sinking of ships carrying these packages offshore, in deeper water. It was

logical, therefore, to reconsider the immersion test and the boundary of 200

metres was an acceptable figure. A package might not readily be recoverable

from this depth, but the consequence of release of activity was acceptable as

indicated above.

The requirement was associated with irradiated nuclear fuel packages

because of the potential danger from high curie content (multi-million curies)

consisting of fission products and radio- actinides.
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The level of activity below which this test was considered to be

•unnecessary was put in as a boundary figure of 10 Ci. This would enable,

for example, sample irradiated fuel pins to be transported without the

need for this test. This figure was proposed because the Japanese

studies considered up to 1.2 x 10 Ci. By specifying a boundary figure

of 10 Ci, the- consequences would be reduced approximately by a factor

of ten, and be within an acceptable range.

8. Issue No. 95 - Water In-Leafcage

Ho change - Insufficient justification.
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AG-226

Working Group A. 5

Report to Plenary

Wednesday, 10 Septeaber 19-30

Previous WG Reports: Working Papers 35, W», ̂ 8, 60

Previous WG Regulatory Proposals: Working Papers 32, 1»5, 57

Based on the comments at the Plenary Session on Tuesday, 9 September,

and the later discussions in the Working Group, the following decisions

were taken and changes Bade to Working Paper No. 57:

1. The Working Group decided to retain the anaeronyms "LSA" and "LCD",

rather thanto use "ISAM". The inconsistency in grammar vas accepted as

less confusing than a change in terminology.

2. Para. 320 vas modified to add the words "and shielding, so the last

line will now read: "...will retain their contents and shielding.11

3. In pare 325, the word "level" will replace the word "class",

text and Table (1) in para 326 will have the sane change.

The

it. Thé Secretariat is advised to contact the WS Secretariat in Geneva

to request that the reference to Class 7 be deleted in the heading of

para 9.13 of the U1Î recommendations on transport of dangerous goods.

5- The matter of the appropriate levels for concentration and vehicle

limits for tritiated water was taken up in a joint meeting of Working

Groups A.3 and A.5- The Working Groups decided not to prescribe a

separate limit for tritiated water, but to include it in with all other

liquids, both for concentration limits in the definition and for vehicle

limits in proposed pare 33*» and Table (2) of Working Paper 57. However,

the concentration limits would be left at 10 A2/g for liquids. For

vehicles, major changes were made. In Table (2) of Working Paper 57,

Road and rail vehicles would be removed from the left hand column and

placed in the right hand column with inland waterway craft. The entry

for tritiated water would be deleted, and the vehicle limits in the

right hand column would now read 10 x A2 for packaged liquids/gases and *

A« for bulk, a reduction by a further factor of 10. This would then

reduce the vehicle limit for road and rail shipments of LSA liquids and

gases by a factor of 100 below present SS-6 limits, rather than by 10,

as Working Group A-5 had earlier recommended. It should be noted that

these changes were subject to much disagreement'in the Working Groups and

acceptance of the above changes were far froc unanimous.
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The following « H F was prepared jointly by the tvo Working Groups to

explain the chances for tritiated water and other liquids:

Separate provisions for tritieted water in terns of ISA II

definition: . . ~ . •> i
JO»»* ^..5 c-JL A . >

In the light of a ê±*a**? decision not to separate tritiated

water from liquids it was decided, after voting, to delete (iii)

in the LSA II definition (page 1 of WP 57) and to rephrase

(ii) of same definition to:

"For liquids: 10~5

A consequential change in para 330 (c) is

"The average shall not exceed 10~

Conveyance Activity Limits; Table 2 on page 6 of VP 57

Provisions on tritiated water to be deleted (no separate

treatment of tritiated water).

Consequential change: last entry under "Nature of Material" to

read "Liquids and Gases"

Separate road and rail shipments from "conveyance" and

"seagoing vessels" and include road and rail together with

"inland waterway craft".

Season: Road and rail shipments are similar to inland water

shipments in that roads and rail tracks often follow, or go

close to, rivers and lakes, and that, if an accident happens,

the river or lake may be contaminated.

The activity limits for "Liquids and Gases" when shipped

on island waterway crafts, rail and road to be lowered one decade:

for packages material 10 A, and for bulk A-.

Reason: Should an accident happen in a river compared to at

sea, drinking water may be contaminated. The activity limits '

should therefore be lower for inland waterway crafts, rail and

road. The proposed difference, a factor of 10, is based on

judgement.

é- Definition of LSA I

Problem: Ores containing uranium and thorium may be mined because

they also contain say, heavy metals. They cannot, now, be shipped as

LSA I (because they are not uranium/thorium ores, but basically heavy

metal ores) but as LSA II. This would unintentionally penalise such
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shiïments.

Proposal: Change LSA I (i) definition:

"Ores containing naturally occurring radionuclides, and physical

and chemical concentrates (solid or liquid) of such ores".

Season: Avoid unintentional penalty, and let the uranium/thorium

specific activity determine to which LSA category the ore "belongs. There

will have to be consequential changes in paras 320, 330(a) and 331 of

V? 57.
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Vorkiag Paper No. 65A

(Supercedes Paper No. 57)

A-266

Working Group A.5

Recommendations for Regulations on

Lov Activity Materials

(Revision So. 3)

The following text is proposed to replace the text nov found in

paras 120, 121, 209, 31^-318, 501 and 553 of SS 6.

Section.I

Lov Specific Activity Materials

I — , low Specific Activity (LSA) materials shall mean those materials in

which the activity is and, under conditions likely to be encountered in

transport, remains essfistially uniformly distributed or homogenous.

Is order to qualify as LSA materials, the external radiation level at 1 metre

from the surface of the unshielded and uneontained material shall not

exceed 1 rem/h.

LSA materials shall be in one of three categories:

(k) LSA-I

(i) Ores containing naturally occurring radionudides (such

as uranium and thorium), and physical or chemical concentrates .

(solid or liquid) of such ores.

(ii) Solid unirradiated natural or depleted uranium metal,

compounds, or mixtures; or solid unirradiated natural thorium

metal, compounds, or mixtures.

(b) 1SA-II

Materials in which the average estimated specific activity does

not exceed any of the following:

(i) For solids and gases: 10" A-/g; or
-6

(ii) For liquids: 1C~ A /g.

Shielding material surrounding the LSA material shall not be

considered in determining the average estimated specific activity.
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(c) LSA-HI

Solids (e.g., consolidated vastes, aetiveted materials) in

which:

(i) The activity is distributed throughout a solid or e

collection of solid objects, or is essnetially uniformly

distributed in a solid compact binding agent (such as concrete,

bitumen, ceramic, etc); and

(ii) The activity is relatively insoluble, or the activity is

intrinsically contained in a relatively insoluble matrix, so

that, even under loss of packaging integrity, the loss of

radioactive material -per package resulting from the immersion

test in para. 736(a) is limited to less than .0.1 A-; and

(iii) The estimated average activity of the LSA material does

not exceed 2 x 10 A./g: and

(iv) Any shielding material surrounding the LSA material is

not considered in determining the average estimated activity.

Lov Contaminé5.on Objects

1 ~ . Lov Contamination Objects (LCO) shall mean those objects in

which the activity is distributed on their surfaces. In order to qualify

as LCO's, the external radiation level at 1 metre from the surface of

the unshielded and uncontained material shall not exceed 1 rem/h.

LCO's shall be in one of'two categories:

(a) LCO-I

Objects on which either:

(i) The non-fixed external surfac-e contamination does not

exceed ten (10) times the values given in Table XI of

Section V, and

(ii) The fixed (non-readily dispersible) external surface

contamination, averaged over I n (or the area of the external
2 k

surface if less than 1 m ) does not exceed 10 times the
values given in Table XI of Section V.

(b) -LCO-II

Objects on which the fixed total quantity of both the fixed

(non-readily dispersable) and the non-fixed external surface

contamination, averaged cv.-er 1 m (or the area of the

external surface is less than 1 m ) does not exceed 2 x 10"

times the values given in Table XI of Section V.
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Strone Industrial Packaging

1 — . Strong industrial packaging shall mean a packaging which shall

retain its contents »?hen subjected to the performance tests specified

in Chapter 9 of the United Hâtions Becoamendations "Transport of

Dangerous Goods" * for dangerous goods of UK packing Group III".

Tank Containers

1 ~ . Tank container shaH mean a tank for the transport of gases, liquids,

or slurries which is designed in accordance with the requirements

specified in Chapter 12, paras. 12.1 - 12.23 of the United Nations

Beeonmendations, "Transport of Dangerous Goods"*.

SECTION II

209 (Delete)

SECTION III

Materials

306. Radioactive materials

(a) these materials

(b) they vill retain their contents under conditions likely to

be encountered in routine transport; and

(c) the packaging

REQUTREMEHTS FOP. LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY MATERIALS AND LOW CONTAMINATION OBJECTS

General Requirements

320. All LSA materials and LCD's, other than ores containing natural

occurring radionuclides, shall be loaded into packages, closed

conveyances, or freicht containers in such a manner than, under

conditions likely to be encountered in routine transport, the packages,

conveyances, or freight containers vill retain their contents and shielding.

321. Each package or bulk container containing LSA materials or LCO's

shall be marked vith the notation "RADIOACTIVE LSA" or "RADIOACTIVE

* ST/SG/AC.lO/1/Rev. 1, amended by ST/SG/AC.10A
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322. Except for fissile materials, exclusive use consignments of

LSA materials or LCO's shall be exempt from the requirements of Section V,

paras. 503-51*», 5l6 and 517. However, large freight containers shall

be subject to paras. 510 - 513.

323. Each vehicle or large freight container containing consignments

of LSA-II, LSA-III, LCO-I, or LCO-II shall display the placard shown

in Section V, Pig. 5, as follows:

(a) Large freight container: on the outside of all four vertical

walls

(b) Rail vehicle: on the outside of the two external lateral walls

(c) Road vehicle: on the outside of the two external lateral walls

and on the external rear wall.

In the case of rail or road vehicles carrying large freight containers,

the placard on the freight container will suffice.

32b. Packages and bulk containers containing LSA materials or

LCO's in exclusive use shall be subject to the provisions of Section V,

para. 502, except that the external surface contamination shall be

allowed to exceed the Table XI values by not more than ten (10) for

road, rail, and water shipments.

325. Packagings for LSA materials or LCO's shall be in one of the

four following containment integrity levels:

(a) Level 1: No additional requirements specified; exempt from

the requirements of Section II.

(b) Level 2: Any minimal packaging meeting the requirements of

Section II, paras. 201 - 206 and 208.

(c) Level 3: Any strong iriustriéù. packaging meeting the requirements

of Section II, paras 201 - 208 ( See para 1 — for definition cf

Strong Industrial, Packaging).

(d) Level k: Any packaging meeting the requirements for Type A

packaging in Section II, paras. 201-208, and 210-225.
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326. Packagings used for the transport of LSA materials and LCO's

shall be is a level at least as high as shown in Table (1).

Table

Material

(1) Packaging Class Beauired for Low

Packaging
Exclusive Use 1 Hot

Bisk Materials

Level
in Exclusive Use

LSA-I

Solid

Liquid

1

2
2

3

LSA-II

Solid

gas

Liquid

gas

LSA-III

Solid

ana

and

compressed

uncompressed

SCO-I

SCO-II

3

i.

k

3

k

TRAKSPORT ARRANGEMENTS FOE LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY MATERIALS ARD LOW

CONTAMINATION OBJECTS

330. LSA materials and LCO's in categories LSA-III and LCO-II may not

be transported in bulk. LSA materials and LCO's in categories LSA-Ij

LSA-II and LCO-I may be transported in bulk under the following

conditions :

(a) Other than for ores containing naturally occurring radionuclides,

each conveyance or freight container shall be loaded in such a aanneer

than, under conditions likely to be encountered in routine transport,

the conveyance or freight container will retain its contents.
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(b) Each conveyance or freight container shall be in exclusive

use.

(c) The average estimated specific activity for LSA-II liquids

and slurries shall not exceed 10 A-/g.

(d) All LSA-II gases, liquids, and slurries shall be contained

in a Tank Container (See para 1 ~ for the definition of Tank

Container).

331> Packages containing naturally occurring radionudides shall be

exempt froo the requirements of Section II and Section V, paras. 501 - 519.

332. Packages of LSA-II liquids transported by road, rail, or water

shall be exempt from the requirements of Section II, paras. 221 and 226.

333. In all cases of fissile ISA materials or ISO's vhieh are not

exempted by Section VI, para. 601, the additional requirements in

Section V, paras. 510 - 512, 518 and 519, and in Section VI shall apply.'

. The total activity of LSA materials in any single conveyance, or

bulk or freight container, shall not exceed the limits shown in

Table (..2..).

Table (2) Conveyance Activity Limits

Nature
of

Material

Solids and
compressed
gases

Liquids and
uncompressed
gases

Conveyance? other
than inland waterway
craft

Packaged

Mo limit

100 x Ag

Bulk

Ho limit

10 x A-

Hold or compartment
of an inland waterway

craft

Packaged

100 x An
2

10 x Ag
-

Bulk

100 x A2

Ag
6>

* See also Section V, paras. 538 - 51*!.
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Seetion V

Mixed Packing

501. A package containing radioactive material shall not contain any

other items except such articles and documents as are necessary for

the use of the radioactive material. Such items may be included,

provided that there is no interaction between them and the packaging or

contents that would reduce the safety of the packaging. (See also

Section II, para 219). This requirement shall not preclude the transport

of low specific activity materials or low contaminati -n objects with

mixed contents.

5^0. The limitations in paras. 538 and 539 do not apply to consignments

of ores containing material radionuclides.

Leaking Packages and Contaminated Conveyances

553. Conveyances-, holds, or compartments used for the transport of low

specific activity materials or low contamination objects in exclusive use

service shall be exempt from the requirements of para. 552, for as

long as they remain in that specific exclusive use service, and

provided that they are not used for other goods until decontaminated

as specified in para 552.

Note to Advisory Group

The following cross-walk is provided to assist in tracking the

changes from SS 6 to the proposal in this Working Paper.

Present
Definition

12l(a)

12l(b)

121(c)

12l(d)

12l(e)

121(f)

12l(g)

120(a)

120(b)

Fissile LSA/LLS

Requirements

3lMa),
3lU(a),
3lMa),

3lU(a),

3lMa),

3lU(a),

315

317

317

318

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(b),

(c);

(e); 316

(c);

(eh 315

(eh
(c);

Definition

LSA-I

LSA-I
LSA-II

LSA-II

deleted

LCO-I

LCO-1

LSA-III

LCO-II

Fissile LRM

Proposed
Requirements

320-326,

320-326,
320-326,

320-326,

320-326,

320-326,

320-326,

320-326

320-326

320-326,

331,

330,
330,

330,

330,

330,

330,

333

33**

332, 33;

332, 33̂

332, 33-
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Working Paper Ho. 66 AG-266

Report of WG A.I, 10 September 1980

Completion of Issue Discussions

1. Issue it3 - Items Exempt from'Certain Prescribed Prescriptions"

This issue has "been resolved in that WG A.5 had accepted the

WG A.I recommendation to change the title of Section III of SS 6 -to

"Lov Activity Materials". See papers Ko. 53 and 60.

2. Issue 25 and it 7 - Use of fera "?ull-Loaa" and Definition of

"Defined Deck Area"

The previously proposed definition of "Exclusive Use" in Working

Paper 29A vas accepted except for the remit to WG A.I for reconsideration

of the term "Defined Deck Area". The suggested wording of the IMCO

representative vas adopted. The WG also felt that the definition

shown in Mote 2 should be removed and re-located in Section I to

read as follows:

"(para ?) Defined Deck Aree

Defined deck area shall) mean the area of the weather deck, or of

a vehicle deck of a roll-on/off ship or a ferry which is allocated for

the stovage of radioactive materials"

3. Issue 52 - Wording of Provisions : Surface Temperature of Type B

Packages

The WG reviewed para 230(b) in the light of earlier comments

during Plenary on the use of the phrase "accessible surface" and also in

light of current considerations being given by WG A.i* to the B(U)/B(M)

requirements. WG A.I concludes that it is unable to finalise issue 52

in light of these questions and hereby remits this issue to WG A. it

for resolution since in the WG's opinion this matter is not strictly

editorial.

it. Issue 62 - Definition of Conveyance Referred back to WG by

Plenary. Refer Paper i>l, Issue 62 and 89

The WG reconsidered its decision not to defits the word "conveyance"

and concluded that, in light of the usage in the Regulations and the

particular needs of WG A.5» a definition vas needed. The WG again

examined the possibility 'of re-defining the word "vehicle" but saw no

overwhelming reason to take this course.
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The WG therefore has defined the vord conveyance as used in the

Regulations as follows:

"COWSXASCE ._

Conveyance shall mean any vehicle, aircraft, vessel, freight

container or hold, compartment, or defined deck area, of an

- inland waterway or seagoing vessel".

The inclusion of this definition vill require deletion of the

defining sentence currently in para. 5^9.

5. Issue 22 - "Working Paper 36, Item 3. 'Referai by VG A. 3

Tais particular natter refers to the WG A. 2 actions on an

original proposal by Canada.

WG A.2 did not accept the proposal but requested WG A.I to

consider removing the vords "or storage" and the parenthetic reference to

Section I, para 105, from para 521 of the Regulations.

Hot accepted. The WG considered both the inclusion of storage

and the reference to para. 105 to be valid.

6. Ijssue 8C - Use of Package vs. Packaging in paras. 202, 203, 212 and 215

Beferal from WG A.I

Hot accepted. The WG felt that the existing use of either word

is appropriate. The suggestion in item 5 of USSR comments that these

paras should be duplicated for packages and packaging adds no clarity.

7. Issue 86 (2) - Definition for Normal Conditions of Transport

This proposal was previously not accepted (see Paper 1*1). During"

Plenary WG A.5 and A.3 .(Paper kB, item k) indicated that they were

considering such a definition. Since no liaison has occurred the WG

considers this matter closed.
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Working Paper No. 66 AG-266

Working Grou-p A. 2

Fourth Report to Plenary. 10 September 2980

1. Paper 7, Issue 109 - Transit Storage of Packages having a •

T.I greater than 50

Considering the comment by USA {Paper 2, page 200) concerning

the in-transit storage of individual packages with a transport index

greater than 50, the Working Group noted that para. 522 of Safety Series 6

does not cater for packages with this level of T.I: Paragraph 107

provides for special arrangements where any of the regulatory provisions are not

met and could therefore be invoked to cover transit storage if necessary.

It was recognised that for a non-fissile package where the T.I. is

directly attributable to radiation level, storage can be carried out

safely bearing in mind that such a package would be transported as a

full load and by definition this entails compliance with paragraphs

Ih6 to ll+B of the Begulations which relate to limitation of exposure

of persons to radiation. However, for packages which are fissile

there are criticality implications which are appropriately a subject

for consideration by the Nuclear Criticality Safety Technical Committee.

Conclusion No regulatory change is recommended at this time,

pending consideration of this matter by the Nuclear Criticality Safety

Technical Committee. >

2. Paper 7, Issue Ko. 115 - Action With Res-sect to Leaking Packages

The Working Group considered the proposal by USA (Paper 2, page 203)

to amend the wording of paragraph 5^9, most significantly to exclude

L3A materials from the requirement concerning decontamination of

conveyances. The Working Group considered that the occurrence of

contamination would be most likely with LSA material. The other

detail changes -proposed did not appear to have adequate justification

and were not supported.
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Hegarding proposals from USA (Peper 2, pages 190-191 and 19^-195)

which suggested rewording of paragraphs 5̂ 9 "to 553 to require, inter

alia, routine monitoring "by consignees of all vehicles on arrival at

the consignee's site, for the specification of radiation levels from

fixed contamination and for the application of contamination limits

to empty packagings.

It was considered that the existing provisions of para

of the Begulations were more effective in so far that they related to

the whole journey rather than the "last leg". It was noted that the

regulations already specify allowable levels of contamination and that

conveyances must be declared safe by a qualified person before reuse.

In addition steps for the protection of human health are required to

be in accordance with provisions established by the relevant competent

authority. The Regulations already prescribe for exempt packages to be

subject to the requirements of paras 5̂ 9 to 552 and it is therefore

unnecessary to mention them specifically. In general, it was noted

that evidence available did not justify a need to change the existing

provisions of paragraphs 5̂ *9 to 553.

Conclusion No regulatory change is Justified.

3. Paner 7, Issue No. 16 - Exemption of Smsty Packaging

The Working Group considered proposals by Norway (Paper 2, •

page 90), USSB (Paper 2, pages 122 and 123) and USA (Paper 2,

pages 188 to 193) to relax the provision for empty packages wh-lsh

currently require them to have an internal contamination level not

exceeding 100 times those set in Table XI. The existing regulations, it

was noted, quantify the provisions of the 1967 Edition which required

packages to be cleaned internally without specifying precise figures.

The philosophy underlying the current provisions is given in

Safety Series 37, pages 52 and 53. It was not felt, in general, that

there was any justification for altering this philosophy. As pointed

out in Safety Series 37, empty packages which do not meet the

provisions of paragraph 313 of Safety Series 6 under a packaging

st aard appropriate to the residual contents. New and unused

'."/.-.kagiags, for which regulatory provisions were proposed, were not

considered to come within the scope of the regulations except in the

case of packagings embodying natural or depleted uranium or natural

thorium (as provided for in paragraph 312).
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Conclusion No regulatory change is Justified.

1*. Paper 29 (End II D), Issue 12lt - Fissile Class II and III Packages

The Working Group considered the proposal by USA (see above) yhicb

appeared to cater for a package which changes its status from Fissile

Class .II to Fissile Class III in transit. The Regulation do not

provide for such a situation nor did the Working Group feel it

desirable they should do so. The reason for this proposal was

considered to be obscure since the designs in Question (paragraph 623)

are subject to multilateral shipment approval so that the requirements of

Competent Authorities who are links in the multilateral chain must be

knovn to the consigner before the commencement of the shipment.

No member of the Working Group was aware where such a procedure existed.

Conclusion Ho regulatory change is Justified.

5- Paner 39. Issue 130 - Labels

The proposal by France to enforce the removal of labels after use of

packages to avoid multiple labelling and for the label tc include the date

on which the package was filled was discussed in the Working Group. It was

agreed that a satisfactory regulatory provision already existed with regard

to empty packages in Para. 313(d), Safety Series No. 6. However, it was felt

that ttiere was a potential problem in regard to the possible reuse of packagings

for different contents without removal of previous labels. It was considered

appropriate to include the date on which the package was filled since packages

may spend many months in transit, e.g., at sea. It was agreed that it would

be preferable to amend Para. 519 of Safety Series No. 6 to cater for the

intent of the proposal.

Conclusion: Amendment of Para. 519 of the Regulations is justified

for both labels and vehicle placards.

Consequential Amendment : Add a new sentence to Para. 519:

"Any labels and placards which do not relate to the contents being
shipped shall be removed cr masked."

(Note: Previous amendments to Para. 519 in Working Paper 59, it«ii h.)

I 6. Paper 19. Issue 122 - OversachB
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6. Paper 19. Issue 122 - Overoacks for Small Packages

The Working Group considered a proposal from the USA to include

appropriate provisions in the Regulaxions regarding the use of overpacks.

It vas noted that the justification for the use of overpacks vas included

in Working Paper 51» Item 3» Report of Working Group A.3- The USA proposal

vas therefore considered to be justified and the suggested provisions vere

accepted with certain amendments.

Essentially, these are:

a. The deletion of "freight forwarder" from the definition- This is

not a defined term and, in any case, the consignor is responsible for issuing

the consignor's certificate stating that the appropriate labelling or

packaging requirements have been met.

b. The deletion of the qualifying phrase "vhich is not intended for

use" since this seemed to be an unnecessary restriction.

c. It vas pointed out that certain small industrial packages vere

shipped in overpacks and it vas felt advisable to include strong industrial

packages with the Type A asd exempt packages proposed.

d. For simplicity of control and for criticality safety reasons,

it vas considered advisable to exclude all Fissile Class packages from the

definition as veil as from the regaining provisions.

Conclusion; A regulatory change as proposed, vith-certain amendments,

is justified.

Consequential amendments: The Regulations should be amended as

follows :

a. Insert' nev definition

"Para. :aoc Overpack. Overpack shall mean an enclosure such as
a box or bag which is used by a single consignor to consolidate
into one handling unit a consignment of two or more Type A, Strong
Industrial or Exempt packages viiich do not belong to Fissile

/Class I. II or III
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Class I, II or III, for convenience of handling ana stowing,

b. Amena the following Paragraphs as shown:

"Para. 157 Transport Index Transport index for a package
or overpack shall mean:

i. (Ho change); or
ii. (No change); or

iii. For overpacks, the number obtained either

1. By adding together the transport indices of
all the individual packages contained vithin
the overpack', or

2. For rigid overpacks only, e.g., a wooden or
fibreboard box, by measuring directly the
maximum radiation level in millirem per hour
at 1 m from the external surface of the overpack."

"Para. 505 Overpacks or Freight Containers. An overpack or
freight container shall be in Category I-WEÏTE when it
carries packages of radioactive material none of which
is in a category higher than Category I-WEITE, and when it
is not being transported by special arrangement."

"Para. 506A Overpacks. An overpack shall be in Category II-
YELLOV when it is not being transported by special arrangement,
and when the transport index at any time during normal transport
does not exceed 1.0."

"Para. 508A Overpacks. An overpack shall be in Category III-
YELLOW when it is not being transported by special arraagemeat,
and when the transport index at any time during normal transport
is morethan 1.0 but not more than 10."

"Para. 510. Each package, overpack and freight container
(either large or small) shall bear labels... according to
the category (see paras 503-509) of that package, overpack
or freight container."

"Para. 511. The labels shall be affixed to two opposite sides
of the outside of the package or everpack, or on the outside
of all four sides of the freight container."

"Para. 512. Each label shall be completed with the following
information :

i. (No change)
ii. (No change)
iii. (No change)
iv. For overpacks, the "contents" and "activity" entries

on the label shall bear the information required in
Paras. 512(a) and (b) totalled together for the entire
contents of the overpack, except that on labels for
overpacks containing mixed loads of packages with
different radionuclides, such entries may read "See
Transport Documents."

/Para. 519. Add "
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?ara. 519: Add "and overpacks" after "packages".

Note previous amendment to Para. 519 in Working Paper 59, item k.)

"Para. 522 The number of Category II-YELLOW and Category HI-YELLOW
packages, overpacks and freight containers stored ... group of
such packages, overpacks or freight containers does not exceed 50.
Group of such packages, overpacks, or freight containers shall
be ... such packages, overpacks or freight containers."

"Para. 531. Accumulation of packages, overpacks and freight
containers shall be controlled as follows:

i. The total number of packages, overpacks and freight
containers shall be so limited ... (no further change)

ii. (No change)

Add nev paragraph following existing Para. 531.:

"Para, xxx. The following additional requirements shall apply
to overpacks:

i. Packages containing Type A or exempt or Low Activity
Materials(see Section III) Quantities of radioactive
materials and vhieh are not in either Fissile Class I,
II or III may be combined together in an overpack for
transport, provided that each package contained therein
meets the requirements of these regulations.

ii. In each case where the transport index for rigid over-
packs is determined by direct measurement of radiation
levels, this method may "be used only by the consignor."

In Paras. 533, 536, 538 (two places) and 5**6 (only where first mentioned in

the text) add ",overpacks" after "packages".

"Para 831. The consignor shall include in the transport documents...
(no change)

i. through (viii) (Ho change)
ix. For consignments of packages in an overpack, the

transport documents shall state in detail the
contents of each package within the overpack and,
where appropriate, of each overpack in the consign-

7. Paper 7, Issue 128 - Specification of Contents on Approval Certificate

This proposal has been considered within Issue 70 in Working Paper it7.

/ 8. Paper 2h - Desirability of Retaining
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8. Paper 2h - Desirability of Retaining Paras. 521 and 528

This issue was dealt with by Working Group A.3 (see Working Paper 26).

9. Paper 17, Issue 113 - Additional Requirements for Sea Trans-sort

These are additional items to those previously dealt with under Issue

113 ia Working Paper 59 and have been considered by Working Group A.5 (see

Working Paper 57).

10. Pat>er 17. Issue 36 - Information re International Shipments

This issue has been considered with Issue 70 in Working Paper i»7.

11. Paper 51, Issue 83 - Labelling of Overpacks

This has been dealt with by Working Group A.3 (Working Paper 51) (see

also item 6 above),

12. Paper k7. Issue 71 - Grandfather Clause for Special Form

This issue is held pending a decision on special form testing by

Working Group A.it. .

13. ?s.rsr 6l, Issue 39 - Conversion to S.I, units

The Working Group examined the list of items allocated for their

consideration in Working Paper 6l and came to the following conclusions:

Conclusions.

a. The following paragraphs and Figures involve simple conversions

from metric to SI units, with appropriate rounding off:

P a r a s . 226, 30k, 308 ( p h y s i c a l d imension) , 502, 73*;, 805(e) and ( h ) ,
82Mb) and 82i*(c)(mass)

F igures 2 , 3 , ^ and 5- •;

b. The following paragraphs involve replacing the requirement for

information to be given in curie units by appropriate becquerel units:

/ Paras. 512(b). 82U(c)
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Paras. 512(b), 82Mc)(activity) and 831(e).

c. In the following paragraphs, a conversion from curies to 'becquerels

is required with appropriate rounding up:

Paras. 8l5(b), 835(e).

d. In Table VII, the values quoted in Ci/g and g/d should be recal-

culated in terms of Bq/Kg end appropriately rounded up.

e. In the case of Para. 308 as regards radiation level, this should

be converted to ndcrosieverts per hour.

f. The following items are appropriate for consideration by the

Criticality Safety Technical Committee, particularly since some of these may

be removed from the Regulations as a result of proposals from Member States:

Paras. 601(a), 601(e), Table XII and footnote, Tables XXII, XXIV,
XXV end XXVI.
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Working Paper Ho. 69 AG-266

Report of Working Grout) A. à

Meeting of 10 September 1980

1. Issue Ho. 2 - Crush Test

The proposal to introduce & crush test into the Regulations vas

not accepted by the Working Group.

Justification: After careful consideration the Working Group

concluded that there vas not sufficient justification to introduce a

crush test. Also the Group did not have sufficient technical data

available to develop detailed requirements for a crush test.

The Working Group is avare that there vere strong proposals by-

various member countries to add a crush test. In addition TC-272

recommended that a crush test be developed for the 1983 Revision of

the Regulations, after the results of adequate studies vere available.

tests
Many studies on this subject of crush/are currently in progress.

Studies of the type recommended by TC-272 are expected to be completed

within a fev months. These studies could possibly demonstrate a need

to incorporate e crush ';est into the present regulations. But in such

a case, it appears to Working Group that according to the procedures

for revising the Regulations it vouid not be possible to incorporate

a crush test into the 1983 Revision.

After consideration of all these points, the Working Group is

unable to recommend a crush test in the absence of adequate

justification or technical data to develop the details of a test.

-2. Issue No. 8 - Requirements for All Packaging

The Working Group completed its consideration of this issue (see

Working Paper 1*6, item 2). In addition to paragraphs 211, 212, 219, 222

and 22U vhich vere previously addressed, the Working Group recommends
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thet paragraph 215 be moved to the Section entitled "General Design

Bequirements For All Packaging". The Working Group recommends no

change with respect to the other parts of the proposal.

Justification: The justification for paragraph 215 is the same

es for the other paragraphs addressed in Working Paper U6, item 2. Taking

into account the plenary discussion regarding applicability to exempt

packages, the Group recommends that paragraph 301 only refer to

paras 201 - 208, as is presently the case.

3. Issue Ho. 12 - Badiation Level After Normal Condition Tests

As a result of discussions in the Plenary sessions, the Working Group

recoaaends that the Para. 225(t>) refer to "maximum surface radiation"

rather than "surface radiation".

i*. Issue Ho. T5 - Initial Conditions

The Working Group recommends that Pare. 702 be revised to read as

follows :

"With respect to the initial conditions for the tests of this

Section, except those in Paras. 721-725, the demonstration of

compliance for Type B(U) packages shall be based upon the assump-

tion that the package is in equilibrium at prevailing ambient

temperature with appropriate consideration given to the temperature

range specified in Para. 2l»l. With respect to the thermal tesx,

the effects of solar radiation can be neglected prior to and during

the test, but must be taken into account in the subsequent evalu-

ation of test results. The initial test conditions for Type A

packaging shall take into account the variations in temperature to

which the package may be subjected during transport and storage."

Justification: Justification is given in Paper 2, page 206. The

above recommendations are also consistent with recommendations accepted

by the Advisory Group in Working Paper 62, item 2.

5. Issue Ko. 76 - Ambient Température
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No change - insufficient justification.

6. Issue .Bo. 97 - Allowable Stresses

As a result of discussion in the plenary session, the Working Group

recommends that the first part of the proposed text of the nev paragraph

concerning allowable stresses (see item 5 in Working Paper Ho. 62) be revised

to read as follows:

"When the package at the maximum normal operating pressure is

subjected to the tests...."

7. Issue No. 98 - Relief Devices

The Working Group recommends that Para. 2̂ it be revised to read as

follows :

"Intermittent venting of Type B(U) packages may be T>ermitted during,

transport, provided the operational controls for venting are accep-

table to the competent authority. Under this condition, the maximum

normal operating pressure may be assumed to be that pressure at

which the package is vented."

Justification. The Group recognized that some packagings are presently

in service which are designed to vent under controlled conditions. For -hese

packagings, the above text would permit continued safe use of these pack-

agings under controlled conditions. However, the Group recommends that the

need for this provision be «examined in connection with the 1993 Revision.

8. Issue No. 3*» - Number of Specimens to be Tested

The Working Group recommends that Para. 703 be revised to read as

follows :

"The number of specimens actually subjected to the 'cests shall be
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related to the requirements of the Quality Assurance Program."

Justification. Conformity vith the Quality Assurance provisions

proposed by Working Group S.I.

9. Issue Ho. 9*t - Vibration Test Data

No change. However, recommend adding advisory materials to Safety

Series No. 37.
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Working Paper Ho. TO AG-266

Working Group A.3

Fifth Report to Plenary

Issue Ko. 127

The Working Group reconsidered proposal 127 in view of comments made

earlier in Plenary. Consideration vas given to the need to carry category

YELLOW packages in passenger carrying vehicles. The Group agreed that the

complexity of applying segregation tables to the various forms of transport

and the minimal need to carry Category YELLOW packages in the mode, its

earlier proposals could be modified.

Decision : Replace "radioactive materials" to "Category II - YELLOW and

Category III - YELLOW" in Para. 535.

Issue Ho. 100 - Marking of Exempt Packages

The Group considered the US proposal, not covered in the Group's

earlier report, to label inner components of exempt packages. The Group

could not support this proposal.

Decision: Ho change.

Issue Hos. 113 and 27 - Requirements for Seagoing Vessels

The Group noted that Working Group A.2 had referred consideration of

the radiation protection aspects of Issues 113 and 27 to Working Group A.3*

The Group endorsed the recommendations of Working Group A.2 (item 10 of Paper

59) as being consistent vith its recommendations relating to Para. lU6, .

accepted in principle by Plenary, and appearing in modified form later in

this report.

/Issue Ho. 1 LSA Definitions ....
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Issue Ho. 1 - LSA Definitions

In discussing Paper Ho. 51, Plenary had referred to Working Group

A. 3 the question on the correct location of gases in the table of definitions

(LSA II). It vas noted that for compressed gases, the derivation of A2

assumes 5055 dispersion of type A package contents in a median accident

compared with 10"' for solids. For uncompressed gases, the dispersion has

hitherto been assumed to be 10"3, i.e., the same as solids. The Group

recommends to Working Group A.5 that LSA II compressed gases should be

coupled vith solids and uncompressed gases vith liquids (see Page 1 of Paper

Ko.

In making the latter recommendation, the Group noted the pessimism

embodied in the value of 10~" A2 for liquids but considered that the penalty

for inclusion of decompressed gases in this category would not be unaccept-

able.

Issue 90 — "ft*"pos'Hre Classification of Transport Workers

(including reconsideration of proposed Para. 146, general
questions of ALARA, and the question of routing restrictions)

The Working Group considered 2 working papers on the topic of ALARA.

Extensive discussions on the interpretation of ICRP 26 and IAEA Basic Stan-

dards for Radiation Protection took place vith respect to the classification

of radiation workers. The Appendix to this report provides a full justifica-

tion to the Group's conclusions vithin these issues. It vas agreed by a

majority that all transport workers should be regarded as Radiation Workers

and that no specific provisions should be made for incidentally exposed

workers and no additional safety factor is required in the basic design data

This reaffirms the Group's earlier recommendation that for all transport

workers, a basic design dose to critical groups of 500 mrem per year should

be used. Considerable care will be necessary to identify the appropriate

critical groups on a realistic basis. It vas accepted that since exposure

patterns, traffic factors, etc. cannot be determined with a high degree of

accuracy, some members of the critical group could receive in excess of

500 mrem per year. This was deemed to be acceptable since all the transport

workers are to be regarded as radiation workers. Regular review of the

/composition of the critical
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composition of the critical groups is necessary, "but it vas felt that traffic

patterns would not change rapidly enough for this to be onerous. It vas

agreed that Safety Series Ho. 37 should contain explanatory material to

enable the above philosophy to be clearly understood by those responsible

to apply the basic design doses., i.e., in producing segregration tables, etc.

In consequence, the following decisions vere recorded.

Decision 1. Replace Para. 1^6 vith

"Para. 1U6

The radiation exposure of transport workers shall be
subject to the requirement that the nature and extent of
the measures employed shall be related to the magnitude
of the exposure. Where it is determined or estimated that
the dose received by transport workers:

- most unlikely to exceed 500 mrem per year, no
change in work patterns nor detailed assess-
ment of exposure is necessary;

- is likely to be between 500 and 1500 mreœ per
year, periodic (but infrequent) assessments should
be conducted;

- is likely to be from 1500 to 5000 mrem per year,
personal dosimetry and appropriate surveillance
are required."

Decision 2. In Para. 1^7, replace "various categories" with

"for workers and individual makers of the public", and "not

being eeded" with "being complied with".

Decision 3. Replace Para. 11*8 with

"Para. ihB

Radiation exposures are required to be as low as reasonably
achievable. Compliance with regulations and vith the Basic
Safety Standards for Radiation Protection of the IAEA, will
ensure a high degree of safety, but managements and workers
have a continuous responsibility for maintaining safe
working practices. Transport workers shall receive appro-
priate training (to the extent necessary, having regard to
the type of work) concerning the hazards involved and the
precautions to be observed."

Under the general topic of ALARA, the Group noted that the

/question on routine restrictions
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question on routing restrictions had been referred to it earlier

by Plenary. The Group noted requirements for route control related

to physical protection and possible other reasons but recognised

that such controls should not add significantly to overall risks.

As a consequence Working Group A.I (Editing) should incorporate

a paragraph as detailed belov, in an appropriate position in the

Regulations :

Decision k. Include the following paragraph in the Regulations:

"Taking into account the present levels of safety in the
transport of radioactive materials, it is not generally
necessary to recommend routing restrictions. However,
when such requirements are imposed under a Special Arrange-
ment, account must be taken of all risks including normal
and accident risks, both radiological and non-radiological."

Issue 57(a) - TI for Category WHITE Packages

It vas noted that this item had been referred to Working Group A.3.

The Indian proposal to allocate a TI to white packages to enable control to

be exercised over total TI in a consignment including WHITE I packages was

considered to be too difficult to implement and unnecessary in practice.

Decision. Ho change.

Specific Activities

The Group noted German proposals in Paper Ho. 16, page 73, concerning

corrections to specific activity data in Safety Series So. 6. It was agreed

that values should be corrected, but in addition, the Group recommends to

Working Group A.I that this data be placed in Safety Series No. 37.

Issues 106 and 123

The Group considered several proposals concerning package contamina-

tion levels. The original models used to derive contamination levels were

compared with more recent derivations published and relating to working areas,

/but embodying latest ICHP.....
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but embodying latest ICRP date. The publication referred to (MRPB DL2)

related skin and other organ doses to the maximum levels for radiation

•workers, but since, for transport workers, the handling tine assumed in the

models are extremely conservative, the Group could find "no Justification to

change the basic permitted levels of package surface contamination. In par-

ticular, there vas not sufficient support for the USA proposal to 'allov an

increase by a factor of 10 in the contamination level for "full load" pack-

ages in the course of transport even if this was restricted to irradiated

full flasks.

Similarly, there vas insufficient support for the Indian proposal

•to reduce the contamination levels prior to consigment to ensure that pres-

cribed levels are not exceeded at the end of a journey.

A proposal from the Basic Philosophies AG to allov averaging of

contamination over lm? instead of 300. cm2 for irradiated fuel flasks vas

also considered. Again, by a majority, this could not be justified.

Proposals to examine the possibility of odifying permitted conta-

mination levels for the various types of packages vere discussed. It vas

considered that for packages not readily identified as carrying radioactive

materials (i.e., postal and exempt packages), the present permitted levels

are not justifiable. It vas, therefore, agreed by a large majority to reduce

the permitted levels in these cases by a factor of 10. In arriving at the

decision, the Group noted the anomalous situation that some postal packages

could have more radioactivity on the outside than the contents of the package

but also that the permitted package levels could, in some countries, be below

the levels of contamination allowed in areas in plants and laboratories

where public access is allowed.

Decision. For exempt and postal packages, reduce surface contamina-

tion levels by a factor of 10.

(Secretary's note: Suitable wording and cross-references will
be provided.)

/Issue Ho. 87 - Measurement
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Issue Ko. 87 - Measurement of Mop-Fixed Contamination

A Hungarian proposal (Paper 2, page 79) concerning the use of vet

smears for contamination measurements vas examined. In discussion, the

proposal vas slightly amended by the Hungarian representative. It vas agreed

that clarification in Para. 502 is necessary.

Decision. Add to Para. 502: "taking account of the collection

efficiency of the material used".

Proposal 105 - Tritiag Lerels in Kon-Fixefl Contamination

Proposals have been made to increase the permitted levels of surface

tritium contaminations. It vas felt that changes could not be justified.

Decision. No change.

Surface Cont"1"*nation I'lm'ts - Postal Packages «"d Exempt Packages

Amend Para. 303 to read:

"The non-fixed radioactive contamination on any external
surface of the oackage should not exceed one-tenth of the
levels in Table" H . "

Table XI Bote: Amendments to the above levels should be applied to

measurements selected to be representative of whole surface of the package,

individual measurements being averaged over an area of 300 cm2.
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Appendix to Working Paper No. 70

(Working Group A.3)

REDUCTION OF DOSES TO "AS LOW AS REASOHABLY ACHIEVABLE"

1. Recommendations of the ICRP

The Commission's recommendations on the use of cost benefit

analysis in radiological protection are contained in two publications,

ICRP Publication 22 and ICRP Publication 26. She Commission

recommends a system of dose limitation the main pruposes of which are:-

1) to ensure that no source of exposure is unjustified in

relation to its benefits or those of any available alternative,

2) that any necessary exposures are kept as low as reasonably

achievable, and

3) that the dose equivalents received do not exceed certain

specified limits and that allowance is made for future development.

The basis for deciding what is reasonably achievable in dose

reduction is whether or not the activity is being performed at a

sufficiently low level of collective dose equivalent (and usually,

therefore, detriment) so that any further reduction in dose would not

justify the incremental cost required to accomplish it. In making

this determination, the cost-benefit analysis shifts from a consideration

of the total benefit of the activity to the change in net benefit that

might be involved in requiring the activity to be performed at one

level of dose rather than another. In order to determine whether a

reduction in exposure is "reasonably achievable" it is necessary to

consider on the one- hand the increase of benefit from such a reduction

and on thé other the increase of cost involved in its achievement. For

a given practice, regardless of the result of the differential cost-

benefit analysis, individual dose-equivalent limits must be respected.
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The Commission's system of dose limitation is intended to apply

only to those conditions where the source of exposure is under control.

In the transport context there are the normal transport situation

including minor mishaps and the procedures necessary for remedial

action following an accident situation. The decision to initiate

remedial action will have to take account of the particular circumstances

that prevail. In general it will be appropriate to institute counter-

measures only when their social cost and risk will be less than those

resulting from further exposure.

2. Application of "optimisation" in transportation

International standards provide a considerable contribution to

radiation protection by the use of technical standards and specifications.

A cas'e-by-case optimisation of widely used equipment is not appropriate

because it would nullify the advantages of standardisation. Optimisation

should, however, be involved in establishing standards and in their

subsequent application.

3. Establishment of standards

The present transport regulations allow for the safe transport

of all types of radioactive materials and experience has shown that they

have resulted in a high level of safety. Relevant circumstances may

change with time and new information and considerations will be

advanced. Realistic radiological assessments and examination of data

on radiation exposure are required on a continuing basis with periodic

review and will show:- if changes should be made in existing requirements.

Any such changes should maintain or improve the present high level of

safety within the overall objectives of radiological protection and should

be based on firm information.

In certain cases when a change is proposed it is possible on the

one hand to calculate the increased costs resulting from the change and

on the other the potential benefits can be assessed. The increased

cost of achieving a benefit can then be compared with the increased

benefit. Such considerations:-of the change in net benefit may be

used to determine an optimum position. It is recognised that it is

necessary to assign a monetary value or values to the man rem and that

the collective dose equivalent is not always the only parameter to be

considered.
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k. Practical application of standards

It is in the practical application of transport standards that

"as low as reasonably achievable" is likely to be most effective.

Transport workers may handle radioactive consignments and/or be

subject to. dose rates which are equivalent to those existing in

supervised or controlled areas. Education and training resulting in

improved working practices ess do much to reduce occupational exposure

and help to keep the exposure of the public at a very lov level. It

may be necessary for managements to appoint appropriate radiological

protection advisors with the responsibility for advising management on

relevant radiological considerations.

Operational considerations such as remote handling techniques,

well maintained equipment, safe practices and a high standard of

safety respected by managements and workers, can be very effective

in keeping radiation exposure "as low as reasonably achievable".

Procedural controls are very important to the maintenance of a high level

of safety and to the reassurance required by the general public.

Limitation of access to the radioactive material is achieved through

package design, construction, testing and use. It is however necessary

to consider appropriate arrangements in the case of a transport

emergency involving radioactive materials.

5. Emergencies

In an accident, there may be some release of radioactive material

leading to the exposure of workers and of the general -public. The

effects of accidents are minimised by appropriate package design and

construction and/or by limitations on content. The potential consequences

of accidents are taken into account so that certain small quantities of

radioactive materials may be transported in packages designed only to

withstand the rigours of normal transportation. Larger quantities

of radioactive materials must be transported in containers designed to

retain their integrity to a substantial degree in severe accident

conditions.
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Emergency control procedures are required for the protection

of the population from significant unplanned releases of radioactive

materials. Pre-planning is necessary and the type of emergency plan

will be determined .from full consideration of all the factors involved.

As an example, movements of exempt and type A packages can be covered

by general schemes, so that, in the event of an emergency, expert

assistance is readily available. Specific transport emergency schemes

are required for the major movements of larger quantities of radioactive

materials such as those contained in type B packaging.

In relation to possible accidents it is necessary to stipulate

intervention levels, measures to be taken by the appropriate

authorities and surveillance procedures with respect to population

groups that are liable to exceed doses in excess of the dose limits.

The setting of intervention levels is considered to be the responsibility

of national authorities.

6. gimnnpiTy «wd rccowm*r"^fltions

i) With regard to establishing new (or changes to existing)

transport regulations, the optimisation methodology is not

sufficiently developed nor all parameters sufficiently agreed, to

permit its application internationally at this time.

ii) The practical application of regulations, particularly

improved education and training together with procedural

controls, and a high awareness of safety requirements can do

much to ensure that all exposures are as low as reasonably achievable.

iii) It is recommended that appropriate training, education and

information be made available to transport workers. Also that,

data and relevant radiological assessments on transportation be

made widely available whenever possible.

iv) Whenever necessary, transport emergency plans must be

established and approved by the appropriate authority.

Intervention levels are considered to be the responsibility of

national authorities.
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Working Paper No. 72 AG-266

Working Group A.k

Report to Plenary, Thursday, 11 September 1980

Previous WG Reports: Working Papers 35, hU, 1*8, 60, 61»

Previous Regulatory Proposals: Working Papers 32, 1*5, 57, 65

1. The WG noted the report of WG A.k in Working Paper 56. We

propose in Working Paper 65 to reduce the allowable external

radiation level from 1 rem/h at 3 metres to 1 reo/h at 1 metre. We

propose this in response to comments from the Plenary that 1 rem/h

at 3 metres is too high to be considered as a "lov risk". The

WG considered another value - 1 rem/h at the surface of the material, in

line with paras. 53Ma) and 537(a) of SS 6. All three options are

equally Justifiable arbitrary numbers, and require a judgement decision.

We decided on the middle value of 1 rem/h at 1 metre. This would

exclude even more of the "upper end" LSA-II and ISA-III materials.

Plenary discussion would be helpful.

With regard to the means of measurement of the external radiation

level, SS 37 should state that "determination" (not necessarily

requiring specific or repetitive "measurements") of the external

radiation levels shall be made "vith respect to" the LSA/LCO materials

in the shape and configuration in which they are to be shipped.

2. The WG reexamined the contamination levels for LCO-I and LCO-II

because our earlier proposals still did not hang together properly.

We finally realised that the existing levels in SS 6 are the proper

ones, and we have^reverted back to them, vith only one change. For

LCO-II, we added a non-fixed contamination limit to the fixed limit

to produce a total limit for both fixed and non-fixed contamination.

3. The WG reconsidered the definition cf "Strong Industrial

Packaging" and looked at a new definition of Tank Container". The

information provided by Cap*. Wardelmanr. to the WG was most useful,

as was his explanation. We decided to accept his proposal, and it is

written into Working Paper 65.
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The Secretariat of the IAEA is requested to contact the

Secretariat of *he UN in Geneva to coordinate the changes. The UN

Recommendations refer to IAEA Regulations in UN Chapter 1 (paras.

1.2*» and 1.25), Chapter 2 (pages 1^3 and 2>M, Chapter 7, 'Chapter 9

(paras. 9-2(a) and 9.13), and Chapter 13 (labels and placards). Some

of these paras, may need a corresponding change. For example, the

reference to "Class 7" in the heading of para. 9.13 should be a note

made in UK para. 12.700 (now vacant) as a cross reference to proposals

of AG-266, and a nev Table in Chapter 12 would be needed for Class 7.

it. Paragraph 5^0 was examined. It was decided that the exemption

should be limited to the "inherently safe" category of LSA-I, and more

specifically to uranium and thorium ores. That change is proposed.

However, on further consideration, there is no good reason we

could see to not include all LSA-I since it all is "inherently safe".

Also, an easier way to do this would be to delete para. 5^0 entirely,

and make the following change to the introductory text of paras.

538U) and 539(a):

"538. The accumulation

(' " 2xcept for consignments of LSA-I materials, the number

of packages not in "

"539(a) Except for consignments of LSA-I materials, the number

of large freight containers "

The WC- also noted that recently IMCO rejected para 539 in its

entirity.' However, the above changes should still be made, and IAEA

should coordinate the matter of para 539 with IMCO who seems to feel

that IMCO knows more about sea transport than IAEA does.

5. The WG will consider today whether uranium and thorium ores,

being not only "inherently safe" but actually not being dangerous materials

at all, should be totally exempted from SS 6. Plenary comments would

be welcome.
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6. Based on an earlier remark m plenary, the WG reexamined the

relationship between proposed paras. 321 and 333. They appear consistent

and proper. What it amounts to is this:

(a) Fissile LSA/LCO in tooth exclusive use and non-exclusive

use vould require both marking and labelling

(b) Bon-Fissile LSA/LCO in non-exclusive use vould also require

both marking and labelling.

(c) Non-Fissile LSA/LCO in exclusive use vould require marking but

not labelling.

(d) Paras, b and c above vould also apply to Fissile LSA/LCO

that is exempt under para 601 of SS 6.

7. WG A.3 has decided that uncompressed gases should be considered

along with liquids, and compressed gases should be considered vith

solids. Those changes have been made in Working Paper 65, but they

need consideration in Plenary. WG A.5 has not considered the merits of

this change.

8. WG A.I has accepted the proposal to define the term "conveyance",

so that term is used in Working Paper 65 in its nev sense.

9. In para. 139, LSA/LCO materials in Fissile Classes II and III

vould be exempted. The WG accepted the SAGSTRAM 1978 recommendation

to that effect.

10. In para 325 of Working Paper 65, para. 207 of SS 6 has been

deleted from the Level 2 requirements as not being applicable.

11. Today, the WG vill consider:

a) Exemption of U/Th ores

b) Miscellaneous LSA/LCO references in SS 6

c) Fire effects

d) Other hazardous characteristics.
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Paper No. 74 . AG-266

Working Group A.1
Final Iteport, U Septenber 1980

Issus 90 - Working Paper 70, Decision 4, "Routing", » fap i a l by Working
Group A.3*

Dae Marking Group asecornmanfls insertion of the new paragraph on routing
in place of tiis deleted Para.. 82S. Ihe Grouo ccn!aifltoipft'̂  ^faic -to be an aâmi~
nistxative statement related to Special Arrangenent, henoe the position taken.

Issue 40(2) - Working Paper 67, "Adaption of a Different Umbering System"
Referred back to Working Grava A.1 by Plenary

Tne Working Group considerea the likelihood of future changés to
Safety Series No. 6, based en experience v*i-tii the 1973 Edition, subsequent
90-day anendinsnls and-erratum changes. In liçfrt of the relatively few
changes since then, the relatively few changes which can probablu be expec-
ted between the 1983-1993 revisions, and the simplicity of the consécutif
3-ciigit nunbering system/ the Working Group concluded again that the existing
system should be retained. Inherent in this decision i s the assumption that
total nunbering within the present framework i s necessary and an acceptable
scheme. Alternate re-nurrbering within the e a s t i n g scheme was not f e l t to
be necessary or to provide significant f lexibi l i ty over simply using a
let ter prefix to connote new paragraph numbers.



Paper No. 75 "2°1- AG-266

Report of Working Group A. 4
Meeting of 11 Septentoer 1980

1. Issue No. 98 - Belief Devices

Following discussions in Plenary, the Working Group wishes to revise
» the previous reconnendation concerning Para. 244 (see item 7, Working Paper No.

69). d e Group reccranends that the revised requirement read as follows:

"Intermittent venting of Type B(M) packages nay be pernàtteâ
. - . during transport, provided that the operational controls for

venting are acceptable to the conpetent authority."

2. Issue No. 14 - Design B»y" -nements for Type A Packages for Liquids

In accordance with a point of clarification raised during Plenary,

the Working Group reccrrnends that the following words be added to Para. 226 :

"(d) Sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) above, shall not apply to approved
Type B packages when carrying Type A quantities of liquid. "

justification: Type B packages are adequately safe under accident con-
ditions and need not be required to have absorbent material or double cantain-
xnsnt.

3. issue No. 75 - Initial Conditions

Following remarks in Plenary session, the Working Group wishes to
revise its previous proposal concerning Para. 702 (see item 14, Working Paper
No. 69). The Group propos*?^ that Para. 702 be revised to read as follows:

'With respect to -1 & initial conditions for the thermal test, the
dencnstratian of. compliance shall be based upon the assumption
that the packar? is in equilibrium at an airfoient temperature of
38°C, the effect of solar radiation can be neglected prior to
and during the tests, but must be taken into account in the
subsequent evaluation of the test results."

/ Justification. This change will
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Justification. Diis change will siirplify the Regulations ana clarify

the original intent of Para. 702. dis change is also consistent with the

accepted practice of conducting the mechanical tests at prevailing anbient

•températures. The revised Para. 702 clearly applies only to the thermal test.

The design of packagings for other tests and other anbient terrperature condi-

tions is adequately covered in revised Para. 241 (see item 2, Working Paper No.

62).

4. Issue No. 52 - Surface Tertcerature of Type B(U) Packages

The Working Group agrees that 82°C is an acceptable température lirait.

One Group also believes that it should be acceptable to neet this reguixenent

with a screen or barrier attached to the vehicle, and this screen or barrier

need not .be subjected to the tests for normal conditions of transport.

Wording of a revised text to this effect will be developed later by

the Working Group.

5. Issue No. 10 - Special Form

No change. Insufficient justification. However, in instances where

esçlanatory material of the type requested is available, it should be placed

in Safety Series No. 37.

6. The Working Group examined -die table given in Working Paper 61 and

concluded that all necessary conversions should be done by the I&E& Secre-

tariat.
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Worfcing Paper No. 76 ' AG-266

Working Group A.3

Sixth Be-port to Plenary

The Group considered items referred to in paper no. 6l. The

following changes are necessary:

1. Table I - Change 1 in rem/hr to /*• Sv h~"", and divide numbers

by 10.

2. Para 132 "change millirem -per hour" to'sievert per hour or

multiples or submultiples as appropriate.'

3. Para 131* - change 0.002/*Ci/g to 100 bq g"1 (0.0027/wCi g" 1).

h. Para Ik3 - change 0.25 mCi to 10 MBq (~ 0.25mCi)"

5. Para 227 - change 200 Ci to'8 Bq («^200 Ci)

6. Table IV - change 10000 Ci to 1*00 TBq («-10000 Ci)"

7. Table V - Bo conversions required.

8. ltÔ a - change 1000 Ci to 1*0 T Bq (-«1000 Ci)

9. Para UoUa continued on page 37 - replace whole para (i) with

• " Al = |r T Bq

where P is the gamma ray constant, corresponding to the dose

rate in mGyh~ at 1 n r>er T Bq.

If T corresponds to H/h at 1 m per Ci the formula:

s ^22. m 3o aay be used".r
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In sub para (ii)

Replace 1000 Ci with 1*0 T Bq (~1000 Ci)

and 200 Ci with 8 T 3q (~200 Ci)

10. Para 1*05 - replace 2 Ci by 80 G Bq (*-2Ci)

and 0.002 Ci with 80 M 3q (**» 0.002 Ci)

and 10 Ci with 1*00 G Bq K 10 Ci )

and O.Olf Ci with 10 G Bq (~0.3 Ci)

11. Table VII - A. - take figures from paper Ho. 21 and round to

one significant figure.

A2 HEPB to tabulate

12. Table XI - change (Ci) to T Bq

1*0 (-1000 Ci)

10 (<v 300 Ci)

1* ( ~ 100 Ci )

.1 ( — 30 Ci)

0> ( i» 10 Ci)

13. Para 1*06 - change 10 Ci to 0.1* T Bq (~10 Ci)

O.-li Ci to 10 G Bq (~ 0.3 Ci)

11*. Table X replace 3 Ci with 0.1 T Bq (#- 3 Ci)

2mCi with 80 M Bq

50 with 2 G Bq

15. Para 1*11 replace 2 Ci with 80 G Bq (~ 2 Ci)

0.002 Ci with 80 M Be (*»2mCi)

0.01* Ci with 10 G Bq (<-0.1* Ci)

2 2
16. Table XI - change M Ci/cm to Bq/cn

replace 10" with 1*

re-Dlaee 10"5 with 0.1*
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Working Paper Ho. 78 AG-266

Working Group A.5

Recommendations for Regulations on

Lew Activity Me.terie.is, Other Dangerous

Properties, sac Other Dangerous Goods

(Revision Ho. h)

The folloving text is proposed to replace the text nov found in

paras 105, 106, 120, 121, 138, 139, 209, 301, 306, 31^-318, 501,

512, 518, 521, 528, 553, 801 and 631 of SS 6. Other additional paras

are proposed.

SSCglOK I

IKTRODUCTIOH

"Purpose and Scope"

105. Tor radioactive materials having other dangerous properties, or

for transport or storage of radioactive materials with other dangerous

goods, the relevant transport regulations for dangerous goods of each

of the countries through or into which the materials will be transported,

and the regulations of the cognizant transport organisations, shall

apply, in addition to these Regulations. (See Section V, paras. 5xx and

Say).

106. (Delete)

Definitions

Low Specific Activity Materials

1AA. Lov Specific Activity (ISA) materials shall mean those materials is

vsich the activity is and, under conditions likely to be encountered in

transport, remains essentially uniformly distributed or homogenous.

In order to qualify as LSA materials, the external radiation level at 3 metre s

from the surface of the unshielded and uncontained material shall not

exceed 1 rem/h.
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LSA materials shall be in one of tares categories:

(a) LSA-1

(i) Ores containing naturally occurring radionudiâes [such

as uranium tad thorium), and physical or chemical concentrates

(solid or liquid) of such ores.

(ii) Solid «nirradiated natural or depleted -uranium metal,

compounds; or mixtures; or solid unirradiated natural .thorium

metal, compounds, or mixtures.

(b) LSA-II t ,

Materials in vnicb the average estimated specific activity does

not exceed any of the following:

(i) For solids and gases: ICT A-/g; or

(ii) Tor liquids: 10*6 A /g.

Shielding material surrounding the ISA material shall aot be

considered in determining the average estimated specific activity.

(c) LSA-XII

Solids (e.g., consolidated vastes, activated materials) in

vhich:

(i) The activity is distributed throughout & solid or a

collection of solid objects, or is essneti&lly unifcrsly

distributed in a solid compact binding agest (such as concrete,

bitumen, ceramic, etc); and

(ii) The activity is relatively insoluble, or the activity is

intrinsically contained in a relatively insoluble matrix, so

that, even under loss of packaging integrity, the loss of

radioactive material ^tr package resulting from the immersion

test in para. 736(a) is limited to less than. 0.1 Ag; -and

(iii) The estimated average activity of the ISA material does

not exceed 2 x 10*"5 A_/g: and

(iv) Any shielding material surrounding the LSA material is

not considered in determining the average estimated activity.
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Lov Contamination Objects

IAS. Lov Contamination Objects (LCO) shall mean those objects is

vhich the activity is distributed on their surfaces. In order to qualifi-

as LCO's, the external radiation level at 3 metre froa the surface of

the unshielded and uncontained aaterial shall not exceed 1 rem/h.

LCO's shall be on one of tv© categories:

(a) LCO-I

Objects on vsics either:

(i) The non-fixed external surfac-e contamination does not

exceed ten (10) times the values given in Table XI of

Section V, or

(ii) The fixed (non-readily dispersible) external surface

contamination, averaged over I n (or the area of the external

surface if less than 1 m ) does not exceed 10 tines the

values given in Table XI of Section V.

(b) "ICO-H

Objects on -which the total quantity of both the fixed

(non-readily dispersable) and the non-fixed external surface

contamination, averaged over I s (or the area of the

external surface is less than 1 a ) does not exceed 2 x 10*

tiaes the values given in Table XI of Section V.

Strong Industrial Packaging

lAC Strong industrial packaging shall mean a packaging vhich shall

retain its contents vhen subjected to the performance tests specified

in Chapter 9 of the United Hâtions Recommendations "Transport of

Dangerous Goods" * for dangerous goods of UK packing Group III".

Tank Containers

IAD. Tank container shall aean a tank for the transport of gases, liquids,

or slurries vnich is designed in accordance vith the requireaents

"specified in Chapter 12, paras. 12.1 - 12.23 of the United Nations

Becossendations, "Transport of Dangerous Goods"*.

* ST/SG/AC.10/l/Rev. 1, «aended by SÏ/SG/AC.IOA
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138. The transport index ., :

(a) The sum of

(b) For freight ...

(c) For freight containers eerrying LSA materials cr LCO's,

the number determined in sub-para (a) above, or the number

determined is para 139, "whichever is higher.

139(a) Except for Fissile Class II or Class III consignments of ISA

materials or LCO's, the transport index for exclusive use consignments,

or consignments stored or transported in a compact stack or in a •

freight container, may mean the number expressing the maximum ... area

of the load. The transport index for LSA materials or LCO's transported

in "bulk shall mean the above number. For uranium or thorium ores ... may

be taken as:

Uo mrem/h

30 arem/h .....

2 mrem/h ..-. nexafluoride.

(b) For Fissile Class II or III consignments of LSA materials

or LCO's, see paras. 13T(b) and 138{a).

SECTION II

PACKAGING AMD PACKAGE DSSIGK 5S0UI3BMEBTS

"Other Dangerous Properties"

209. For radioactive materials having other dangerous properties,

see Section V, para. 5xx.

•szcnoy in
LIMITED QUANTITIES, ETC.

"General Requirements"

301. The limited quantity materials, instruments, articles, and empty

packagings vhich meet the general requirements in paras. 301-305 and

the relevant .... paras. 5^7-55^. For radioactive materials having

other dangerous properties er for radioactive materials being transported

vith other dangerous goods, see Section V, paras 5xx and 5xy.

Materials

306. Radioactive materials ...-

. (a) these materials

(b) they vill retain their contents under conditions likely to

. be encountered in routine transport; and

(c) the packaging
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LCW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY MATERIALS ARE LOW CONTAMINATION OBJECTS

General- Requirements

320. A H LSA materials end LCD's, other than ores contei.ri.ng naturally
or

occurring radionuclides, shall be loaded into packages /closed

conveyances, in such a manner than, under

conditions likely to "oe encountered in routine transport, the packages or
conveyances, ' vill retain their contents and shielding.

321. Each package or bulk container containing LSA materials or LCO's

shall "be marked vith the notation "RADIOACTIVE LSA" or "RADIOACTIVE

LCO".

322. Except for fissile materials, packages of LSA materials or LCO's

in exclusive use shall "be exempt from the labelling and marking

requirements of Section V, paras. 503-51k, 5l6.and 517. However, large

freight containers sb&H be subject to the labelling requirements of

paras. 510 - 513.

323- Each vehicle or large freight container containing consignments

of LSA materials and LCO's shall display the placard shown in Section V,

Pig. 5, in accordance vitfc Section V, paras. 532(c), 533 and 536.

Packages and bulk containers containing LSA materials or
' LCO's in exclusive use shall be subject to the provisions of Section V,

çn jsaçkages
para. 502, except that the external surface contaminationysaaïl oe^

allowed to exceed the Table XI values by. not more than ten (10) for

•road, rail, and water shipments.

325. Packagings for LSA materials or LCO's shall be in one of the

four following containment integrity levels :

(a) Level 1: Bo additional requirements specified; exempt from

the requirements of Section II.

(b) Level 2: Ary siniaal packaging meeting the requirements cf

Section II, paras. 201 - 206 , 208 and 219.

(c) Level 3: Any strong industrial •oackaging meeting the .requirements
208. and 219

of Section II, paras 201 - 206/C See para lAC for definition cf

' Strong Industrial Packaging).

(d) Level it: Any packaging meeting the requirements for Type A

packaging is Section II,. except, fcr tsara. 226.
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326. ?e.ck*giags used fer the transport of LSA materials and LCO's

shal l be i s t l eve l i t least as high as shown i s Table ( l ) .

Table (1) Ptcktcine Class Beouired for Lov Risk Materials

Material Packaging Level :

Exclusive Use ) Not is Exclusive Use

1SA-I

Solid

Liouid

LSA-ÏI

Solid

Liquid and

gas

LSA-III

Solid

.'- SCO-I :

. SCO-II ••

1

2

2

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

h
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327. For LSA material or LCO's having other dangerous properties or
for radioactive materials being transported vith other dangerous goods,
see Section V, paras. 5aoc and 5xy.

TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS

330. LSA m a t e r i a l s and LCO's i n c a t e g o r i e s LSA-III and LCO-II may not

be t r a n s p o r t e d i n bulk. LSA m a t e r i a l s and LCO's i n c a t e g o r i e s LSA-I,

LSA-H and LCD-I may be transported i n bulk under the f o l l o v i n g

conditions : [
i

(a) Other than for ores containing naturally occurring radionudides,

each conveyance shall be loaded is such a manner

than, under conditions likely to be encountered in routine transport,

the conveyance will retain its contests.

("b) Each conveyance shall be in exclusive

use.

(e) The average estimated specific activity for LSA-II liquids
—7asd slurries shall not exceed 10 A^/g.

(d) A U LSA-II gases, liquids, and slurries shall be contain,

in a Tank Container (See para IAD for the definition of Tank

Container).

331. Packages of LSA-H liquids transported by road, rail, or vater

shall be exempt from the requirements of Section II,-paras. 221 and 226.

332. In all cases of fissile ISA materials or ICC s vhich are not

exempxed by Section VI, para. 601, The additional requirements in •

Sectioa V, paras. 510 - 512, 518 and 519, and in Sec-ion VI shall apply.
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333. The total activity of ISA materials in any single conveyance,

, shall not exceed the linits shows in

Table (2).

Table (2) Conveyance Activity Limits

Mature
of

Material

Solids

Liquids and

gases

Conveyance, other
than inland waterway
craft*

Packaged

Ko limit

100 x Ag

V

Bulk

Ho limit

10 x JU

Hold cr compartment
of an inland waterway

craft

Packaged

100 x A
2

10 x Aj

Bulk

100 x Ag

* See also Section V, paras. 538 - 5^1.

SECTION IV

ACTIVITY LIMITS •

Table VTï A. esè A-»' Values for Badionuclides

LdO Low contamination objects (see Section I, para, 1AB)

LSA Low specific activity materials (see Section I? per&, 1AAÎ,

SECTIOK V

CONTROLS FOR TRANSPORT AHD STORAGE IW TRANSIT

MIXED PACKING

501. A package containing radioactive material shall not contain any

other items except such articles and documents as are necessary for

the use of the radioactive material. Such items may be included,

provided that there is no interaction between them and the packaging cr

contents that would reduce the safety of the packaging. (See also

Section II, para 219). This requirement shall not preclude the transport

of Low Specific Activity materials or Low Contamination Objects with

mixed contents.
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OISSR DANG2R0US PROPERTIES AND GOODS

Other Dangerous Properties

5xx. In addition to the radioactive properties, say other dangerous

properties of the radioactive materials, such as explosiveness, flaaaability,

pyrephoricity, chemical toad.city, end corrosiveness, shall be taken

into account is the packaging, labelling, marking, storage, and

transport in order to be in compliance vita the relevant transport

regulations for dangerous goods of each of the countries through or

into vhich the materials vill be transported, and vita the regulations

of the cognizant transport organisations, as veil as these Regulations.

Other Dangerous Goods

5xy. Packages of radioactive materials, ana radioactive materials in

bulk, vhich are stored or loaded into conveyances vith other dangerous

goods shall be stored and loaded in compliance vith the relevant

transport regulations for dangerous goods of each of the countries

through or into vhich the materials vill be transported, and vith the

regulations of the cognizent transport organisations, as veil as

these Régulations.

LABELLING AND MARKING

512. Sach label

(a) Contents

(i) The name ...

(ii) For ISA materials (other than LSA-I) and LCO's, the

category of LSA or LCO (see Chapter I, para. 1AA and IAS)

shall be shovn folloving the name of the radionuclide. The

terms "LSA-II", "LSA-III", "LCO-I", and "LCO-II" shall be

used for this purpose. For LSA-I materials, the term

"LSA-I" is all that is necessary, rhe name of the radionuclide

i is not necessary.

518. For radioactive materials having other dangerous properties,

see para. 5xx-

STORAGE IN TRANSPORT

521 For radioactive materials vhich are being stored in proximity

to other dangerous goods, see para. 5xy.

TRANSPORT

528.- For radioactive materials vhich are being transported in proximity

to other dangerous goods, see para. 5xy-
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538. The accumulation

(a) Except for consignments of LSA-I materials, the number of

packages not in

539(&) Except for consignments of LSA-I materials, the number

of large freight containers

. (delete).

Leaking Packages and Contaminated Conveyances

553. Conveyances used for the transport of Lov Specific Activity

materials or Lov Contamination Objects in exclusive use service shall

be exempt from the requirements of para. 552 for as long as they

remain in that specific exclusive use service, and provided that

'they are not used -for other goods until decontaminated as specified

in para 552.

t

SECTION VIII

GENERAL

801. Approved by....

(a) Packages provided for in Section III, paras. 301-313

(b) Packages of LSA materials or LCO's (other than fissile

materials).

(c) Type A packages

CONSIGNOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES

Consignor's Certification

831. The consignor

(E.) The vords "radioactive material", and

(i) For 'LSA materials, the vords "LOV SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

MATERIAL" and the category "LSA-I", "LSA-II" or "LSA-III, and

(ii) For LCD's, the vords "LOW CONTAMINATION OBJECTS" and

the category "LCO-I" or LCO-II".

(Schedules 5» 6, 7, 11, and 12 vill need revision to take into account

these LSA/LCO changes).
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Wbrking Pacer No. 79 AG-266

Joint Meeting of Working Groups A.4 and A.5

Plenary had directed that Working Groups A.4 and A.5 should co-
ordinate their views with regard to the transfer of certain requirements in
Section H , "Additional Rsguirenents for Type A Packages" to "General Design
Reguirenents for all Packagings and Packages".

The joint groups cane to the following agreement:

Rstain 211 - in reguiremants, not as previously pro-
b Pl

g
posed by forking Group A.4 and accepted by Plenary

Retain 212 - ditto -
Transfer 215 to General Reguirenents as previously proposed fcy

Working Group A.4 and accepted by Plenary

Transfer 213 - ditto -

Transfer the first two
Retain 222 »*!»"> in

of 222 to General Raguirements.

reguireroants

Retain 224 in

(The two items iirnediately above are
a variation on previous agreement of
Working Group A.4.)

xequixenents, not as previously
d d bq

propoaad by Working Group A.4 and accepted by
Plenary.


